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Audit Committee 
Agenda 

15 April 2019 at 6.00 pm 
Council Chamber 

401 Greenhill Road, Tusmore 

Members: Mr David Powell - Chair (Independent) 
Mayor Anne Monceaux 
Councillor Henschke 
Mr Roberto Bria (Independent) 
Mr Stephen Coates (Independent)  

Guests:  Nil 

1. Apologies

Nil

2. Leave of Absence

Nil

3. Confirmation of Minutes

Recommendation

That the Minutes of the Audit Committee meeting held on 18 February 2019 be
taken as read and confirmed.

4. Action List Review and Policy Tracking Table (For Noting)
To be presented to next meeting.

5. Reports of Officers

5.1 Internal Audit Update – Major Projects Review p5 
Attachment A 

5.2 Review of the Internal Audit Plan p33 
Attachment A 
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5.3 Audit Committee Live Streaming p55 

5.4 Local Government Risk Services Cyber Risk Assessment p61 
Attachment A 

5.5 Draft 2019/20 Long Term Financial Plan and Annual Business 
Plan and Budget for Public Consultation       
Attachments A – E 

5.6 p129 Sale or Disposal of Assets Policy – Review 
Attachment A 
Attachment B

5.7 ERA Water (Standing Item) 

Report to Council – Eastern Regional Alliance Water – Bore Capacity and 
Funding Requirements  p141 

6. Confidential Items

Nil

7. Other Business p185 

7.1 Forward Program

7.2 Correspondence 

Email from Dean Newbery and Partners regarding review into two policy 
areas. 

8. Date of Next Meeting

Recommendation

That the Audit Committee convenes on the 17 June 2019 (noting Mayor Monceaux will

be an apology on this date).

9. Closure
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Item No: 5.1 
To: Audit Committee 
Date: 15 April 2019 
Author: Karishma Reynolds – Group Manager, Finance and Governance  
General Manager 
and Division: 

Matthew Spearman – Acting General Manager, Corporate and 
Development  

Subject: INTERNAL AUDIT UPDATE – MAJOR PROJECTS REVIEW  
Attachments: A. Internal Audit Report – Major Projects Review  
Prev. Resolution:  Nil 

 

Officer’s Recommendation 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the Audit Committee note the Internal Audit report for Major Projects Review and 
the Administration’s responses to the recommendations made.  

 

Purpose 

1. To inform the Audit Committee of the matters raised by the Internal Auditors in their 
report for the Major Projects Review and the Administration’s responses to these 
matters. 

Strategic Plan 

2. The following Strategic Plan provision is relevant: 

 “Delivery of good governance in Council business” 

Communications/Consultation 

3. The following communication / consultation has been undertaken: 

3.1 Discussions with Galpins Accountants, Auditors and Business Consultants 
(Galpins); and  

3.2 Discussions with the City of Burnside’s key internal stakeholders. 

Statutory 

4. The following legislation is relevant in this instance: 

Local Government Act 1999  

Policy 

5. The following Council Policies are relevant in this instance: 

Procurement Policy 
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Prudential Management Policy 

Risk Assessment 

6. The following risks have been identified: 

6.1 Regular review of Council’s risk environment and internal controls is an important 
risk management tool and helps assess the effectiveness of Council’s internal 
control environment; and 

6.2 An Internal Audit Plan is essential for good corporate governance and will help 
manage strategic and operational risks faced by Council. Failure to implement 
the recommendations arising from internal audit projects may also result in lost 
opportunities to achieve performance improvements in effectiveness and 
efficiency. 

Finance 

7. The main financial implication in enacting the recommendations is dedication of staff 
time. Any funding requirements outside of staff time will proceed through the standard 
budget request framework used within Council.  

Discussion 

8. The scope for this internal audit was to assess the Council’s processes in relation to 
major projects. Specifically, the audit covered the key stages of selected major projects 
including feasibility, scoping, planning, implementation, transition, and benefits 
realisation. 

9. This scope focused on the review of two major projects, being the ‘Implementation of 
RFID technology’ project in the Library and the ‘Magill Village Redevelopment’. 

10. The audit identified and validated the following strengths in the Council’s project 
management activities:  

10.1 feasibility and scoping undertaken for the two projects reviewed was 
comprehensive; 

10.2 effective business case preparation highlighting compliance to the Prudential 
Project Management Policy for the two projects reviewed;  

10.3 procurement activities including the approval of purchase orders and invoices 
was compliant; and 

10.4 project management documentation and activities undertaken for the Magill 
Village Redevelopment project were of a good standard.  

11. Deficiencies identified within the review included commentary around:  

11.1 a lack of an overall project management framework including procedures and 
templates. Given the number of projects and forecast capital works 
expenditure, the lack of a project management framework may reduce the 
Council’s ability to successfully deliver on the key the project factors of time, 
cost and quality;  
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11.2 a lack of training, guidance and mentoring to support the effective 
implementation of project management practices and principles consistently 
across the Council;  

11.3 due to the lack of a clear and consistently applied convention for saving 
project records to the Records Management System, it was difficult to locate 
and verify that key project records had been saved in Council records; and  

11.4 several deficiencies existed in the consistent preparation and use of key 
project documentation for the RFID project in comparison to better practice 
project management. This included the preparation of project planning 
documents, project risk information, status reports and meeting minutes, 
project completion report which summarises benefits realised and lessons 
learnt. 

12. The Administration are aware of the lack of a framework and has commenced a 
number of initiatives to address the items raised. These are explained in the comments 
below. The Administration intends to introduce a tiered project management framework 
that recognises that different projects require different levels of controls based on the 
risk and complexity of the project. This has been discussed with and supported by the 
Internal Auditors.   

13. The audit noted that a project management framework is currently in development by 
members of the Strategic Projects team, the finalisation of which should address the 
risk and findings raised below. Further details on each of these recommendations can 
be found in Attachment 1.  

Risk  Projects are not undertaken in line with a recognised project 
management methodology (e.g. PMBOK or Prince2) or 
generally accepted better practice methodologies leading to 
poor project outcomes. 
 

Recommendation 1  A process is undertaken to develop an appropriate project 
management 'Framework' for Council officers across the 
Council. This should incorporate an overview of the key 
project management activities to be undertaken for projects 
to ensure greater consistency and application of project 
management activities across Council. 
 

Response  Council Administration has commenced work on developing 
a Project Management Framework in 2018. Completion and 
roll-out of the framework is included in the Strategic 
Planning and Delivery team’s 2018/19 business plan. This 
framework is intended to encapsulate the recommendations 
put forward in the recommendations above. 
 

Target Date 30 June 2019  
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Risk  There is a lack of project management training and 
mentoring leading to the inconsistent use or non-
performance of project management activities. 
 

Recommendation 2  The Council develops and implements a formal project 
management training program.  
 

Response  A Strategic Projects Manager was recruited in 2017 and a 
permanent Strategic Projects Officer role reporting directly 
to the Strategic Projects and Planning Manager was 
recruited in June 2018.  
 
A key objective of introducing these roles to the organisation 
was to have experienced staff managing our strategic 
projects. The achievement of this objective is reflected in 
the favourable comments about the Magill Village project 
above in the report. Similarly, a People and Innovation 
Project officer and an Information Management Project 
Officer were also recruited in June 2018. 
 
In addition to project delivery, a key focus of the recently 
established Strategic Planning and Delivery team which 
reports directly to the General Manager Urban and 
Community, is to build project management capability 
throughout the organisation.  
 
In addition to providing project management mentoring as 
required, the Strategic Planning and Delivery team’s 
2018/19 business plan includes the development and roll-
out of an “Action Learning” program.  
 
This training program will allow staff from all levels 
throughout the organisation to have hands-on experience in 
managing real-life, cross-functional projects with structured 
mentoring support. The program will be developed in 
conjunction with the People and Innovation team and is 
already available as a training option in staff Performance 
Development Review’s. 
 
Staff are also able to nominate through their Performance 
Development Review’s, the request to undertake formal 
training in Project Management. 
 

Target Date 31 December 2019  
 

Risk  The lack of a clear and consistent naming/filing convention 
increases the risk that project records are difficult or unable 
to be located in the EDRMS. 
 

Recommendation 3  The Council establishes a consistent protocol and naming 
convention for records produced for, and from project 
management activities. This should include a requirement 
for project records to be saved in the EDRMS in a timely 
manner. 
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Response  Council Administration is currently reviewing the listing of 
‘subject’ matters within ECM to streamline the process and 
gain consistency. The recommendation above will be taken 
into consideration during this review.  
 
Administration has also recently completed ECM 
CiAnywhere software training with all staff and emphasised 
the importance of timely record management. Monthly ECM 
usage reports are also being provided to Managers and 
Team Leaders which indicate volumes of records that are 
being registered in ECM by staff member, team and 
department.  
 

Target Date 31 December 2019  
 

Conclusion 

14. The Internal Audit for Major Projects Review has been undertaken in line with Council’s 
Internal Audit Plan. The action items resulting from this review will be progressed and 
remediated as indicated.  

15. A bi-annual update on all internal audit action items will also be provided to the Audit 
Committee.  
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1 Background 

The City of Burnside has established an internal audit program to enhance its business 
performance by reviewing existing business processes and recommending improvements in 
process effectiveness, efficiency and economy.  

As part of the internal audit program, a review of major projects was included for audit in the 
2018/19 financial year.  

The risk identified and associated with this review is ‘customer and staff dissatisfaction with 
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology and process’. This risk is considered 
operational in nature with an initial risk rating of ‘high’ and residual risk rating of ‘moderate’. 
Additionally, in relation to the delivery of major projects, there is the risk that value for money 
is not achieved through time, cost and/or quality objectives of the project not being met.   

Capital projects and capital works constitute a significant component of the Council’s annual 
spend. For the financial year 2018 - 19, the budget for capital works is $15.85 million. This is 
spread across 59 projects with a total value of $10.38m for renewal and replacement of 
existing assets, and 39 projects with a total value of $5.47m for new and upgraded assets.  
 
An additional $443,000 has been budgeted for operating and discretionary services projects 
for the 2018 – 19 financial year. Given the above, delivery of major projects and project 
management is a significant and critical function of the Council. 
 

$5,470,000.00 

$10,382,247.00 

$394,474.00 $49,100.00 

City of Burnside - Value of Project Types 
2018-19 Budget

Capital - New /
Upgrade

Capital - Renewal /
Replacement

Operating Projects

Discretionary
Services Projects
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1.2 Objectives and scope 

The scope for the internal audit was to assess the Council’s processes in relation to major 
projects. Specifically, the audit covered the key stages of selected major projects including: 

• Feasibility 

• Scoping  

• Planning 

• Implementation 

• Transition, and 

• Benefits Realisation. 

This scope focused on the review of 2 major projects. These are: 

• Implementation of RFID technology in the library 

• Magill Village Redevelopment. 

1.3 Methodology 

The activities detailed below constitute the key activities and methodologies that were 
undertaken as part of the engagement.  

• Understood and evaluated the key project management principles applied to the 
Magill Village Redevelopment project and RFID project activities in the context of 
better practice  

• Conducted interviews with responsible officers of the major projects reviewed to 
understand the key stages of the project and project management practices adopted 
during those stages 
 
This included assessing key stages of the projects listed above including: 

o Feasibility – How and what processes were used to assess the feasibility of 
the projects including the development of a business case and/or cost benefit 
analysis 

o Scoping – How project scoping was undertaken to define the key deliverables, 
outcomes and success factors for the project 

o Planning – What processes and practices were utilised as part of project 
planning to understand and engage with key stakeholders and coordinate 
project activities 

o Implementation – Review specific project management practices utilised 
during the implementation stage of the project (e.g. project governance, 
stakeholder meetings, risk management, project status reporting)  

o Benefits Realisation – Understand and assess how the Council confirmed the 
realisation of project objectives and considered lessons learnt.  

• Summarised findings and presented to key contacts for review and comment. This 
included information on identified better practice opportunities 

• Provided guidance and templates for specific project activities such as project status 
reporting, project risk registers, project completion checklists and lessons learnt 
reporting 
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• Prepared a report summarising the work and activities undertaken, as detailed above, 
including findings and recommendations 

• Allowed management responses to be considered as part of the draft report and the 
subsequent review process 

• Provided a final report for presentation to the audit committee. 

1.3 Overall review of current processes, practices and controls 

Discussion  

Galpins reviewed the Council’s processes and practices regarding major projects by 
conducting interviews, reviewing documentation and undertaking compliance testing over 
project activities.  

We noted the following high-level findings: 

• There is the lack of an overall project management framework including procedures 
and templates. Given the number of projects and forecast capital works expenditure 
the lack of a project management framework may reduce the Council’s ability to 
successfully deliver on the key the project factors of time, cost and quality  

• There is a lack of training, guidance and mentoring to support the effective 
implementation of project management practices and principles consistently across 
the Council 

• Due to the lack of a clear and consistently applied convention for saving project 
records to the EDRMS, it was difficult to locate and verify that key project records had 
been saved in Council records. 

• Several deficiencies existed in the consistent preparation and use of key project 
documentation for the RFID project in comparison to better practice project 
management. This included the preparation of project planning documents, project 
risk information, status reports and meeting minutes, project completion report which 
summarises benefits realised and lessons learnt 

 

What worked well  

Galpins identified and validated the following strengths in the Council’s project management 
activities: 

✓ Feasibility and scoping undertaken for the two projects reviewed was comprehensive   

✓ Effective business case preparation highlighting compliance to the Prudential Project 
Management Policy for the 2 projects reviewed 

✓ Procurement activities including the approval of purchase orders and invoices 

✓ Project management documentation and activities undertaken for the Magill Village 
Redevelopment project were of a good standard.  
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1.4 Key findings and recommendations 

Findings Summary Table 

A summary of the internal audit findings is provided in the table below. 

Finding and Recommendation/s - 
Risk Table 

Extreme 
Risk 

High 
Risk 

Mod 
Risk 

Low 
Risk 

Better 
Practice 

2.1 Project management 

framework – Policy, 

procedures and templates 

 

      

2.2 Project management 

framework – Training, 

guidance and mentoring 

 

    

2.3 Records management 

 

 
    

 
Risk Ratings have been determined using the City of Burnside Risk Matrix. See Appendix 1. 

Section 2 of the report details the key findings and recommended actions proposed to be 
undertaken by management. Risk Ratings have been determined using the City of Burnside 
Risk Matrix. (See Appendix 1) 
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2. DETAILED FINDINGS 

2.1 Project management framework – Policy, procedures and templates 

As part of our review of the Council’s project management documentation, we noted the 
lack of a clear project management framework or procedures.  

Whilst a 'Prudential Project Management Policy' is in existence, this is mainly focussed on 
the requirement to apply financial due diligence objectives to the project and the 
governance arrangements. We note that the Policy does provide a very clear definition of 
what a ‘project’ is within the context of project management at the City of Burnside. 

As part of reviewing the RFID project we noted that some activities were undertaken, but 
not undertaken consistently throughout the project. Please refer to detailed finding 2.3. 

However, our review of the Magill Village Redevelopment project confirmed the use of 
better practice project methodologies and activities. This included the establishment of 
clear governance arrangements, project plans, risk management and project reporting.  

Importantly, the use of project management methodologies applied to the Magill Village 
Redevelopment was due to the skill, experience and diligence of the project manager 
involved and not because of a clear project management framework supported by 
procedures and templates in existence at the Council.  

We note that a project management framework is currently in development by members 
of the Strategic Projects team, the finalisation of which should address the risk and finding 
raised below. 

Risk Projects are not undertaken in line with a recognised project 
management methodology (e.g. PMBOK or Prince2) or generally 
accepted better practice methodologies leading to poor project 
outcomes. 

Recommendation 1  A process is undertaken to develop an appropriate project 
management 'Framework' for Council officers across the Council. 
This should incorporate an overview of the key project 
management activities to be undertaken for projects to ensure 
greater consistency and application of project management 
activities across Council.  

Key project activities and requirements for inclusion comprise of: 

• Governance arrangements for the project (E.g. Project 
manager, steering committee, RACI, reporting requirements) 

• Project plans, schedules and budgets 

• Project status reporting – (Refer Appendix 3) 

• Communications and stakeholder management plans 

• Risk and Issues management – (Refer Appendix 4) 

• Project completion report / Post Implementation Report (PIR) / 
Project completion checklist – (Refer Appendix 5) 

• Lessons learnt register – (Refer Appendix 6).  
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The Framework requires flexibility to cater for projects of different 
size, type, value, risk and complexity that officers are managing. 

Residual Risk Rating 
(Auditor) 

High Likelihood Likely Consequence Moderate 

Residual Risk Rating 
(COB) 

Moderate Likelihood Possible Consequence Moderate  

Response  Council Administration has commenced work on developing a Project 
Management Framework in 2018. Completion and roll-out of the 
framework is included in the Strategic Planning and Delivery team’s 
2018/19 business plan. This framework is intended to encapsulate the 
recommendations put forward in the recommendations above. 

Target Date 30 June 2019 
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2.2 Project management framework – Training, guidance and mentoring 

Our review of the Council’s project management practices considered the degree of formal 
project management training and guidance available to staff undertaking projects. 

Our discussions with the Council officer involved in the RFID project and the Strategic 
Projects Manager revealed that there is a lack of formal project management training and 
guidance provided to Council Officers undertaking projects. This is particularly the case in 
areas and functions of the Council where their day to day work responsibilities are typically 
not project work such as in library services where the RFID project was carried out. 

In particular, through our review of the RFID project, it was indicated that there was no 
mentoring from experienced project managers provided to ensure the consistent 
application of appropriate project management methodologies and practices. 

We note that the Council has created two roles specifically related to the delivery of major 
projects - the Strategic Projects Manager and the Strategic Project Officer.  These staff do 
have a strong level of skills and experience, and as discussed in finding 2.1 the application 
of this expertise has seen good project management outcomes for the Magill Village 
Redevelopment project.  The responsibility for management of projects extends across 
Council beyond these two positions, and as such there is significant benefit to be gained in 
broadening the reach of project management expertise across council. 

 

Risk There is a lack of project management training and mentoring 
leading to the inconsistent use or non-performance of project 
management activities. 

Recommendation 2  The Council develops and implements a formal project 
management training program.  

This should be supported by suitable guidance and mentoring. 
Mentoring could be delivered by experienced project managers at 
the Council to support staff that are involved in projects and 
project management where this is not their core skill. 

This will lead to: 

• A more consistent application of a Project Management 
Framework if and when developed 

• An increase in project management capability of staff members 
and the Council as a whole. 

Residual Risk Rating 
(Auditor) 

Moderate Likelihood Likely Consequence Moderate 

Residual Risk Rating 
(COB) 

Moderate Likelihood Possible  Consequence Moderate  

Response  A Strategic Projects Manager was recruited in 2017 and a 
permanent Strategic Projects Officer role reporting directly to the 
Strategic Projects and Planning Manager was recruited in June 
2018.  
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A key objective of introducing these roles to the organisation was 
to have experienced staff managing our strategic projects. The 
achievement of this objective is reflected in the favourable 
comments about the Magill Village project above in the report. 
Similarly, a People and Innovation Project officer and an 
Information Management Project Officer were also recruited in 
June 2018. 

In addition to project delivery, a key focus of the recently 
established Strategic Planning and Delivery team which reports 
directly to the General Manager Urban and Community, is to 
build project management capability throughout the 
organisation. In addition to providing project management 
mentoring as required, the Strategic Planning and Delivery team’s 
2018/19 business plan includes the development and roll-out of 
an “Action Learning” program. This training program will allow 
staff from all levels throughout the organisation to have hands-on 
experience in managing real-life, cross-functional projects with 
structured mentoring support. The program will be developed in 
conjunction with the People and Innovation team and is already 
available as a training option in staff Performance Development 
Review’s. 

Staff are also able to nominate through their Performance 
Development Review’s, the request to undertake formal training 
in Project Management.  

 

Target Date 31 December 2019 
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2.3 Records management 

Our review of project records maintained in the Council’s Electronic Document and Records 
Management System (EDRMS) highlighted that project records were difficult to locate and 
on occasions unable to be located in the system. 

Specifically, we noted that there was no documented standard naming convention in place 
at the Council or consistent manner in which documents were named when saving to the 
EDRMS.  

In relation to the Magill Village redevelopment, we noted through our discussions with the 
project manager that not all project records were being saved to the EDRMS in a timely 
manner and were instead maintained on network drives. 

It is important to highlight that the Records team are currently investigating and trialling a 
number of remedial actions to address the issues and deficiencies with records observed 
above.   

Risk The lack of a clear and consistent naming/filing convention 
increases the risk that project records are difficult or unable to be 
located in the EDRMS. 

Recommendation 3  The Council establishes a consistent protocol and naming 
convention for records produced for, and from project 
management activities. This should include a requirement for 
project records to be saved in the EDRMS in a timely manner. 

Residual Risk Rating 
(Auditor) 

Moderate Likelihood Likely Consequence Minor 

Residual Risk Rating 
(COB) 

Moderate  Likelihood Possible  Consequence Minor 

Response  Council Administration is currently reviewing the listing of 
‘subject’ matters within ECM to streamline the process and gain 
consistency. The recommendation above will be taken into 
consideration during this review.  

 

Administration has also recently completed ECM CiAnywhere 
software training with all staff and emphasised the importance of 
timely record management. Monthly ECM usage reports are also 
being provided to Managers and Team Leaders which indicate 
volumes of records that are being registered in ECM by staff 
member, team and department.  

 

Target Date 31 December 2019 
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3 Case Study – RFID Project – Observation of 
inconsistent application of project management practices 
Our audit had a considerable focus on reviewing the RFID project and assessing key stages 
of the project. Namely, project feasibility & scoping, project planning, implementation and 
benefits realisation.  

From our review of the RFID project and documentation, the following findings were 
identified: 

Project Feasibility and Scoping – A formal business case was prepared and considered key 
aspects for a project of this nature. Extensive work was undertaken and evidenced to 
demonstrate that detailed scoping was undertaken which included library visits, 
information sessions and library staff meetings/workshops to consider library layout, 
security, return point, information kiosks and communication to library users etc. 

Project Planning – No formal project plan could be evidenced from the project 
documentation provided. In addition, we were unable to locate the formal documenting of 
a project sponsor, project team members and relevant project roles and responsibilities. 
No formal stakeholder management plan was prepared. 

Project Implementation – This stage typically covers a number of separate project 
activities, the findings of each being detailed below. 

• Project risks were documented in the initial stages of the project. However, there 
was no formal assessment of these risks that considered causes, consequences and 
mitigation strategies. In addition, no issues register could be located 

• The project commenced in mid-2015 and concluded in April 2017. Whilst project 
status reports were evidenced as part of the review, these were only in the initial 
stages of the project. This was for the dates 19/10/2015 and 17/11/2015. No other 
project status reports were able to be confirmed. Reporting against budgets and 
cost to complete analysis was not formally documented or captured, and not 
evidenced within the status reports reviewed 

• Two RFID team meeting minutes were prepared. However, these were at the initial 
stages of the project in August and September 2015, and no other project 
management meetings and minutes could be confirmed 

• No project completion report or PIR was confirmed or evidenced from the project 
records. Lessons learnt (if any) were not captured or recorded as part of project 
completion.  

Benefits Realisation – No formal benefits realisation review was conducted for the RFID 
project to formally confirm that the objectives of the project were achieved.  

However, we were able to confirm through the review of library staff correspondence and 
staff meeting minutes that post implementation feedback has been captured detailing 
customer service improvements, usage statistics and solutions to insignificant scanning 
issues identified. 
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The inconsistent application of project management practices is symptomatic of the issues 
highlighted in findings 2.1 and 2.2 detailed above. 

A such, there is a risk that the issues identified and evident from our review of the RFID 
project in relation to the lack of: 

• application of a structured and consistent project management practices; and   

• focussed project management training and mentoring 

will, if not addressed, continue to be replicated across the Council in future projects. 

 

Implementation of recommendations 1 and 2 above will be effective in addressing this risk. 
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Appendix 1: City of Burnside Risk Matrix 
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Appendix 2: Example project activity criteria matrix 

Based on the size, value, risk and complexity of the project, undertake the required project 
management activity. 

Project 
Management 
Activity 

Routine 
project  

(E.g. 
Roads) 

High value, risk 
and complexity  

(E.g. Magill 
Village 
Redevelopment) 

Medium value, 
risk and 
complexity  

(E.g. RFID 
Project and 
library 
modifications) 

Low value, 
risk and 
complexity 

(E.g. Toilet 
block 
installation) 

Project steering 
committee 

- X Optional - 

Project plan Optional X X Optional 

Project 

Schedule 
X X X X 

Project Budget X X X X 

Communications 
plan 

Optional X X Optional 

Project status 
reporting 

X X X Optional 

Risk and issues 
register 

Optional X X Optional 

Project financial 
reporting 

Optional X X Optional 

Project 
completion 
checklist  

Optional X X X 

Project 
completion 
report / PIR 

Optional 

Optional 
(dependant on 

nature of 
project) 

Optional - 

Lessons Learnt 
register / report 

Optional X X Optional 
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Appendix 3: Example project status report 

Overall Project Status: 
 
 
 
Financial Summary: 

Project spend to 
date: 

Budget 
remaining*: 

Committed 
expenditure*: 

Estimated 
expenditure to 
complete*: 

    

 
*Budget remaining = Approved budget – Project spend to date 

*Committed expenditure = outstanding PO’s and work orders 

*Estimated expenditure to complete = Committed expenditure + items quoted / required not yet ordered 

 

Schedule and deliverables timetable: 

 

 

 

Milestones / KPI’s achieved: 

 

 

 

Risks and Issues: 

 

 

 

Lessons learnt: 
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Appendix 4: Example Risk Register Template 

RISK REGISTER 
Project Name: 

Project Manager: 

Instructions: Please list and assess potential risks in the implementation of the project. Develop recommended mitigation actions to counter those risks.  

Please refer to relevant City of Burnside risk matrix for consequence and likelihood criteria. 

Risk analysis and criticality of initiatives 

# Potential risk Causes Consequences 
Consequence 

rating 
Likelihood 

rating 
Mitigation actions 

1 
      

 
  

2 
      

 
  

3 
      

 
  

4 
      

5 
      

6 
      

 
  

7 
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Appendix 5: Example Project Completion Checklist 
Please complete checklist where required. Not all checklist items will apply to all projects. 

1. Contract details  

Project name/ID 
#  

Insert project name or ID number 

Contractor name 
(Where relevant) 

Insert supplier name 

Project summary Brief description of the goods/services delivered as part of the 
project 

Project term  Commencement date: 

Expiry / Completion date: 

Responsible 
Officer 

Insert name, position 

Project manager Insert name, position 

 

2. Close-out activities  

Activity Completed  
Yes/ No/ 
N/A 

Operational close-out activities  

All access cards, permits and keys have been returned  

Completion of work/services and payment (inclusive of invoices) has 
been achieved in accordance with the contract or project requirements 

 

Close-out quality assurance and control review process has been 
conducted with the supplier / project teams and all remedial actions 
taken 

 

All defects and non-conformances have been rectified (Defect 
Correction Plan completed) 

 

Handover / final inspection reports / Certificate of practical completion 
has been issued (Capital asset transfers from WIP to Capital for 
depreciation) 

 

Commercial and compliance close-out activities  

Compliance with contractual terms, quality assurance and product 
standards has been confirmed 

 

Final completion certificate issued  

Documented close-out of all claims (insurance, warranties, guarantees)  

Retention monies are considered and, where appropriate, released  
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2. Close-out activities  

Activity Completed  
Yes/ No/ 
N/A 

Performance securities (e.g. insurances, bank guarantees and 
warranties) are still valid and indicate date for termination/release 

 

Final account statement has been agreed and closed (including invoice 
payment) 

 

Project close-out activities  

Post project reports (KPI documentation, Lessons learnt, PIR) 
completed and approved 

 

Close out meeting between project management and project delivery 
(internal teams or contractors) and lessons learnt session has been 
conducted has been undertaken 

 

All relevant project documentation has been completed & archived in 
records management. 

 

3. Close-out activities  

Additional notes / comments 

 

4. Approvals  

Prepared by: 

Name, Position 

Signature: Date: 

Approved by: 

Name, Position 

Signature: Date: 
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Appendix 6: Example Lessons Learnt Log 

Introduction 

The lessons learned log is a repository of any lessons learned during the project that can be 
usefully applied to other projects. At the close of the project these lessons are captured 
formally in the lessons learned report. As a minimum, it should be updated at the end of a 
stage, but ideally a note should be made in the log of any good or bad points arising during 
the execution of the contract.  

Purpose  
Lessons learned from projects can be used to improve future stages of a project and to 
disseminate useful lessons for the benefit of other projects. Where important lessons are 
identified early on in the project life-cycle that could be useful to others, it is good practice 
for the project/contract manager to prepare an intermediate lesson learned report. 

Project name: Insert Name 

Project 

reference: 

Insert Name 

Lessons 

learned 

session date: 

Insert Date 

Project 

Manager: 

Insert Name 

Position: Insert Title 

Phone No: Insert Phone Number 

Document Review 

This document has been reviewed and is approved by: 

Role  Reviewer Title/position Signature Date 

Prepared by  Insert details    

Attendees: 

Name Title/position Department 

   

   

   

   

Key questions 

1. Which management, control and quality processes: 

• went well 

• went badly 
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• were lacking 

2. A description of any abnormal events causing deviations 

3. Notes on the performance of specialist methods and tools used 

4. Recommendations for future enhancement or modification of the contract 
management processes 

5. Realistic measurements on how much effort was required to execute the contracts 

6. Notes on effective and ineffective quality reviews and other tests, including the reasons 
for their effectiveness (either good or bad). 

Lesson learned items 

# Item (e.g. 

good/service) 

Person 
raising 
observation 

Observation (see notes 
above) 

Lesson(s) learned 

1 

    

2 

    

3 

    

4 

    

5 

    

6 

    

 
 
 
 

Appendix 7: Stakeholders Consulted  
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We extend our appreciation to the following individuals who provided information and participated 
in this review: 

Name Position 

Karishma Reynolds Group Manager Finance & Governance 

Farlie Taylor Group Manager, Community Connections 

Aaron Schroeder Strategic Projects Manager 

Raffaella Brown Team Leader Financial Management 

Judy Brown Acting Coordinator, Community Learning 

Zoe Woods Procurement & Finance Support Officer 

Talitha McDougall Information Management Project Officer 

Sven Lui Asset Accountant 

Loretta Harper Finance Officer 
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4. DISCLAIMERS 

4.1 Inherent limitations 

This report has been prepared for the information and internal use of the City of Burnside 
in accordance with the scope and objectives outlined in the Executive Summary of this 
report. The services provided in connection with this engagement comprise an advisory 
engagement which is not subject to the Australian Auditing Standards or the Australian 
Standards on Review and Assurance Engagements. Consequently, no express opinions or 
conclusions have been drawn or intended to convey assurance. Due to the inherent 
limitations of any internal control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-
compliance with laws and regulations may occur and not be detected.  

Further, the internal control structure, within which the control procedures that have been 
subject to the procedures we performed operate, has not been reviewed in its entirety and, 
therefore, no opinion or view is expressed as to its effectiveness of the greater internal 
control structure. The procedures performed were not designed to detect all weaknesses 
in control procedures as they are not performed continuously throughout the period and 
the tests performed on the control procedures were on a sample basis. Any projection of 
the evaluation of control procedures to future periods is subject to the risk that the 
procedures may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree 
of compliance with them may deteriorate.  

We believe that the statements made in this report are accurate, but no warranty of 
completeness, accuracy or reliability is given in relation to the statements and 
representations made by, and the information and documentation provided by, the City of 
Burnside’s management and personnel. We have not sought to independently verify those 
sources. We are under no obligation in any circumstance to update this report, in either 
oral or written form, for events occurring after the report has been issued in final form 
unless specifically agreed with the City of Burnside. The internal audit findings expressed in 
this report have been formed on the above basis. 

4.2 Third party reliance 

This report is solely for the purpose set out in the Executive Summary of this report and for 
the City of Burnside’s information, and is not to be used for any other purpose or 
distributed to any other party without Galpins’ prior written consent. This internal audit 
report has been prepared at the request of the City of Burnside or its delegate in connection 
with our engagement to perform internal audit services. Other than our responsibility to 
City of Burnside, neither Galpins nor any member or employee of Galpins undertakes 
responsibility arising in any way from reliance placed by a third party, including but not 
limited to the City of Burnside external auditor, on this internal audit report. Any reliance 
placed is that party’s sole responsibility. 
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Item No: 5.2 
To: Audit Committee 
Date: 15 April 2019 
Author: Karishma Reynolds – Group Manager, Finance and Governance 
General Manager 
and Division 

Matthew Spearman – Acting General Manager, Corporate and 
Development  

Subject: REVIEW OF THE INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN  
Attachments: A. Internal Audit Plan 2018/19 – 2021/22 
Prev. Resolution: A4063, 20/2/17 

A4137, 18/2/19 
 

Officer’s Recommendation 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the Internal Audit Plan 2018/19 – 2021/22 be endorsed by the Audit Committee 
and forwarded to Council for consideration and adoption.  

 

Purpose 

1. To provide the Audit Committee with a revised Internal Audit Plan 2018/19 – 2021/22 
and seek feedback on the proposed projects planned for each of the financial years. 

2. To seek a recommendation from the Committee to forward the document to Council for 
consideration and adoption. 

Strategic Plan 

3. The following Strategic Plan provisions are relevant: 

 “Delivery of good governance in Council business” 

 “A financially sound Council that is accountable, responsible and sustainable” 

Communications/Consultation 

4. Consultation has been undertaken with:  

4.1. Executive Team and key internal stakeholders;  

4.2. Council’s external auditors Dean Newbery and Partners;  

4.3. Members of the South Australian Local Government Internal Auditors Network 
(SALGIAN);  

4.4. Audit Committee members at the February 2019 meeting; and  

4.5. Council’s internal auditors, Galpins.  
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Statutory 

5. The following legislation is relevant in this instance: 

Local Government Act 1999 

Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 2011 

Policy 

6. There are no policy implications or requirements associated with this recommendation. 

Risk Assessment 

7. An Internal Audit Plan is essential for good corporate governance and will help manage 
strategic risks faced by Council. Failure to implement the recommendations arising 
from internal audit projects may also result in lost opportunities to achieve performance 
improvements in effectiveness and efficiency. 

Finance 

8. Failure to implement the recommendations arising from internal audit projects may 
result in business inefficiencies and lost opportunities and could potentially lead to 
financial loss. 

9. The internal audit work will be undertaken by external specialists and has been 
included within the 2018/19 Budget.  

Discussion 

10. The City of Burnside’s Internal Audit Plan (Attachment A) requires approval from the 
following authorities: 

10.1. Council Executive; 

10.2. Audit Committee; and  

10.3. Elected Members. 

11. Internal Audits completed/commenced in 2016 – 2018 have been listed below: 

11.1. Internal Financial Controls;  

11.2. Legislative Compliance Audit – Records Management; 

11.3. Logical Security Audit; 

11.4. Procurement Audit; 

11.5. Work, Health and Safety Health Check; 

11.6. Public Health Plan;  

11.7. Bushfire Management Audit;  

11.8. Major Project Review (also being tabled at the 15 April 2019 meeting of the Audit 
Committee); and 
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11.9. Legislative Compliance Audit (currently being finalised and will be tabled at the 
next Audit Committee meeting). 

12. The City of Burnside’s 2018/19 – 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan was presented to the 18 
February 2019 Audit Committee meeting where it was resolved (A4137): 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the Internal Audit Plan 2018/19 – 2021/22 be brought back to the April 2019 
Audit Committee meeting for consideration. 

13. This was a result of feedback received to reprioritise certain audits. The following 
amendments have been made to the Internal Audit Plan as requested: 

13.1. the Environmental Sustainability audit has been brought forward to 2018/19 and 
2019/20 instead of 2020/21. For the 2018/19 year, the Administration has 
identified the need for an audit of the tree management system; 

13.2. the Workforce Planning audit has been brought forward to 2019/20 instead of 
2020/21; 

13.3. inclusion of a Cyber Security audit in 2019/20;  

13.4. the Contract Management audit with regards to employment contracts brought 
forward to 2019/20 instead of 2021/22; and 

13.5. Removal of Business Continuity from the Audit Plan. The Administration has 
currently engaged consultants through Galpins to assist Council in developing a 
robust Business Continuity Plan. This Plan will be audited in the subsequent 
Internal Audit Plan.  

14. Attachment A presents the proposed internal audit projects for each financial year. A 
detailed project scope document will be developed prior to the commencement of 
individual projects and circulated to Audit Committee members for comment for 
projects commencing from the 2019/20 year.  

15. The defined focus of internal audit projects demands that the Internal Audit Plan should 
be primarily based on the risk profile of the City of Burnside. The Administration has 
recently reviewed its Strategic Risk Register and this served as the primary source in 
the determination of the Internal Audit Plan. 

16. Secondary sources considered in the development of the 2018/19 – 2021/22 Internal 
Audit Plan included: 

16.1. the external auditor’s recommendations contained in their reports to Council; 

16.2. consultation with the internal audit firm Galpins; 

16.3. an internal audit questionnaire sent to Council’s Leadership Team; 

16.4. outstanding audit projects from the previous 3-Year Internal Audit Plan;  

16.5. feedback from the Audit Committee at its 18 February 2019 meeting; and  

16.6. a review of audits being performed by other Councils.  

17. Subsequent to its adoption, the Internal Audit Plan will be revised at the end of each 
financial year against the City of Burnside’s Risk Register which is also revised 
annually. 
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18. These revisions may result in variations as the risk profile or business objectives for the 
Council mature further. Any proposed variations will be presented to the Audit 
Committee for consideration prior to any amendments beings made to the endorsed 
Internal Audit Plan. 

Internal Audit Project Reporting 

19. All reports arising from internal audit projects will be presented to the Executive Team, 
Audit Committee and Council. 

20. A status report on the progress of internal audit projects and implementation of 
recommendations will be presented on a bi-annual basis at Audit Committee meetings. 

Resourcing 

21. The City of Burnside’s Internal Audit Plan is to be delivered through the engagement of 
external specialist resources. However, the co-ordination, liaison and follow up on 
actions will be undertaken in-house. A tender process will be undertaken on adoption 
of this Internal Audit Plan. The recommendation for appointment of the Internal 
Auditors will be brought back to the June 2019 meeting of the Audit Committee.  

22. The order of departments for internal audit projects may be subject to change 
depending on business needs and resources available at the time of scheduling.    

Conclusion 

23. The Internal Audit Plan 2018/19 – 2021/22 (Attachment A) is provided to the Audit 
Committee for consideration and endorsement prior to being presented to Council for 
adoption. 
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Objective 
The City of Burnside’s four-year Internal Audit Plan presents the 
proposed internal audit projects for the 2018/19 to 2021/22 
financial years. 

The objective of these internal audit projects is to enhance the 
business performance of the City of Burnside by reviewing existing 
business processes and recommending improvements in process 
effectiveness, efficiency and economy.   These audit projects are 
expected to strengthen the effectiveness of risk management, 
governance and internal controls. 

Methodology 
To ensure that the City of Burnside gains the most value from its 
internal audit projects, resources allocated to these projects have 
been directed towards the most significant auditable risks faced by 
the organisation. 

This defined focus of internal audit projects demands that the 
Internal Audit Plan should be primarily based on the risk profile of 
the City of Burnside.   Council Administration has recently reviewed 
its strategic risk register and this served as the primary source in the 
determination of the Internal Audit Plan. 

Secondary sources considered in the development of the 3-Year 
Internal Audit Plan included: 

 The external auditor’s recommendations contained in their 
Report to the Council; 

 Consultation with the internal audit firm Galpins; 

 An internal audit questionnaire sent to Council’s Leadership 
Team; 

 Outstanding audit projects from the previous 3-Year Internal 
Audit Plan; and  

 A review of audits being performed by other Councils.  

This Internal Audit Plan classifies Projects into the following 
categories: 
 Strategic 
 Operational 
 Legislative 
 Good Governance 

 
Approval and Revision 
The City of Burnside’s Internal Audit Plan requires approval from 
the following authorities: 

 Council Executive 
 Audit Committee 
 Elected Members 

Subsequent to its adoption, the 2018/19 – 2021/22 Internal Audit 
Plan should be revised at the end of each financial year against the 
City of Burnside’s risk register which is also revised annually.   This 
ensures that the forthcoming year’s audit projects continue to be 
focused on the critical business risks impacting the organisation.   
This revision may result in the introduction of new audit projects, 
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removal of some audit projects and / or the re-prioritisation of 
existing audit projects. 
 
Resourcing 
The City of Burnside’s 2018/19 – 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan is to 
be delivered through the engagement of external specialist 
resources. 

 
Internal Audit Process 
The steps to be followed in performing an audit have been listed 
below:  

 Planning 
 Resourcing 
 Fieldwork 
 Agreeing Actions  
 Reporting  

 
Reporting 
This 2018/19 – 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan has proposed the 
following reporting framework: 

 All reports arising from internal audit projects should be 
presented to the Council Executive, Audit Committee and Elected 
Members. 

 A bi-annual status report on the progress of internal audit 
projects should be presented to the Audit Committee.  
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Internal Audit Plan  
The following internal audit projects have been included in City of Burnside’s 2018/19 – 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan: 
 

No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

1 
Legislative 
Compliance 
Review 

This audit will assess the adequacy and 
effectiveness of existing mechanisms by 
which the organisation is ensuring 
compliance with relevant legislative, 
regulatory and other obligations. For each 
financial year, a different piece of 
legislation will be reviewed for compliance. 
 
For 2018/19, an audit of  the following has 
been undertaken: 

- Council’s overall mechanisms to 
ensure compliance with relevant 
legislation, regulatory and other 
obligations 

- An audit of Council’s legislative 
compliance practices specifically in 
relation to meeting the 
requirements of the Local 
Government Act 1999 with respect 
to the raising and collection of rates 

Action of Council or 
Workers results in 
significant breach 
of legislation, 
Council policies or 
frameworks.  
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – High  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Legislative  √  √  
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

2 Environmental 
Sustainability  

 
 
This internal audit will focus on a review of 
Council’s Sustainability policies and 
strategies to assess their adequacy and 
effectiveness. 
 
For the 2018/19 year, an audit of the tree 
management system has been identified. 

Planning for and 
the undertaking of 
works or provision 
of services does not 
maintain or 
improve the 
natural 
environment. 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – High 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Strategic √  √    

3 Major Project 
Review 

This audit will cover each stage of Council’s 
major projects such as feasibility, scoping, 
planning, implementation, transition, and 
benefits realisation.   Audits of major 
projects may be (i) post-implementation 
reviews or (ii) health checks which may 
provide more value as issues are identified 
and corrective recommendations are 
proposed whilst the project is being 
implemented.   A different project will be 
covered each financial year.    

Action of Council or 
Workers results in 
significant breach 
of legislation, 
Council policies or 
frameworks. 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – High  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Operational  √   √   
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

4 Community 
Engagement 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This audit will assess the adequacy of 
communication methods used by Council to 
engage with the community, its 
effectiveness and outcome.  

Agreed strategic 
targets and 
objectives not 
aligned to 
community 
expectation 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – High  
 
Lack of effective 
transparent 
governance and 
decision-making 
process may result 
in not meeting 
community 
expectations and 
brand damage. 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – Medium 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic √       
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

5 Asset 
Management  

This audit will assess the reasonableness of 
estimates for useful lives, depreciation 
rates and management of significant assets 
and their acquisition, accounting, valuation, 
tracking, maintenance, renewal, recording 
and reporting. This audit will also assess the 
forward – planning process, decision-
making and linkages to budgets and 
financial plans. 
 

Inefficient or 
inadequate 
resource planning 
and allocation may 
impact the delivery 
of key council 
services and 
management of 
assets. 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – Medium 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic   √     

6 Customer Service 
Review 

This is a performance audit which will 
review the structure, rostering and 
functions of the Customer Experience team 
as well as assessing wider communication 
protocols, complaint/feedback handling, 
and organisational customer service.  
 

 - 

 
 
 
 
Operational 

  

√     

7 
Review of 
outstanding 
actions  

This internal audit will focus on previous 
audits and how effectively controls have 
been managed and implemented. This will 
provide a level of comfort to Leadership 
and identify any gaps and/ or delays in the 
implementation of controls. 

 - 

 
Good 
Governance    √   √ 
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

8 Cyber Security  

 
The objective of this cyber security audit is 
to provide management with an 
assessment of an organisation's cyber 
security policies and procedures and their 
operating effectiveness.  
Additionally, cyber security audits identify 
internal control and regulatory deficiencies 
that could put the organisation at risk. 

A significant 
unplanned/city 
emergency/adverse 
event may prevent 
the Council from 
delivering key 
services/functions 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – High 

 
 
 
 
 
Strategic 

 

√    

9 Contract 
Management  

The first audit will focus on employment 
contracts to ensure all terms and conditions 
are met (in line with the external audit 
recommendation). 
 
 
The second audit will assess the Council’s 
overall management framework in place to 
manage contractors. It will include 
consideration of processes in place to 
manage compliance with contract 
obligations, supplier performance, 
relationship management, reporting and 
risks. 
 

 - 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Good 
Governance    √  √ 
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

10 Workforce 
Planning 

 
 
 
 
This internal audit will seek to determine 
whether the Council has developed and 
implemented an effective workforce 
planning program to achieve its goals and 
maintain and improve the quality of service 
delivered to its ratepayers.  

 
 
Knowledge 
(intellectual 
property) is lost 
due to loss of key 
staff resulting in 
the inability to 
deliver key 
services/functions  
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – High 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic     √    

11 Long Term 
Financial Plan  

 
 
 
 
This internal audit will focus on the forward 
planning process, adequacy of assumptions 
and linkages to internal and external 
pressures.  

Council may not be 
able to remain 
financially stable 
due to 
inappropriate 
management of 
available funds 
and/or poor 
financial planning. 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – High 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic     √    
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

12 Community 
Services  

This audit will review internal controls over 
the Community Services functions 

Inefficient or 
inadequate 
resource planning 
and allocation may 
impact the delivery 
of key council 
services and 
management of 
assets. 
 
Inherent Risk 
Rating – Medium 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategic      √  

13 

Controls in offsite 
locations (Pepper 
Street/Regal 
Theatre/Glenunga 
Hub/Swimming 
Centre) 

 
 
 
This audit will review internal controls over 
the physical handling of cash and other 
internal controls at various locations 
operated by Council.  
 
 
 
 

 - 

 
 
 
 
Operational  

    √ √ 
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

14 Fleet Review  

This internal audit will focus on adequacy of 
assumptions within the Fleet Policies and 
Protocols. It will also include testing various 
internal controls including vehicle 
acquisition, disposal, fuel consumption, 
vehicle repair and maintenance. 
 

 - 

 
 
 
Operational     √   

15 
Innovation and 
Effectiveness 
Framework 

 
 
The objective of the audit is to evaluate and 
report on the adequacy and effectiveness 
of the Councils IE Framework, including any 
benefits realisation 
 

 - 

 
 
Operational 

      √ 

16 Property 
Management 

 
This audit will review business processes 
associated with all the facets of the asset 
life cycle. It will also review compliance 
with property management policies and 
procedures and other facets of property 
management such as maintenance of 
equipment and subcontractor property 
control, system and property security 
 

 - 

 
 
 
 
Operational  
       √ 
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No. Internal Audit 
Project 

 
Description Strategic Risk  

 
Category 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 

17 Internal Financial 
Controls 

 
 
This audit will review for compliance 
focusing on the remaining unaudited ‘key 
or core controls’ that formed the Controls 
Self-Assessment CSA) Program 

 - 

 
 
 
Good 
Governance        √ 

        4 7 6 6 

 
It is acknowledged that the Internal Audit Work Program may be subject to variation as the risk profile or business objectives for the Council 
mature further. Any proposed variations will be presented to the Audit Committee for consideration prior to any amendments being made to 
the endorsed Internal Audit Plan.  
 
As required, Council Executive, the Audit Committee or Elected Members may also request for additional audit projects that were not 
originally identified in this Internal Audit Plan. 
 
 
 
 
The following risks identified in the City of Burnside’s strategic risk register were excluded from the 2018/19 – 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan.   It 
should be emphasised that these risks are however managed and mitigated by Council Administration through other existing mechanisms. 
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No. Risk Audit  

1 Performance of regional subsidiary negatively impacts upon Council Managed through Regional Subsidiary Auditors, Audit 
Committee and Board  

2 Worker or member of the public may be injured as a result of Council 
activities or using Council assets/facilities 

WHS audit conducted every alternate year through the 
LGA  
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Appendix I: Strategic Risk Register 
An extract from the City of Burnside’s Strategic risk register is reproduced below to assist in the interpretation of audit projects in the 2018/19 
– 2021/22 Internal Audit Plan. 
 

Objective - Strategic 
Community Plan or Corporate 
Plan 

Risk 
Type Risk Category Risk Description Inherent Risk 

Rating 
Residual Risk 
Rating 

A safe community that value 
and supports its people Strategic Safety 

A significant unplanned/city 
emergency/adverse event may prevent the 
Council from delivering key 
services/functions 
 

High High 

 
Our community is actively 
engaged and involved in shaping 
the City's future 
 

Strategic Customer 
Relations 

Agreed strategic targets and objectives not 
aligned to community expectation High Medium 

A financially sound Council that 
is accountable, responsible and 
sustainable 

Strategic Budget / Financial 

Council may not be able to remain 
financially stable due to inappropriate 
management of available funds and/or 
poor financial planning. 

High Medium 
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Objective - Strategic 
Community Plan or Corporate 
Plan 

Risk 
Type Risk Category Risk Description Inherent Risk 

Rating 
Residual Risk 
Rating 

Delivery of good governance in 
Council business Strategic Political  

 
Lack of effective transparent governance 
and decision-making process may result in 
not meeting community expectations and 
brand damage 
 
 

Medium Medium 

Fit for purpose and cost-
effective infrastructure that 
meets community needs 

Strategic Safety  
Worker or member of the public may be 
injured as a result of Council activities or 
using Council assets/facilities  

High Medium 

A financially sound Council that 
is accountable, responsible and 
sustainable 

Strategic Project 

Inefficient or inadequate resource planning 
and allocation may impact the delivery of 
key council services and management of 
assets. 

Medium Medium 

Environmentally sustainable 
development which 
complements the City's 
character 

Strategic Environment 

 
 
Planning for and the undertaking of works 
or provision of services does not maintain 
or improve the natural environment. 
 
 

High Medium 
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Objective - Strategic 
Community Plan or Corporate 
Plan 

Risk 
Type Risk Category Risk Description Inherent Risk 

Rating 
Residual Risk 
Rating 

Delivery of good governance in 
Council business Strategic 

Legal / 
Legislation/ 
Compliance 

Action of Council or Workers results in 
significant breach of legislation, Council 
policies or frameworks. 

High Medium 

A respected organisation that is 
resilient, progressive and 
adaptable with a culture that 
encourages well-being, learning 
and development 

Strategic Human Resources 
Knowledge (intellectual property) is lost 
due to loss of key staff resulting in the 
inability to deliver key services/functions  

High Medium 

Delivery of good governance in 
Council business Strategic 

Legal / 
Legislation/ 
Compliance 

Performance of regional subsidiary 
negatively impacts upon Council High Medium 
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Item No: 5.3 
To: Audit Committee 
Date: 15 April 2019  
Author: Helen Nikitenko – Acting Group Manager, People and Innovation 
General Manager 
and Division:  

Matthew Spearman – Acting General Manager, Corporate and 
Development 

Subject: AUDIT COMMITTEE LIVE STREAMING 
Attachments: Nil 
Prev. Resolution: C11680, 8/5/18 

A4136, 18/2/19 
 

Officer’s Recommendation 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the Administration provide a further report to the Audit Committee following 
release of the amended ‘General Disposal Schedule 20’ by the State Records, 
inclusive of an option to amend the Audit Committee Terms of Reference to incorporate 
live streaming. 

 

Purpose 

1. To provide the Audit Committee with an evaluation of Council live streaming. 

Strategic Plan 

2. The following Strategic Plan provisions are relevant: 

“Our community is actively engaged and involved in shaping the City’s future” 

“Representation that is ethical, respectful, transparent, and instils confidence, reflecting 
the best interests and values of the community” 

“Delivery of good governance in all Council business” 

“A respected organisation that is resilient, progressive and adaptable with a culture that 
encourages wellbeing, learning and development” 

“Cost-effective, technologies that support efficient Council services and Governance to 
benefit the community” 

“An empowered Council and Administration that is visionary and innovative in meeting 
community needs” 

Communications/Consultation 

3. The following communication / consultation has been undertaken: 

3.1 Consultation with the Group Manager, City Development and Safety who sought 
legal advice for live streaming and record keeping requirements of recordings for 
Council Assessment Panel meetings; 

3.2 Discussions with State Records with regards to General Disposal Schedule 
requirements for retaining audio and visual digital recordings of Council meetings. 
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Statutory 

4. The following legislation is relevant in this instance: 

Freedom of Information Act 1991  

Local Government Act 1999 

State Records Act 1997 

Surveillance Devices Act 2016 

Policy 

5. The following Council Policies are relevant in this instance: 

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) and Recording Policy 

Code of Practice – Meetings and Documents – Access and Procedures 

Records Management Policy 

Risk Assessment 

6. The following risks have been identified: 

6.1 Members of the gallery may not wish to be recorded or filmed. This risk can be 
mitigated through existing signage and the Presiding Member’s 
announcement at the beginning of all Audit Committee meetings that all 
meetings are recorded. 

6.2 Under the existing provisions of General Disposal Schedule (GDS) 20, 
livestream recordings of Council and Committee meetings are considered 
publications and would need to be kept permanently. 

6.3 Poor audio quality associated with the incorrect use of microphones. Using the 
native microphone queuing system may also change the flow of the Audit 
Committee Meeting. 

Finance 

7. No additional tangible costs. However, staff time would be required for training, 
implementation and ongoing support. 

Discussion 

Background 

8. At the 8 May 2018 meeting of Council, Council resolved (C11680): 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the audio and video live streaming of Council meetings on the City of 
Burnside website commence from 22 May 2018. 
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9. Audio and video live streaming of Council Meetings commenced on 22 May 2018 via 
Council’s YouTube channel, available through the City of Burnside website. 

10. The live streaming facility had some initial resource intensive technical challenges. 
However, the main issues surrounding stability of the system were resolved by January 
2019. Although there are still some training issues in terms of the use of the 
microphones, it has become possible to expand the service to other committees 
including the Audit Committee and the Council Assessment Panel (CAP). 

11. The Audit Committee has given some consideration to the possibility of live streaming 
and at the 18 February 2019 meeting, resolved (A4136): 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the results from the 2018 Audit Committee Annual Performance Survey be 
noted. 

3. That the amended Terms of Reference be endorsed by the Audit Committee 
removing the reference to live streaming (Clause 18), noting that industry best 
practice is to have a majority of independent member representation, as 
referenced in the publication ‘Audit Committees – a guide to good practice’ 3rd 
Edition by Audit and Assurance Standards Board, AICD and Institute of Internal 
Auditors Australia. (Section 8). 

4. That an evaluation of Council live streaming to date be conducted and brought 
back to the Committee at the next meeting. 

5. That the amended Terms of Reference removing the reference to live streaming 
be presented to Council for consideration and adoption. 

12. Live streaming was recently considered at the 2 April 2019 meeting of the Council 
Assessment Panel (CAP). At that meeting, it was resolved unanimously not to proceed 
with live streaming. The main rationale was concern for the residents wishing to make 
representations in knowing that their concerns would be recorded and published online, 
as well as potential exposure of CAP members and Council to legal liability with the 
potential use of online recordings in judicial reviews.   

Analysis 

13. The Administration undertook analysis on the number of viewers for live streaming of 
Council meetings since implementation. This included the number of viewers during the 
live stream and the number of viewers after the fact (on demand). The viewer numbers 
were extracted from the analytics dashboard on Council’s YouTube account, and could 
include any members of the public or staff. The results as of 7 March 2019 were as 
follows: 

Council Meeting Views 
- Live 

Views - 
On 

Demand 
Views - 
Total 

Average 
View 

Duration 
(minutes) 

 22 May 2018  94 111 205 13 
 12 June 2018  49 67 116 11 
 26 June 2018  22 77 99 5 
 10 July 2018  19 47 66 5 
 24 July 2018  25 85 110 7 

 14 August 2018    129 129 8 
 28 August 2018  37 577 614 4 
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 11 September 2018  59 36 95 4 
 25 September 2018  38 62 100 11 

 9 October 2018  56 46 102 7 
 23 October 2018  28 75 103 15 

 27 November 2018  54 90 144 16 
 11 December 2018  54 192 246 20 
 29 January 2019  67 118 185 19 
 12 February 2019  85 73 158 19 
 26 February 2019  138 99 237 22 

Total 825 1,884 2,709 12 
Average 52 118 169 12 

 

14. The issues identified from live streaming of Council meetings to date include: 

14.1 Poor audio quality associated with the incorrect use of microphones; 

14.2 Audio failure of entire Council meeting on one occasion to date; 

14.3 Manual start and stop process requires staff to be present during live 
streaming; 

14.4 Editing and post processing of video recordings (i.e. clipping portions of 
debate) is resource intensive and may incur an estimated $250 per meeting to 
outsource.  

14.5 Recording of unwanted behavior and language; and 

14.6 Risks surrounding the permanent nature of maintaining live streamed 
publications as permanent records. 

15. The Administration undertook an investigation into other Councils’ websites to 
determine the landscape for live streaming of Council meetings, Committee meetings 
and Council Assessment Panels. The results for metropolitan Councils were as follows:  

Organisation 

Council Meeting Committee Meeting Council 
Assessment Panel 

Stream 
Live 

Delayed 
Video 

Recording 
Stream 

Live 
Delayed 

Video 
Recording 

Stream 
Live 

Delayed 
Video 

Recording 
Adelaide City 
Council Yes Yes Yes Yes No No 

Adelaide Hills 
Council No No No No No No 

Campbelltown City 
Council No No No No No No 

City of Burnside Yes Yes No No No No 
City of Charles 
Sturt No No No No No No 

City of Holdfast 
Bay No No No No No No 

City of Marion No No No No No No 
City of Mitcham No No No No No No 
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City of Norwood 
Payneham & St 
Peters 

No No No No No No 

City of 
Onkaparinga No No No No No No 

City of Playford No No No No No No 
City of Port 
Adelaide Enfield No No No No No No 

City of Prospect No Yes No No No No 
City of Salisbury No No No No No No 
City of Tea Tree 
Gully No No No No No No 

City of Unley No No No No No No 
City of West 
Torrens No No No No No No 

Town of 
Walkerville No No No No No No 

Town of Gawler No No No No No No 
 

16. The Administration did not undertake a comprehensive investigation into rural Councils’ 
websites. However, it was determined the following rural Councils provide a live stream 
of Council meetings: 

Organisation 
Stream 

Live 

Delayed 
Video 

Recording 
City of Port Augusta Yes No 
City of Victor Harbor Yes No 

 

17. The City of Burnside is the only metropolitan Council to recently implement live 
streaming of Council meetings since the previous investigation by Administration into 
live streaming at other Councils in July 2016. 

18. Other Councils considering live streaming include the City of Playford, City of 
Onkaparinga, City of Tea Tree Gully and City of Marion. 

Implications Associated With Live Streaming Audit Committee Meetings 

19. Digital video recordings of Audit Committee meetings constitute official records of 
Council. As official records, they cannot be damaged, altered or disposed of other than 
in accordance with an approval from the Manager of State Records. 

20. The General Disposal Schedule (GDS) 20 is the schedule provided by the Manager of 
State Records which outlines the required retention times of records for Local 
Government. Live streaming is considered to be a publication, and under the GDS any 
publication is required to be kept permanently.  

21. The GDS is under review and it is the understanding of Administration that a new GDS 
should be released to Councils by July 2019. It is proposed under the new GDS that 
recordings made of Council meetings “…to facilitate access to those not present” do 
not have to be retained when they are no longer required by Council, subject to the 
approval of the Chief Executive Officer. This could allow for live streaming to be treated 
as more of a broadcast than a publication. 
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22. Without the change to the GDS, there is an inherent risk of publicising Council’s 
sensitive audit results or vulnerabilities without the ability to remove or dispose of the 
video recording following publication. 

23. Another implication is that YouTube is the main publication source for Council’s live 
streaming facility. Council is subject to YouTube’s terms and conditions which may not 
comply with legislation such as the Freedom of Information Act 1991 or the State 
Records Act 1997.  

24. Consultant presentations to the Audit Committee would also be live streamed. This will 
need to be advised to all parties and announced at the beginning of a meeting. It is 
possible that frank and fearless discussions may be tempered slightly if a permanent 
public recording is available on Council’s website.   

25. There is also an impact on internal resources from the Innovation and Technology 
team to setup and support live streaming prior and during each meeting.  

Benefits Associated With Live Streaming Audit Committee Meetings 

26. The key benefit is to provide an opportunity for Council’s Audit Committee to be more 
open, accessible, accountable and transparent. 

27. The natural flow of informal discussion will require a change to a more structured 
discussion which could arguably be seen as both an implication and a benefit. Should 
the live streaming of Audit Committee meetings be adopted, the Administration will 
provide a training session for Audit Committee members to use the microphones and 
the queue system. 

28. Elected Members and staff unable to attend specific Audit Committee meetings will 
have access post-meeting to observe discussions. 

29. Having access to audio and video footage could also assist in ensuring the accuracy of 
the Audit Committee Minutes. 

Conclusion 

30. It is the Administration’s position that once the General Disposal Schedule is revised to 
include the disposal of live streaming following Committee meetings that presently 
identified risks can be more adequately controlled if and when required. 

31. It is recommended that the Audit Committee consider amending the Audit Committee 
Terms of Reference to incorporate live streaming once the General Disposal Schedule 
has been revised.  
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Item No: 5.4 
To: Audit Committee 
Date: 15 April 2019  
Author: Helen Nikitenko – Acting Group Manager, People and Innovation 
General Manager 
and Division:  

Matthew Spearman – Acting General Manager, Corporate and 
Development 

Subject: LOCAL GOVERNMENT RISK SERVICES CYBER RISK 
ASSESSMENT 

Attachments: A. Glossary of Terms 
Prev. Resolution: N/A 

 

Officer’s Recommendation 

That the Report be received. 

 

Purpose 

1. To provide the Audit Committee with a high level overview of Council’s recent cyber 
security risk assessment performed by CQR Consulting in partnership with Local 
Government Risk Services (LGRS).  

Strategic Plan 

2. The following Strategic Plan provisions are relevant: 

“Cost-effective, technologies that support efficient Council services and Governance to 
benefit the community” 
 
“Delivery of good governance in all Council business” 

Communications/Consultation 

3. The following communication / consultation has been undertaken: 

3.1 Correspondence and engagement with CQR Consulting. 

3.2 Discussions with internal stakeholders including Work Health Safety/Risk 
Management, People & Innovation and the Executive teams. 

3.3 Discussion with Elected Members and the Chairperson of the Audit Committee at 
the 12 February 2019 meeting of Council. 

Statutory 

4. The following legislation is relevant in this instance: 

Local Government Act 1999 

Policy 

5. The following Council Policies are relevant in this instance: 

Fraud and Corruption Prevention 
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Risk Management Policy 

Risk Assessment 

6. The following risks have been identified: 

6.1 Risk of corruption or unavailability of Council data; 

6.2 Risk of lost-time associated with server failure including the inability of staff to 
perform Council functions; 

6.3 Risk of network attacks against Council’s network infrastructure with the 
potential of wide scale disruption of Council’s services, functions and the 
ability to conduct business; 

6.4 Risk of litigation, penalties and civil proceedings due to the loss of or lack of 
integrity of corporate information; 

6.5 Reputational risks associated with negative publicity in the event of a major 
cyber security event; and 

6.6 Any intentional or unintentional third party viewing of the information held 
within the LGRS Cyber Risk Assessment results which would significantly 
increase the likelihood of the above risks occurring. 

Finance 

7. There are no financial implications for the City of Burnside in respect of the 
recommendation. However, it is important to note that there is an ongoing recurrent 
operating provision in existing budgets which is dedicated to Council’s cyber security 
program. 

Discussion 

Background 

8. At the 12 February 2019 meeting of Council, Mr David Powell, Chairperson of the City 
of Burnside Audit Committee (“the Committee”) provided an annual Verbal Report to 
Elected Members on the operations of the Committee for 2018. 

9. During the discussion, questions arose around Council’s management of cybersecurity 
risks and threats; a verbal request followed that the results of Council’s most recent 
cybersecurity assessment be provided to the Committee. 

10. As the Committee is a public meeting, the Administration stated that it was not 
recommended to provide the detailed results or discuss specifics of potential 
vulnerabilities in a public forum, with the most appropriate course of action to provide a 
high level summary of the recent assessment and supply background information on 
Council’s Cybersecurity Program.  

City of Burnside Cybersecurity Program 

11. To assist with technical terminology used throughout the contents of this Report, a 
Glossary of Terms has been provided as Attachment A. 
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12. Council has established an annual Cybersecurity Program (“the Program”) which has 
been in effect since 2011/12. The amount budgeted for the Program has been omitted 
from this Report to ensure the best value can be achieved during any procurement 
process and for commercial purposes. 

13. The Program is modified each year based on an assessment of risks, threats and 
configuration changes identified across the organisation. As an example, in June 2013 
the Administration began a project to replace a critical firewall device and a firewall 
penetration test was required.  

14. Between 2015/16 through to 2017/18, there was a major increase in email phishing 
and cryptolocker attacks globally and Council responded accordingly. It is important to 
note that some years may require more than one activity within the Program. 

15. A summary table outlining the activities within the Program is provided below: 

Year Project Provider 
2011/12 External Vulnerability Assessment CQR Consulting 
2012/13 Internal and External Vulnerability Assessment Dimension Data 
2014/15 Firewall Penetration and Intrusion Scan (carryover from 2013/14) NewEra 
2014/15 Vulnerability Assessment & Security Awareness Training CQR Consulting 
2015/16 Email Phishing - All Staff Testing and Awareness (IT team aware) SecureWare 
2016/17 Email Phishing - Testing ICT Controls (IT team unaware) Data#3 
2017/18 Email Phishing - All Staff Testing and Awareness (IT Team aware) Diamond Security 
2017/18 External Storage Device Audit City of Burnside 
2018/19 Cybersecurity Protocols Review Kaon Security 
2018/19 Baseline Security Review and External Penetration Testing LGRS / CQR Consulting 

 

The LGRS Cyber Risk Assessment 

16. The most recent activity performed was the Baseline Security Review and External 
Penetration Testing performed by CQR Consulting in partnership with Local 
Government Risk Services (LGRS). 

17. The LGRS Cyber Risk Assessment results were provided in a confidential report to the 
Administration on 18 January 2019 which included the findings of the review and 
recommended actions to address areas of residual risk. 

18. The assessment identified the nature and extent of potential or existing exposures that 
may compromise the information managed in Council’s production environment 
coupled with recommendations on appropriate corrective actions to address each of 
the security vulnerabilities identified. 

19. Categories were used to rate risks due to exposures in line with ISO 31000 and 
Council’s Risk Management Policy involving Likelihood vs Consequence/Impact. The 
high level categories were rated as follows: 

19.1 Extreme: Immediate action is required. This is a critical problem that is almost 
certain to cause some loss. 

19.2 High: Senior management attention is needed. Failing to implement the 
recommendation as soon as possible introduces a high probability of loss of 
some sort. 
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19.3 Moderate: Management responsibility must be specified. It is possible that 
failing to implement this recommendation will result in a loss of some sort. 
Rectification should be performed during the next scheduled maintenance. 

19.4 Low: Managed by routine procedures. This issue should be considered during 
normal administration duties and planning processes. 

19.5 Information: The exposure is provided for information purposes. 

20. As indicated in the Risk Assessment section of this Audit Committee Report, specific 
details of vulnerabilities or systems cannot be provided in public discussion or within 
the body of this Report. 

Baseline Security Review 

21. The methodology for the baseline security review was through a questionnaire and 
enquiry with key stakeholders to identify current security considerations across the 
organisation.  

22. The following areas were assessed as part of the baseline security review over 33 
components across the following areas: 

22.1 General IT Environment and Processes; 

22.2 Application and Operating System Patching; 

22.3 User Access Management; 

22.4 Malware and Virus Prevention; 

22.5 Workstation Hardening; 

22.6 Change Management; 

22.7 Disaster Recovery; and 

22.8 Logging / Auditing. 

23. The review sought to gain an understanding of Council’s network environment from 
both a technical control and process level to identify any potential opportunities for 
improvement. A high level summary of detected risks within each risk category is 
provided in the table below: 

Risk Category    Count 
Extreme 0 
High 0 
Moderate 4 
Low 2 
Information 2 

 

24. Recommendations include actions around particular system access methods, server 
patching schedules, strengthening of workstation controls, implementing a monitoring 
system, and creating a dedicated cybersecurity role within Council. 

25. The Administration has responded to the majority of actions with three actions 
scheduled to be completed next financial year due to complexity and costs. Although 
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the findings recommended creating a dedicated cybersecurity role as one of the 
actions, it is important to note that cybersecurity is included in the position description 
of Council’s Network Administrator and that specific recommendation was for 
information only and not considered a low or moderate risk. 

External Penetration Testing  

26. The methodology used to perform these tests and examinations uses a range of 
automated and manual processes. The results of these tests are then analysed and 
investigated to identify the extent of the security vulnerabilities and how these can be 
mitigated.  

27. The methodology used not only identifies any vulnerabilities but also ensures that the 
security of the systems is assured. 

28. A total of 31 externally facing systems were discovered and assessed using external 
penetration testing and a high level summary of risks within each risk category is 
provided in the table below: 

Risk Category    Count 
Extreme 0 
High 1 
Moderate 2 
Low 2 
Information 2 

 

29. The high risk item is of concern to the Administration and the matter has been brought 
to the attention of the General Manager Corporate and Development, Group Manager 
and key stakeholders for the area using the application located on the vulnerable 
system. The two moderate risk items are also located on this same system.  

30. CQR Consulting have noted that the remediation complexity is considerable for the 
system in question. The Administration has administered a short term solution to rectify 
the immediate vulnerabilities. However, a longer term migration to an alternative 
application is required and project planning is currently in progress. 

31. Only one of the two low risk items remains outstanding and CQR Consulting have 
noted that the remediation complexity for the remaining item is considerable. This item 
will be reviewed and appropriately planned for in the new financial year as a result. 

Conclusion 

32. The Administration will continue to resource the Cybersecurity Program in the recurring 
operating budget and prioritise mitigating the remaining risks identified as a result of 
the LGRS Cyber Risk Assessment. 
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Glossary of Terms 
LGRS Cyber Risk Assessment 

Audit Committee – 15 April 2019 
 

 
Considerable: In relation to remediation complexity, this reflects a need to create 
new processes, policies or programs. Coordination of several teams or impact to 
many users is likely. 1 
 
Cybersecurity: Measures to achieve the protection against unauthorised access or 
use of electronic data. 
 
Phishing: Attempts to obtain sensitive information through social engineering or 
masquerading as a trustworthy entity. This is typically through fake social media 
accounts, legitimate looking emails or website pages. 
 
Production Environment: The live environment where services and applications are 
functioning and being used by end users. This is opposed to a Test Environment 
which is used by system owners for testing changes and upgrades prior to applying 
them to the Production Environment. 
 
System Patching: A system patch is changes, updates or fixes to an application or 
server. This normally allows for bug fixes, or improved stability, security, performance 
or usability. 

Vulnerability: A vulnerability is a flaw or weakness in a system’s design, 
implementation or operation which has the potential to allow a threat to occur with 
greater frequency, greater impact, or both. This includes software bugs, insecure 
configuration and inadequate management processes.1 

Workstation Hardening: The implementation of security controls at the workstation 
level to ensure users do not intentionally or accidentally perform actions which may 
be harmful to the network environment.1 
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Item No: 5.5 
To: Audit Committee 
Date: 15 April 2019 
Author: Karishma Reynolds – Group Manager, Finance and Governance  
General Manager 
and Division: 

Matthew Spearman – Acting General Manager, Corporate and 
Development  

Subject: DRAFT 2019/20 LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN AND ANNUAL 
BUSINESS PLAN AND BUDGET FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

Attachments: A. Draft 2019/20 Annual Business Plan and Budget  
B. Rate Modelling Scenarios 
C. Draft 2019/20 Long Term Financial Plan   
D. Draft Long Term Financial Plan 2019/20 - Capital Expenditure 

Summary 
E. Reconciliation between LTFP and revised AMP financial 

information 
Prev. Resolution: N/A 

 

Officer’s Recommendation  

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the Audit Committee endorses the draft 2019/20 Annual Business Plan and 
Budget. 

3. That the draft 2019/20 Annual Business Plan and Budget be presented to the 30 April 
2019 meeting of Council for consideration. 

4. That the Audit Committee considers and analyses the draft 2019/20 Long Term 
Financial Plan’s assumptions, including the level of debt and the projected borrowings 
and endorses the draft 2019/20 Long Term Financial Plan.  

5. That the draft 2019/20 Long Term Financial Plan, including the revised Asset 
Management funding requirement be presented to the 30 April 2019 meeting of Council 
for consideration. 

 

Purpose 

1. To provide Audit Committee Members with the draft 2019/20 Annual Business Plan 
and Budget (ABPB) and draft 2019/20 Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) for 
consideration and endorsement prior to submitting to Council.  

Strategic Plan 

2. The following Strategic Plan provisions are relevant: 

 “A financially sound Council that is accountable, responsible and sustainable” 

“Our community is actively engaged and involved in shaping the City’s future” 
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Communications/Consultation 

3. The following communication / consultation has been undertaken: 

3.1. Two Elected Member Budget workshops were conducted on 19 March and 4 
April 2019 in the development of the draft 2019/20 ABPB and draft 2019/20 
LTFP. 

3.2. Discussions with key internal stakeholders and the Executive Team.  

4. The City of Burnside public consultation period will commence on 6 May and conclude 
at 5.00 pm on 31 May 2019 with the public invited to submit comments either by post, 
email, telephone or online.  

5. The following communications activities will be undertaken to engage the community 
on the draft 2019/20 ABPB and draft 2019/20 LTFP: 

5.1. Notification of the public consultation commencement and the public meeting in 
the Eastern Courier Messenger by separate advertisement. 

5.2. A public meeting on Wednesday 29 May 2018 at 6.30 pm at the Civic Centre. 
This meeting will be an opportunity for the community to ask questions and 
suggest ideas for inclusion in the draft ABPB and LTFP. This meeting will be live 
streamed, and viewers will also have the opportunity to post questions on the live 
streaming channel which will be responded to. All comments, along with 
responses from Council, will be displayed on the Council website via 
engage.burnside. 

5.3. City-wide distribution of a double-sided information sheet and survey to all 
residents within the City and all non-resident ratepayers, with Reply Paid 
envelopes. 

5.4. Copies of the draft 2019/20 ABPB and draft 2019/20 LTFP document, information 
sheet and survey will be available for viewing at the Civic Centre, Library, 
Glenunga Hub and on the Burnside Council website. 

5.5. Survey, information and documents available for download from the online 
engagement portal engage.burnside. 

5.6. Promotion of the engagement via social media (Twitter and Facebook). 

5.7. Promotion of the engagement in the April and May eNews. 

5.8. Notification of the commencement of the engagement via email to all registered 
users of engage.burnside. 

5.9. Banner signage rotated through various main road locations. 

5.10. Email banner on all emails sent by Council Administration accounts from 6 May 
to 31 May. 

6. An additional Council Budget Workshop will be held for Elected Members on 13 June 
2019 to review the results of the consultation process prior to the submission of the 
final 2019/20 ABPB and 2019/20 LTFP for adoption at the 25 June 2019 meeting of 
Council. 
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Statutory  

7. The following legislation is relevant in this instance: 

Section 123(2) (a-g) of the Local Government Act 1999 (Act) 

8. In addition, Regulation 6 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 
2011 requires the Annual Business Plan to include: 

(a) the reason why the council has adopted its valuation method for rating purposes; 

(b) if differential rates are used, the reasons and justifications for the differentiation, 
and the expected level of revenue to be raised by each differential rate; 

(c) if applicable, the use and level of a fixed charge component of a general rate; 

(d) the use and level of any separate charge, service rate or service charge, 
including the reasons for the rate or charge; 

(e) the council’s policy on discretionary rebates and remissions, with particular 
reference to the rebates that will apply for more than one financial year and 
including information on how a rebate is designed to meet the purpose behind 
the rebate; 

(f) issues concerning equity within the community and the impact of rates across the 
area; 

(g) the application or operation of a minimum amount payable by way of rates (if 
applicable). 

9. In respect of the public consultation process, Section 123 (4) of the Act provides that: 

(4) For the purposes of subsection (3)(b), a public consultation policy must at least 
provide for the following: 

(a) the publication in a newspaper circulating within the area of the council of a 
notice informing the public of the preparation of the draft annual business 
plan and inviting interested persons - 

(i) to attend: 

(a) a public meeting in relation to the matter to be held on a date 
(which must be at least 21 days after the publication of the 
notice) stated in the notice; or  

(b) a meeting of the council to be held on a date stated in the 
notice at which members of the public may ask questions, and 
make submissions, in relation to the matter for a period of at 
least 1 hour, (on the basis that the council determines which 
kind of meeting is to be held under this subparagraph); or 

(ii) to make written submissions in relation to the matter within the period 
(which must be at least 21 days) stated in the notice; and 

(b) the council to make arrangements for a meeting contemplated by 
paragraph (a)(i) and the consideration by the council of any submissions 
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made at that meeting or in response to the invitation under paragraph 
(a)(ii). 

10. In addition, Section 123(5) of the Act provides that: 

The council must ensure that copies of the draft annual business plan are available at 
the meeting under subsection (4)(a)(i), and for inspection (without charge) and 
purchase (on payment of a fee fixed by the council) at the principal office of the council 
at least 21 days before the date of that meeting. 

11. The Local Government Act 1999 Section 122 requires Councils to have strategic 
management plans which must address: 

11.1 the sustainability of its financial performance and position; 

11.2 the maintenance, replacement or development needs for infrastructure; 

11.3 proposals with respect to debt levels; and 

11.4 identification of any anticipated or predicted changes that will have a significant 
effect upon the costs of council’s activities or operations. 

12. The form of the local government LTFP is not prescribed but the Local Government 
(Financial Management) Regulations, 2011 require it to contain financial statements in 
the form consistent with the model set of accounts including estimates for Operating 
Surplus Ratio, Asset Sustainability Ratio and Net Financial Liabilities Ratio. 

Policy 

13. The following Council Policy has relevance in this instance: 

Rating Policy 

Risk Assessment 

14. The following risks have been identified: 

14.1. Material misstatement of forecast financial data and/or a significant change in 
economic conditions; and 

14.2. Not achieving the financial ratios and targets recommended by the Local 
Government Association – Financial Sustainability Information Paper No.1. 

Finance 

15. The draft 2019/20 ABPB and draft 2019/20 LTFP is provided as Attachment A and C 
respectively. Refer to details on financial implications below.  

Discussion 

16. The Local Government Act 1999 requires an annual review, at a minimum, of the 
LTFP. 
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17. Council practice in the past has been to consult with the community on the ABPB in 
April and then to adopt the ABPB in June. Following the adoption of the ABPB, the 
LTFP would then be updated and adopted in November. 

18. The community has provided Council with feedback in the past few years that they 
would like to have say in Council’s Long Term Financial Plan as well.  

19. As a result and to further improve on Council’s financial management practices, in 
2019/20, for the first time, the LTFP has been developed at the same time as the ABPB 
and will be consulted upon. This will provide the community with the opportunity to 
have an input into Council’s long-term financial sustainability.   

20. The draft 2019/20 ABPB and draft 2019/20 LTFP have been developed for community 
consultation and will form part of a consolidated 2019/20 pack which will include the 
LTFP and ABPB (with any further amendments arising from the public consultation or 
other process) to be adopted at the 25 June 2019 meeting of Council. 

Annual Business Plan and Budget  

21. The ABPB includes a series of statutory financial statements which include the 
Statement of Comprehensive Income, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow Statement, 
Statement of Changes in Equity and Uniform Presentation of Finances. 

Cost of Business 

23. The LGPI for December 2018 was 2.7 per cent whilst the comparative Adelaide 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) was 1.6 per cent. It is important to note that whilst the 
LGPI increased by 2.7 per cent, not all Council expenses have increased by a 
comparative amount. In addition, the CPI projected for 2019/20 in the Federal Budget 
is 2.75 per cent.   

24. For 2019/20, a number of additional cost pressures will be faced by Council and as 
such, the Administration has estimated that the true increased cost of business for 
Council in the next financial year is 3.3 per cent. This is comprised of the following: 

COST OF BUSINESS 2019/20  

LGPI for expenses (existing services) – (Dec 2018 Index) 2.7%  

Less: Costs already accounted for in the 2018/19 Plan  

- Solid waste levy 
 

- Recycling waste ban  

 

-0.3% 

-1.0% 

Less : One off costs in 2018/19 Budget not required in 
2019/20 

- Election costs  

 

-0.4% 

Add: Additional significant cost pressures forecast in 2019/20 

- Depreciation and condition assessments 
 

 

0.8% 
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- Others (electricity, finance costs, Reinstatement of 
Messenger column, silt removal, health plan review, 
Economic Development initiatives etc.) 
 

- Cost Shifting (Waste/ Planning portal) 
 

- Glenside Handover  
 

- Loss from Regional Subsidiaries  
 

- Operating Projects/Services in excess of the Budget  

1.3% 

 

0.4% 

0.3% 

0.3% 

0.3% 

Less: Savings from LED lighting project -1.1% 

Increase in Cost of Business for 2019/20  3.3% 

Less: Savings target of $370k -0.9% 

Proposed Rates for 2019/20 2.4% 

 

Key Assumptions 

25. The draft 2019/20 ABPB has been prepared prior to receipt of the final property 
valuation figures provided by the Valuer-General. Therefore, calculated figures, that 
require this information, will be updated and included in the 2019/20 ABPB, to be 
adopted at the 25 June 2019 meeting of Council. 

26. The recurrent operating expenditure for 2019/20 has not automatically increased by the 
December 2018 Local Government Price Index (LGPI) of 2.7 per cent but instead been 
worked through a bottom up methodology which adjusts for savings and cost pressures 
in each area.  

27. The 2019/20 forecast for salaries and wages has also been undertaken following a 
bottom up approach and has been fully costed for 161.22 Full Time Equivalents and in 
line with the endorsed Enterprise Bargaining Agreements for Administration and Field 
staff. It is expected that there will be savings during the year due to vacancies and this 
has been factored into the savings target set by Council.  

28. The draft ABPB also assumes that existing core services, including assets and 
infrastructure, will continue to be provided at current service levels. There is, however, 
provision for $5.3m of New Capital and $528k of new Operating Projects and 
Enhanced Services that are separately identified in the draft ABPB. 

Efficiency Savings 

29. As part of the commitment to financial discipline, Council undertook an independent 
Efficiency and Effectiveness Review in 2015/16 which recommended that a savings 
target of 1 per cent of Employee, Materials and Contracts expenses be pursued. 
Council chose to stretch this target and committed to setting a financial savings target 
for three years based on 1.5 per cent of its rates revenue per annum. Financial savings 
in excess of $1.7m have been achieved since 2016/17 to date. 
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30. In line with this commitment, Council has included a target of $370k for the 2018/19 
financial year (1 per cent of Employee, Materials and Contracts expenses) in addition 
to the $430k savings being expected through the LED Lighting Project.  

31. Building in savings targets enables the Council to charge a lower rate increase 
compared to the cost of business.  

Capital Works and Level of Debt 

32. The draft ABPB includes New Capital projects totaling $5.3m and Capital Renewal and 
Replacement projects totaling $9.7m. In addition, Council has also budgeted for a 
capital contribution of $0.7m towards the Brownhill Keswick Creek Project.  

33. The forecast level of debt as at 30 June 2019 is $17.2m and it is projected to be 
$16.7m at 30 June 2020. The reduction in debt even though Council is spending $5.3m 
on New Capital is due to the Grant funding expected next year of $5.1m.  

34. The Net Financial Liabilities Ratio indicates that Council is projecting 45 per cent for the 
2019/20 year which is significantly lower than the LGA recommended target of less 
than 100 per cent of Operating Revenue. This demonstrates the affordability of the 
capital investments currently proposed in the draft 2019/20 Annual Business Plan.  

35. As an additional measure, Council has also introduced an additional ratio – Total Debt 
to Income. This measure the total amount of debt as a per cent of Council’s Revenue. 
The upper limit set for this ratio is 50 per cent and the draft ABPB shows that Council is 
projecting a 35 per cent ratio for next year, once again demonstrating the affordability 
of the capital investments proposed.   

Regional Subsidiaries 

36. The draft ABPB includes an amount of $728k as capital contribution for Brown Hill 
Keswick Creek. However, the Administration is awaiting revised numbers and expects 
this amount to be adjusted in the final Budget which will be tabled at the 25 June 2019 
Council meeting.  

37. The Net Gain/Loss from Council subsidiaries has been included as follows based on 
draft numbers provided. It is expected that Council will be able to update its final share 
of contribution and equity in all its Regional Subsidiaries prior to the adoption of the 
2019/20 Annual Business Plan and Budget. 

 EHA East 
Waste  

Highbury 
Landfill  

ERA Water BHKC 

Draft 
Gain/(Loss) 

($28,000) $137,000 Unknown at 
this stage  

($437,601) Unknown at 
this stage 

Ownership % 25% 17% 50% 33% 12% 

Share of draft 
Gain/(Loss) 

($7000) $23,390 Unknown at 
this stage 

($145,852) Unknown at 
this stage 

Capital 
Contribution  

- - - - $728k based 
on the last 
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estimate 
provided 

 

Rates Increase 

38. A comparison of Councils rate increases (excluding growth) against the preceding 
December quarter’s LGPI is shown below.  

 

39. Council rates increases have tracked closely to the LGPI increase for the past few 
years.  

40. In 2019/20, Council’s cost of business is estimated at 3.3 per cent. However, 
Administration is only recommending a 2.4 per cent average rate increase because of 
its self-imposed savings target. This helps maintain Council’s commitment to rate 
increases that are closely aligned to the LGPI. 

41. The Administration has also provided a number of alternative rates scenarios for 
Council consideration (Refer Attachment B).  

42. In 2019/20, Council will continue to differentially rate only Vacant Land properties at 
150 per cent of the Residential Rate in the Dollar as it provides an incentive to 
encourage development in the Council area.  

Financial Performance 

43. The draft 2019/20 ABPB has been prepared to maintain financial sustainability 
principles while maintaining and enhancing the level of services that are provided to the 
community.  

44. The key financial information in the draft 2019/20 Annual Budget, together with a 
comparison to the Forecast (as at Quarter 2 Budget Review) for the current financial 
year 2018/19, has been included below: 
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Item  
Q2 

Forecast 
2018/19 
$('000) 

Draft  
Budget 
2019/20 
$('000) 

New Operating Projects/ New and Enhanced Services 444 528 

Operating Surplus / (Deficit)  391 515 

Total Capital Expenditure 
- New Capital Projects 
- Renewal and Replacement Projects 

 
6,301 
9,871 

 
5,336 

      9,723 

 

45. The proposed 2019/20 draft Budget will also meet all of the major target ratios as 
determined by the Local Government Association (LGA) SA. 

Ratio description 
Target amount (LGA 

Recommended 
Target) 

Q2 
Forecast 
2018/19 
$('000) 

Draft 
Budget 
2019/20 
$('000) 

Operating Surplus/(Deficit)  
Operating Surplus 
position 
 

391 515 

Operating Surplus/(Deficit) 
Ratio 

0 – 10% 
 
Audit Committee 
recommendation - 
below 5% 
 

0.8% 1.1% 

Net Financial Liabilities 
Less than Total Annual 
Operating Revenue 
 

22,789 21,861 

Net Financial Liabilities Ratio Between 0 - 100% 48% 45% 

Debt to Income Ratio  
(Burnside specific Ratio) 
 

No LGA target  
Audit Committee 
recommendation 0-
50% 
 

37% 35% 

Asset Sustainability Ratio 
Greater than 90% but 
less than 110% 
 

101% 116% 

 
Related Council Documents 

46. The Fees and Charges Schedule for 2019/20 has been updated to reflect actual cost of 
services and community expectations and will be considered at the 30 April 2019 
meeting of Council. 
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Amendments to the draft 2019/20 Annual Business Plan and Budget 

47. Elected Members will have the opportunity to make adjustments to the proposed 
operating and capital projects and/or operating income/expenditure or expenditure 
saving targets, either at the time of adoption for community consultation, or prior to the 
final adoption of the budget in June 2019. 

48. Any typographical / grammatical errors in the draft 2019/20 Annual Business Plan and 
Budget will be corrected under the ‘slip rule’ prior to the document being released for 
public consultation. 

Long Term Financial Plan 

49. It is prudent financial management practice to have a LTFP, given it underpins delivery 
of Council’s Strategic Community Plan and development of its Annual Business Plans 
and Budgets. 

50. The current LTFP is a broad overview covering a 10-year planning horizon of Council’s 
financial projections. Revenues and expenditures (both operating and capital) are 
projected largely based on recent actual performance, escalated in accordance with 
various indices to provide a forward projected view in nominal dollars. As with any 
projection, confidence in the reliability of numbers diminishes with each successive 
forecast year in the planning horizon. 

51. The LTFP is presented in its required statutory form in Attachment C. The LTFP 
presents 10 years of data. The first year incorporates data from the draft 2019/20 
Budget. Years 2 to10 present 9 inclusive years of financial projections underpinned by 
the base data. Key assumptions and model drivers are detailed below. 

52. In developing the 2019/20 LTFP, Administration has considered all the feedback 
received to date from the Audit Committee and this has been listed below: 

Audit Committee 
recommendation  

How this has been factored into the draft 2019/20 LTFP 

Operating surplus to 
be between 0 and 5 
per cent of council 
revenue. 

Operating Surplus has been maintained at less than 3.29 per 
cent (average of 2.07 per cent across 10 years).  
 
An added assumption made is that Operating Surplus should 
be at least $500k if possible so that there is some contingency 
available in case of emergencies and unforeseen events.   
 

Cost indices to be 
based on projected 
Local Government 
Price Index (LGPI) 
instead of projected 
Consumer Price Index 
(CPI)  

The South Australian Centre for Economic Studies does not 
currently project LGPI. The projection for CPI for Australia per 
the Federal Budget for 2019/20 is 2.75 per cent and per the 
International Monetary Fund is 2.50 per cent from 2020 to 
2023. Administration has determined the average differential 
between these two indices over the past 10 years as being 
0.50 per cent and as a result, the projected cost index for Year 
2021 onwards has been forecast as 3.00 per cent, increasing 
steadily to 3.80 per cent. 
 

Rates to be tied to 
projected CPI/LGPI 

Rates (excluding growth) have been tied to just below 
projected LGPI .Year 1 (2019/20) reflects the draft proposed 
rates increase and is yet to be decided on by Council. 
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Staff costs to be tied 
to CPI/LGPI  
 

Staff costs for 2019/20 is driven by the current Enterprise 
Bargaining Agreement and have been included at 2.0 per cent.   
Staff costs for Years 2 onwards have been assumed at 2 per 
cent and increasing to 2.5 per cent but will depend on future 
Enterprise Bargaining outcomes.  
 
An additional 0.5 per cent has also been added to account for 
the increase in Superannuation Guarantee to 12 per cent by 
the year 2025 but this is dependent on the imminent Federal 
Elections and the ruling party elected.  
 

Debt levels to be 
based on the 
percentage of council 
revenue which council 
is comfortable to 
devote to the payment 
of interest 
 
Debt to Total Income 
Ratio of less than 50 
per cent 

Interest cover ratio has been maintained at less than 1.36 per 
cent across the 10 years (average of 0.89 per cent across 10 
years). 
 
Debt to Total Income Ratio has been maintained at less than 
46 per cent across the 10 years (average of 27.6 per cent 
across 10 years).  
 

 

Key Parameters, Assumptions and Model Drivers 

53. The current LTFP is driven by a variety of assumptions but particularly one of 
consistency in service delivery. This assumes that existing core services, including 
assets and infrastructure, will continue to be provided at current service levels. There is 
however provision for $235k of new and enhanced services as well as New/Upgraded 
Assets of $5.3m as proposed in the draft 2019/20 ABPB. 

54. The LTFP also does not assume the disposal of any assets or Council owned land. If 
Council decides to dispose of underutilised assets in the future, this revenue could be 
used to further reduce debt or invest in additional services/capital works.  

55. The key assumptions used in the draft 2019/20 LTFP are as follows: 

    

Cost Index 
used  
(From Yr. 2 : 
CPI + 0.5% 
differential) 

Wages Rates exc 
Growth Growth 

2019-20 Year 1 Bottom up 2.0% 2.4% 0.52% 
2020-21 Year 2 3.0% 2.5%* 2.8% 0.5% 
2021-22 Year 3 3.0% 2.5%* 2.9% 1.0%** 
2022-23 Year 4 3.0% 2.5%* 3.0% 0.5% 
2023-24 Year 5 3.2% 2.5%* 3.0% 0.5% 
2024-25 Year 6 3.2% 2.5%* 3.0% 0.5% 
2025-26 Year 7 3.5% 2.5% 3.0% 0.5% 
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2026-27 Year 8 3.5% 2.5% 3.0% 0.5% 
2027-28 Year 9 3.8% 2.5% 3.0% 0.5% 
2028-29 Year 10 3.8% 2.5% 3.0% 0.5% 
  * Assumes superannuation guarantee increases to 12% by 2025.  

 **To account for the Burnside Shopping Village development 

Rates Revenue  

56. The LTFP has used the proposed rates increase of 2.4 per cent for the 2019/20 
financial year and rates for years 2-10 of this LTFP have been tied to below projected 
LGPI. 

57. Natural growth is projected to increase at a steady historical rate of 0.5 per cent pa 
except for in year 3 which factors in additional growth of 0.5 per cent to account for the 
Burnside Shopping Village Development.  

58. There have been no changes in policy included in this LTFP with regards to rates. The 
current practice of differentially rating Vacant Land has been maintained and all other 
land use codes have been maintained as being rated at residential rates.   

Materials Expenditure 

59. The materials expenditure for 2019/20 has not automatically increased by the 
December 2018 Local Government Price Index (LGPI) of 2.7 per cent but instead been 
worked through a bottom up methodology which adjusts for savings and cost pressures 
in each area. For years 2 – 10, this LTFP forecasts a cost index of 3.0 - 3.8 per cent. 
The inflation target for the Reserve Bank of Australia is between 2.0 – 3.0 per cent (on 
average). 

60. The LTFP revenue increases have been calculated to closely match projected 
expenditure increases to result in moderate surpluses in the initial years. This strategy 
is both prudent and essential in order to produce a balanced and financially sustainable 
LTFP. The latter years show much larger increases in surpluses and will be influenced 
by decisions made by Council with respect to projects and services to be delivered 
over the medium term.  

Salaries and Wages  

61. The 2019/20 forecast for salaries and wages have also been undertaken following a 
bottom up approach and has been fully costed for 161.22 Full Time Equivalents and in 
line with the endorsed Enterprise Bargaining Agreements for Administration and Field 
staff. It is expected that there will be savings during the year due to vacancies and this 
has been factored into the savings target set by Council.  

62. Staff costs for Years 2 – 10 are dependent on the Enterprise Bargaining outcomes and 
have been assumed at 2 – 2.5 per cent (including increments).  

63. This LTFP assumes that the superannuation will increase progressively from 9.5 to 
12 per cent by 2025/26. However, this will depend on the upcoming Elections and 
policies implemented by the Ruling Party. Any future changes to the superannuation 
legislation outside of the current projected trajectory to 12 per cent has the potential to 
impact the Plan and Council’s financial position. 
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Capital Expenditure Projects included in the Long Term Financial Plan 

64. Current Council practice is to purchase ‘New’ capital items through the use of Council 
borrowings. This iteration of the LTFP has been prepared based on the most up to date 
capital expenditure forecasts at this time and includes:  

64.1 Renewal and Replacement of existing assets totaling $98.9m across the 10 year 
period;  

64.2 Spending of $16.4m on New and Upgraded assets across the 10 year period; 
and  

64.3 Capital contribution of $6.1m towards the Brownhill Keswick Creek Project.  

65. Debt has been built into this LTFP based on a treasury management position of 
drawing down on loans when required and repaying loans when excess cash is 
available. The debt projections shown below show a peak in year 3 of $23.8m and then 
a reduction in debt levels to $6.9m by Year 10. 

 Year  Debt Level ($’m) 
 

Debt Movement 
($’m) 

 
New Capital Spend 

Inc. BHKC ($’m) 

2019 17.2 
(Based on 2018/19 Q2 position) 

 7.3 
(Based on 2018/19 

Q2 position) 
2020 16.7 (0.8) 6.1 

2021 20.6 3.9 4.6 

2022 23.8 3.2 2.5 

2023 21.2 (2.6) 1.3 

2024 18.5 (2.7) 1.3 

2025 14.3 (4.2) 1.3 

2026 10.1 (4.2) 1.3 

2027 9.1 (1) 1.5 

2028 8.0 (1.1) 1.4 

2029 6.9 (1.1) 1.4 

 

66. Future borrowings have been assumed at a 4.2 – 4.4 per cent interest rate over a 15 
year period, which is a conservative and reasonable timeframe for Council to aim at 
repayment of its debt. In spite of this level of debt, Council maintains a Net Financial 
Liability Ratio between 0 – 57 per cent across this 10 year period. This is significantly 
lower than the LGA recommended target of less than 100 per cent of Operating 
Revenue. This demonstrates the affordability of the capital investments currently 
budgeted for over the next 10 years.  

67. In addition, the ‘Debt to Total Income’ Ratio is maintained at between 10 – 46 per cent 
across this 10 year period, with an average of 28 per cent. Whilst the NFL ratio 
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includes trade payables, provisions as well as debt, the Debt to Income Ratio solely 
focuses on measuring debt as a proportion of income. 

Integration with Asset Management Plans  
 
68. Given Council’s substantial investment in infrastructure and other assets and the 

corresponding significant allocation of financial resources for appropriate renewal and 
replacement programs, it is critical that the LTFP and Asset Management Plans 
(AMPs) are fully integrated. 

69. Council's Asset Management Plans (AMPs) were adopted in November 2016 and 
subsequently in November 2017, based on a set of condition data available at the time. 
This condition data informed the Annual Required Renewal Expenditure (ARRE) 
depicted in the Asset Management Plans. However, since then, Council has been able 
to obtain further information relating to the condition and useful lives of the assets and 
the Administration have been able to use this information to forecast the funding 
requirement for the next 10 years. In some cases, the ARRE as adopted varies from 
the funding requirements now forecast and the reasons for these variances have been 
explained in Attachment E. The forecast funding requirements are used to inform the 
Long Term Financial Plan.  

70. The net difference between the adopted AMPs and the revised forecast funding 
requirement is $2.1m which is considered not material over the 10 year period. Once 
adopted by Council, the AMPs will be updated to reflect the renewed funding 
requirements which will be consistent with the LTFP data. As required legislatively, all 
AMPs are to be refreshed within two years of the elections. It is expected that the 
AMPs will be presented to Council later in the year.  

71. The integration of the LTFP and Asset Management Plans continues to be a high 
priority objective and considerably improves the accuracy and reliability of Council’s 
forward financial projections. It is also recognised that both the LTFP and AMPs will 
continue to evolve as input costs are refined, thereby improving the accuracy of future 
year forecasts. 

Regional Subsidiary Operating Costs and Provisions 
 
72. The draft 2019/20 LTFP is based on the proposed 2018/19 ABPB with regards to the 

net gain/loss from Council subsidiaries.   

73. This draft 2019/20 LTFP also does not include any capital contributions towards ERA 
Water. In addition, this plan only includes $6.1m towards Brownhill Keswick Creek 
(BHKC) over the next 10 years and is based on a 20 year financial model. Any 
changes to estimates will impact Council’s financial modelling. However, it is expected 
that revised estimates will be available prior to the Budget adoption in June. 

Influences on the LTFP 
 
74. It is recognised that the LTFP can be impacted by a number of factors which include 

(and are not limited to): 

74.1 increasing future interest rates; 

74.2 occurrence of unforeseen events;   

74.3 significant changes in Government grant funding;  
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74.4 introduction of rate capping at CPI and LGPI; and   

74.5 Trading difficulties of City of Burnside subsidiaries. 

75. The draft 2019/20 LTFP has factored these impacts in to some extent and discussed 
these below: 

 
75.1. Future Interest Rates 

 
Future borrowings in the 2019/20 LTFP have been based on 4.20 – 4.40 per 
cent interest over a 15 year period. The draft 2019/20 LTFP model only shows a 
loan requirement in years for Years 2 and 3.  A further rise in interest costs will 
impact on Council’s Operating Surplus and Debt levels marginally.  

 
75.2. Occurrence of Unforeseen Events 
 

Debt is currently only undertaken for ‘new’ capital projects. Any unforeseen event 
such as the cleanup after a storm event should be funded out of the operating 
Budget. As such, Administration has maintained at least a $500k Surplus for all 
years to account for such contingencies.  

 
75.3. Significant Changes in Government Grant Funding 
  

Usually any significant changes in Government grant funding are known before 
hand and incorporated into the Budget/LTFP. Once again, any such cost 
pressure should be funded out of the operating budget and not through debt.  
 
Similar to 75.2 above, to safeguard against this, Council has maintained at least 
a $500k Surplus for all years. 

 
75.4. Introduction of Rate Capping at CPI and LGPI  
 

This Plan is closely aligned to the projected LGPI. If rates were capped at a level 
lower than that assumed in the LTFP, the implications would be a lower Surplus 
or cost saving measures.  

 
75.5. Trading Difficulties of City of Burnside Subsidiaries 
 

If Council were to make capital contributions towards a subsidiary in the future, 
there would be a potential implication on debt since Council would have to borrow 
funds. However, Council could also choose to forgo a ‘New’ capital project in that 
year to be able to fund such a contribution.  

Conclusion 

76. It is recommended that the Audit Committee consider and recommend the draft 
2019/20 ABPB and LTFP to Council for the purpose of public consultation.  
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13,390 people were born overseas 
and 25 per cent arrived in Australia 
between 2011 and 2016.

3 per cent of the resident population 
have difficulty communicating in 
English. 

There were 2,841 couples with 
young children in the City of Burnside 
in 2016,comprising 16 per cent of 
households.

20.4 per cent of the population 
earned an income of $1,750 or more 
per week in 2016.

34.2 per cent of the dwellings were 
medium or high density, compared 
to 26 per cent in Greater Adelaide.

35.2 per cent of households with a 
mortgage were making loan 
repayments of $2,600 or more per 
month.

72 gained citizenship in 2017/18.

The 2016 Census revealed the following 
statistics for the City of Burnside:

The largest 
increase in 

ancestry is Chinese 
and Indian.

26 per cent of 
the population
reported doing 
some form of

voluntary 
work in 2016.

The City of Burnside 
estimated resident 

population for 2017 is 
45,491

your city
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To be inserted 

Mayor Anne Monceaux
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your council

  Beaumont   Burnside

  Rose Park & Toorak Gardens

  Eastwood & Glenunga   Kensington Gardens & Magill

  Kensington Park

Cr Paul Huebl

Cr Harvey Jones

Cr Mike Daws

Cr Jenny Turnbull

Cr Helga Lemon

Cr Julian Carbone

Cr Grant Piggott

Cr Henry Davis

Cr Sarah Hughes

Cr Jane Davey

Cr Peter Cornish

Cr Lilian Henschke
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CEO Paul Deb

The Council measures its achievements and financial 
performance through the following processes:

• regular financial reporting to Executive and Council

• annual review of the Long Term Financial Plan

• production of the Annual Report with audited
Financial Statements

• budget reviews in accordance with legislation

• progress reports against the Annual Business Plan

• individual staff performance plans

• Annual Community Survey

• customer request and complaint systems

• Draft Annual Business Plan and Budget consultation.

Monitoring performance is critical in ensuring 
that Council is contributing to the achievement of 
Burnside’s Strategic Community Plan. Council’s 
Strategic Planning Framework supports Council in 
measuring the achievements of Council’s Vision 
as well as monitoring the delivery of services and 
projects.

measuring our 
performance

Photograph: Ellie Cheung 
2018 Mayor's Photographic Awards 
Winner High School (ages 13-18).

To be inserted
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your voice
Your first input - Annual Community Survey

Council will always need to find the balance 
between what residents expect Council to 
deliver and what is appropriate and affordable 
for Council to provide with the revenue available 
to deliver services. The Annual Community 
Survey provides relevant and timely data, 
which may assist the formation of planning and 
budget decisions that influence Council’s service 
delivery. 
 

This input from our community contributes to 
the development of the Annual Business Plan 
and Budget and is vital to ensure that Council 
continues to deliver the high quality services that 

our community needs; working within the goals 
of the Long Term Financial Plan. 
 

The results of the last trend-data survey 
conducted in November 2018 revealed that 
our community's satisfaction with Council's 
performance continues to be high and the 
majority of residents (69 per cent) did not 
have any suggestions for services they would 

like Council to provide which are not currently 
included in Council’s portfolio; and 80 per cent 
said there were no services currently provided 
that should be halted.   

Another opportunity to have your say

The input from our community on the 2019/20 
Draft Annual Business Plan and Budget is vital 
to ensure that Council continues to deliver the 

high quality services that our community needs; 
working within the goals of the Long Term 
Financial Plan; and remaining responsive to the 
Annual Community Survey outcomes.

The engagement with the community on 
this Draft Business Plan and Budget will be 
undertaken consistent with the legislative 
requirements in Section 123 (4) of the Local 
Government Act, 1999. 
 

All community feedback will be presented to 
Council for consideration before the final Annual 
Business Plan and Budget is adopted.  This 
feedback will also be used to inform our long 
term financial planning.   

The Long Term Financial Plan

This year Council is also seeking your feedback 
on the Long Term Financial Plan.  More details 
about this plan can be found on page 20 of this 
document.

engage.burnside.sa.gov.au

Write to us or 
complete the survey 
delivered to you and 
return to Council 
using the Reply Paid 
envelope provided.   
 
Or post to:  
Reply Paid 9 
Glenside  SA  5065 
by Friday 31 May 2019

Attend the Draft 
Annual Business Plan 
and Budget community 
meeting.    
Wednesday 29 May 2019 
6.30 - 8 pm 
City of Burnside  
Council Chambers 
401 Greenhill Road, 
Tusmore 

Download information 
and complete an online 
survey at: 
 
engage.burnside.sa.gov.au 

Email your survey or 
feedback to: 
 
burnside@burnside.sa.gov.au

For more 
information 
phone: 
 
Bernie Auricht 
8366 4200 

get involved and have your say 
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The 2019/20 Draft Annual Business Plan and Budget has been prepared in accordance with 
the priorities of our Strategic Community Plan, our Long Term Financial Plan and our Annual 
Community Survey. 
 

Key highlights of the 2019/20 Draft Annual Business Plan are:

Budget  

2019/20

Forecast  

2018/19

Average rate increase
2.40% 2.70%

Operating Surplus 

($'000) 515 391

Operating Projects 

and New Services 

($'000)

528 444

Capital Expenditure 

($'000) 15,059 16,172

Total Borrowings 

($'000) 16,741 17,156

budget snapshot
Council's key financial indicator comparisons are shown in the table below which indicate that 
Council has been within the target range for all of the financial parameters:

Description Target 

Amount (LGA 

Recommended 

Target)

Audited 

Actuals 

2016/17 

$('000)

Audited 

Actuals 

2017/18 

$('000)

Forecast 

2018/19 

$('000)

Draft 

Budget 

2019/20 

$('000)

Operating Surplus/(Deficit) 
(including subsidiaries)

Operating Surplus position 1,919 1,630 391 515

Operating Surplus/(Deficit) 
Ratio (including subsidiaries)

0-10 % 4.3% 3.5% 0.8% 1.1%

Net Financial Liabilities Less than Total Annual 
Operating Revenue

14,398 15,167 22,789 21,861

Net Financial Liabilities Ratio Between 0-100% 32% 33% 48% 45%

Debt to Total Income Ratio No LGA target 
Audit Committee 
recommendation 0-50%

23% 26% 36% 35%

Asset Sustainability Ratio Greater than 90% but less 
than 110%

105% 89% 101% 116%

Within the target range

Outside the target range
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X%
City Maintenance 

& Waste 
Management **

Source of 
expenditure 
$47.9m

financial summary 
and expenditure

Source of Revenue 
$48.4m

Capital Expenditure 
$15.1m

35%

65%

Expenditure 
on New/

Upgraded 
Assets

Expenditure 
on Renewal/
Replacement 

of Assets

42.2%

Materials, 
Contracts and 
other Expenses

83.44%
rates revenue

7.6
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The City of Burnside maintains a 10-year 
financial plan (our Long Term Financial Plan), 
to ensure that we can deliver our Strategic 
Community Plan, Be the Future of Burnside  
2016-2026. 
 
Our corporate planning framework aligns our 
operations with our corporate and strategic 
plans to achieve sustainable improvements for 
the City and its people. This framework includes 
long, medium and short-term plans that set the 
direction for everything that we do. 
 
This Draft Annual Business Plan and Budget has 
been prepared in the context of our Long-Term 
Financial Plan and flows directly from priorities 
identified in our Strategic Community Plan. Our 
Departmental Programs and budgets complete 
our planning framework and ensure the timely 
and appropriate allocation of resources to meet 
our long-term goals in a staged and responsible 
fashion. 
 
We will monitor our progress against the 
Strategic Community Plan and report on our 
progress annually through our Annual Report. 
 
The decisions that Council makes, and the 
activities and services it initiates, are driven by a 
variety of factors. These include: 
•   requirements to maintain and improve  
    infrastructure assets to acceptable standards 
    as well as meeting community expectations  
    for open space, roads, footpaths and Council  
    community buildings.

• continued increases in the cost of waste 
levies, water charges, bitumen and concrete 
and other building materials.

• the reduction of funding from state and federal 
government sources.

• the outcomes of the Annual Community 
Survey.

• feedback from the community on many other 
community engagements.

• the increasing costs of environmental issues 
such as stormwater management in our 
waterways, bush fire zones and water supply 
for open spaces.

• unexpected events (such as storms).

the strategic context
Further impacting the City of Burnside are 
planning reforms, legislative changes, residential 
growth, global and domestic economic 
conditions and our changing demographics.  
 
The current economic climate continues to be 
unpredictable and we continue to monitor and 
identify its impacts on our financial performance 
and budgeting.  
 
We have developed financial planning strategies 
to take this economic climate into account while 
ensuring we continue to deliver services to our 
community.  
 
Our Draft Annual Business Plan and Budget 
guides Council's activities so that we can 
make the best possible progress towards our 
community’s vision for the future of Burnside. 

Key Challenges for 2019/20 
Cost pressures, often from sources not in control 
of Council, directly affect the 'cost of business' to 
deliver services to our community. 
 
The key challenges facing Council in the 
2019/20 year include, but are not limited to: 

• a self imposed savings target of $370,000 
to be achieved on employee costs and 
contracts.

• changes in legislation.
• achieving an optimum balance between 

Council rates and services.
• achieving financial sustainability.
• continuing to focus on effectiveness and 

efficiency.
• services and projects that our community 

want in excess of the budget ($128,000).
• maintaining assets to expected conditions 

levels.
• additional cost pressures listed in the table on 

the next page.

It will always be a challenge to balance 
Council rates and the capacity to deliver the 
119 services at the current service levels to 
the community; to maintain the $581m asset 

base; to continue to strive for effectiveness and 
efficiencies in our business and achieve financial 
sustainability. 
 
Cost of Business 
 
Every year Council estimates the increase in the 
'cost of business' (COB) to deliver services to 
the community (ie construction and maintenance 
of roads, footpaths, drains, parks, facilities 
and environmental projects, staff salaries and 
contractor costs such as waste management 
and recycling).   
 
Other pressures such as state government 
cost shifting and cost increases above general 
inflation (such as electricity costs) are also 
considered.  

For the 2019/20 financial year the estimated 
COB increase is 3.30 per cent, down 0.90 per 
cent from the 2018/19 COB of 4.20 per cent.  
In 2018/19 the COB was influenced by the 
$400,000 international recyclable waste ban 
policy cost pressure; this cost pressure does 
impact the 2019/20 Draft Annual Business Plan 
and Budget to a lesser extent this financial year. 
 
Council is able to keep the rate increase 
below the COB rate, and lower than the Local 
Government Price Index (LGPI, 2.70 per cent 
December 2018) by setting a $0.37m savings 
target.

LGPI for expenses (existing services) 2.70%

Less: Pressures already accounted for in 2018/19 
•  Recycling Waste Ban 

•  Solid Waste Levy

 
(1.0%) 
(0.3%)

Less: One off costs in 2018/19 Budget but not required in 2019/20 
•  Election Costs 

 
(0.4%)

Add: Additional cost pressures: 
•  Depreciation, condition assessments 

•  Others (electricity cost increases, finance costs, reinstatement of Messenger 
   column, silt removal from Hazelwood Park creek, health plan review, economic 

   development projects) 
•  Cost shifting (Solid Waste Levy, Planning Portal, waste ban) 
•  Handover of the Glenside redevelopment to Council 
•  Loss from Regional Subsidiaries 

•  Projects and Services that our community want in excess of the Budget

 
0.8% 

1.3% 

 

0.4% 

0.3% 

0.3% 

0.3%

Less: Savings from LED Lighting Project ($430k) (1.1%) 

Cost of Council Business in 2019/20 3.30% 

Savings Target ($370k) (0.9%) 

Proposed Rates Increase 2.40%
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the strategic  
financial processes

Photograph: Yayoi Ishii 
2018 Mayor's Photographic Awards 
Winner 'People and Community'.

With disciplined planning and financial 
processes Council has achieved a financially 
sustainable position.  This progress is achieved 
while still meeting the needs and expectations of 
our community. 
 
These processes deliver Council’s objectives as 
specified in Our Strategic Community Plan and 
related strategies.  
 
Our strategic financial processes integrate 
our long-term planning and forecasting with 
annual business planning and budgeting. It 
incorporates:

• the Long Term Financial Plan
• Annual Operating Budget
• Operating Projects
• Capital Works
• Asset Management
• Financial Sustainability
• Reviews of our services for Effectiveness and 

Efficiency.

This integrated approach assists in meeting 
the priorities of both our community and the 
organisation, while also ensuring our long-
term sustainability and intergenerational equity 
(ensuring a fair sharing of the distribution 
of resources and financial burden between 
current and future users of our services and 
infrastructure). 

The Long Term Financial Plan 
 
The City of Burnside's Long Term Financial Plan 
(LTFP) is critical to Council's financial planning 
process.  It underpins our long-term financial 
sustainability while meeting the needs and 
expectations of our community, and delivering 
Council's Strategic Directions highlighted in 
our strategic community plan Be the Future of 
Burnside 2026 -  Our Strategic Community Plan.

The LTFP is pivotal in setting high-level 
financial parameters that guide the development 
and refinement of Council's budgeted 
plans, strategies and actions and generates 

information that assists decisions about the 
mix, timing and affordability of future outlays on 
operating activities, renewal and replacement of 
existing assets and funding of additional assets 
 
Each year the City of Burnside reviews and 
updates its LTFP as part of its financial planning 
process.  
 
In developing the LTFP, we establish financial 
parameters and forecast our financial 
performance and position over a 10-year time 
frame. It is developed using a range of forecast 
economic indicators and financial assumptions. 
This provides the basis for allocating funds 
between ongoing services and project and 
capital works. 
 
The LTFP informs the 2019/20 Draft Annual 
Business Plan and Budget and enables Council 
to effectively and equitably manage service 
levels, asset management, funding and revenue 
raising decisions while achieving its financial 
strategy and key financial performance targets. 
 
The 2019/20 draft budget offers a relatively low 
rate  increase of 2.40 per cent even though the 
forecast cost of business is estimated as being 
an increase of 3.30 per cent.  This has been 
made possible due to Council's self imposed 
savings target of $0.37m.  
 

Alongside the community consultation process 
for the 2019/20 Draft Business Plan and Budget, 
the community is invited to provide feedback on 
the LTFP. 
 
The Be the Future of Burnside, Our Strategic 
Community Plan 2016-2026 can be found at  
www.burnside.sa.gov.au  
 
To review the Long Term Financial Plan visit 
www.engage.burnside.sa.gov.au to download 
the document. 
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Photograph: Paul McFarlane 
2017 Mayor's Photographic Awards 
Winner 'Animal'.

Annual Operating Budget and Projects 
 
$15.05m of new and renewed capital projects 
are proposed despite cost pressures from the 
solid waste levy, the new Local Nuisance and 
Litter Control Act increasing resourcing costs to 
meet Council's obligations under the Act.  
 
To achieve cost-effectiveness Council delivers 
services and programs through a variety of 
service delivery models such as the appointment 
and management of contractors, the 
development and maintenance of collaborating 
relationships and the involvement of a large 
network of volunteers. 
 
The 2019/20 Draft Annual Business Plan and 
Budget factors in a $0.37m savings target.  
Savings have been targeted through reducing 
employee costs, driving efficiency, innovation, 
commercialisation, productivity improvements 
and the streamlining of processes and services. 
 
This forms part of our overall approach of 
providing a sustainable budget for 2019/20. 
 
A list of proposed new projects and services 
to be introduced in 2019/20 as part of our 
Operating Budget is included in the Appendices. 
 
Asset Management 
 
The City of Burnside is responsible for the 
management, operation and maintenance of a 
diverse asset portfolio that provides services and 
facilities for our community.  
 
Asset Management Plans are in place for 
major asset categories such as transport, open 
space, storm water and buildings to ensure 
that available resources are allocated to the 
required maintenance and renewal programs 
as well as to provide new infrastructure.  These 
Asset Management Plans indicate Council’s 
ongoing commitment to operate and maintain its 
asset portfolio efficiently, to meet strategic and 
legislative requirements and deliver the required 
levels of service for the community. 
 
Financial Sustainability 
 
To assist Council in meeting its objectives of 
financial sustainability we are guided by a suite 
of Key Financial Indicators.  
 

These indicators and our performance in relation 
to them are detailed in the table on page 15. We 
will ensure that we continue to:

• achieve and maintain an Operating Surplus 
over the long term.

• aim to fully fund the cost of our services, 
including depreciation of our assets and 
infrastructure.

• achieve intergenerational equity - ensuring a 
fair sharing of the distribution of resources and 
financial burden between current and future 
users of our services and infrastructure.

• balance intergenerational equity and financial 
conservatism.

• employ sound asset management practices - 
aim to maintain our structure and assets to the 
required standard to ensure continued delivery 
of services to agreed standards. 

Review Efficiency and Effectiveness 
 
The Burnside community has an expectation 
that Council delivers the best value for money 
and the Local Government Act 1999 outlines 
Council’s legislative responsibilities for effective 
and efficient service delivery. To this end, 
Council management and staff consistently 
endeavour to actively pursue more efficient 
and effective systems and processes and 
continuous improvement to address the ever 
increasing needs and demands from a changing 
community.  Council has achieved savings and 
efficiencies in excess of $1.7m over the past 
three years and continues to strive for a savings 
target of $0.37m in the 2019/20 budget..   
 
There is always room for continuous 
improvement and benefit to be gained from 
independent reviews and comparison to similar 
local government authorities.  To achieve 
financial savings, and maintain existing levels of 
service to our community, work continues on an 
efficiency and effectiveness program to review 
Council services, processes and systems.   
 
This business improvement framework tracks 
closely with the City’s LTFP and Strategic 
Community Plan; delivering improved services, 
efficient and effective operations while 
maintaining equitable rates.
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The City of Burnside's rating policy will achieve a moderate surplus of $0.5m for the 2019/20 financial 
year.
Council will continue to differentially rate vacant land properties at 150 per cent as it will provide an 
incentive to encourage development in the Council area.
A rates increase reflects the increasing costs that Council must pay to deliver services and maintain 
infrastructure for the community.  Also taken into account are factors such as the current economic 
climate, the Local Government Price Index (LGPI), employment rates, Council’s debt profile, 
imposed legislative change and the need to manage, maintain and improve the community’s physical 
infrastructure assets for future generations.
Rate rises have no direct correlation with the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  
The CPI measures changes in the price of a ‘basket’ of goods and services that is representative 
of the expenditure of households (toothpaste, nappies, food, clothing and other typical domestic 
expenditure including council rates).  The forecast CPI from the recent Federal budget is 2.75 per 
cent.
Rates increases occur in line with the LGPI.  In the LGPI ‘basket’ are wages, heavy equipment, 
diesel, bitumen, and much greater proportions of power and water than the average household.
It is important to note that while the LGPI increased by 2.70 per cent in December 2018, not all 
Council expenses have increased by a comparative amount.  For 2019/20 a number of additional 
cost pressures such as the solid waste levy and the new Local Nuisance and Litter Control Act will 
impact Council (more cost pressures can be seen on page 18 and 19).
Council takes into consideration the effect of rates on all ratepayers and is mindful of maintaining the 
balance between economic and community development.
The fundamental principle of equity within the community and assessment of the impact of rates 
across the Council's footprint forms the criteria for annual rates modelling which is then used to 
develop a planned review of the basis of rating each year. 

The Council seeks to achieve rate stability over time while ensuring that the services, projects and 
infrastructure needs of the community are met.
Our sound financial management has enabled Council to propose a 2.40 per cent average rate 
increase.  This low rate increase has been achieved even though the cost of Council business has 
been estimated at an increase of 3.30 per cent due to cost pressures from sources that are out of 
Council's control.  Council’s commitment to achieving financial savings has enabled this low rate, 
while still delivering a high standard of service to our community.

rating policy 
The City of Burnside's Rating Policy guides the implementation of rates, rebates and hardship 
provisions.
Below is a summary of the rating practices over the past four financial years.  Council has 
maintained a consistent rating policy by charging a minimum rate.   
 

The following table demonstrates the expected level of revenue to be raised by each differential rate:

* This is only an approximate figure as the general rate in the dollar will be set and adopted at the 25 June 2019 meeting of Council. 

* This is only an approximate figure as the general rate in the dollar will be set and  
adopted at the 25 June 2019 meeting of Council. 

Year 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
Minimum 803 810 829 851 871
Valuation at Minimum 342,723 354,253 352,615 395,813 405,493
Rate in $ - All 0.002343
Rate in $ - Residential 0.0022865 0.002192 0.002150 0.002148*
Rate in $ - Vacant Land 0.00343 0.003288 0.003225 0.003222*

Category

Proposed 
Rate 
Revenue 
2018/2019

Proposed 
Rate in 
the Dollar 
2019/20*

Residential 34,851,589$    0.002148$       

Independent Living 483,246$        0.002148$       

Commercial - Shop 1,014,843$      0.002148$       

Commercial - Office 912,587$        0.002148$       

Commercial - Other 685,191$        0.002148$       

Industrial - Light 7,901$            0.002148$       

Industrial - Other 12,963$          0.002148$       

Primary Production 7,690$            0.002148$       

Vacant Land 645,735$        0.003222$       

Other - General 454,156$        0.002148$       

Contiguous Land 1,387$            0.002148$       

TOTAL (includes growth) 39,077,288$    

0.00%

1.00%

2.00%

3.00%

4.00%

5.00%

6.00%

7.00%

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Ax
is 

Ti
tle

Rating Policy History
(Average % increases compared to the Local Government Price Index for the preceeding year - as at December)

Rates Increase

LGPI December
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Land Values  
 
Council has adopted the use of capital value as the basis for valuing land within the Council area.  
Council considers that this method of valuing land is the fairest method of distributing the rate 
responsibility across all rate payers.  
 
Section 151 of the Local Government Act, 1999 further identifies that the value of land for the 
purpose of rating is capital value which includes all improvements.  
 
The improved value of the land is considered a reasonable indicator of capacity to pay.  
 
Council uses the services of the South Australian Valuer General to establish the value of land 
within the Council area for rating purposes.  
 
The City of Burnside's Rating Policy provides detail on land valuations and valuation objections. 

The following table demonstrates the changes in rate revenue and valuations over the past four 
years.

Both residential and non-residential property valuations have increased over recent years.  The 
following table shows the increase/(decrease) in valuations over the past five years.

The following table shows the 2019/20 valuation 
increase by suburb for residential properties, as 
supplied by the Valuer General.

Rebates, Remission and Postponement 
 
The City of Burnside's Rating Policy provides 
detail on: 

• rebate of rates

• rate relief

• rate capping
• hardship relief
• remission of rates
• postponement of rates.

*These are only approximate figures as at 17 March 2019.  Final increases will be provided at the 25 June 2019 Council meeting. 

Class
Increased 

Value 2015 
to 2016

Increased 
Value 2016 

to 2017

Increased 
Value 2017 

to 2018

Increased 
Value 2018 

to 2019

Increased 
Value 2019 

to 2020

Non-Residential 7.65% 3.43% 10.00% 10.50% 4.98% *
Residential 3.22% 3.03% 7.00% 5.76% 2.72% *

*These are only approximate figures as at 17 March 2019.  Final increases will be provided at the 25 June 2019 Council meeting. 

Suburb
No. of 
Properties

% Change in 
Valuation

AULDANA 256                 4.82%

BEAUMONT 1,090              3.74%

BEULAH PARK 788                 4.17%

BURNSIDE 1,297              2.81%

DULWICH 830                 3.51%

EASTWOOD 594                 1.13%

ERINDALE 494                 3.33%

FREWVILLE 435                 2.62%

GLEN OSMOND 795                 3.68%

GLENSIDE 1,549              3.32%

GLENUNGA 951                 2.56%

HAZELWOOD PARK 873                 2.40%

KENSINGTON GARDENS 1,224              2.01%

KENSINGTON PARK 1,174              3.24%

LEABROOK 815                 2.28%

LEAWOOD GARDENS 12                   5.15%

LINDEN PARK 947                 2.47%

MAGILL 1,155              3.22%

MOUNT OSMOND 183                 1.01%

ROSE PARK 685                 0.76%

ROSSLYN PARK 636                 3.20%

SKYE 138                 1.47%

ST GEORGES 668                 3.25%

STONYFELL 496                 3.51%

TOORAK GARDENS 1,180              2.33%

TUSMORE 672                 3.67%

WATERFALL GULLY 59                   0.78%

WATTLE PARK 769                 2.85%

New Properties 120                 

TOTAL 20,885           2.88%

Year 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
Total Valuation $(M) 15,164 15,632 16,752 17,779 18,365*
% Increase Total 
Valuation 3.53% 3.05% 7.25% 6.13% 2.88%*

% Increase Rates 
Revenue (excluding 
Natural Growth)

2.90% 0.90% 2.30% 2.70% 2.40%

% Increase Natural 
Growth

0.60% 0.50% 0.65% 1.00% 0.52%
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appendix
Financial Statements  
 
The 2019/20 Draft Annual Budget Financial Statements include: 
 
•   Statement of Comprehensive Income
• Balance Sheet
• Statement of Changes in Equity
• Statement of Cash Flows
• Uniform Presentation of Finances

Delivering our Vision 

•  2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - New or Upgrade ($2,540,000 expenditure)
•  Asset Management Plans - New or Upgrade Capital Projects for 2019/20 ($2,795,963 expenditure)
•  2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - New or Upgrade. Project details
•  2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - Renewal or Replacement ($1,227,000 expenditure)
•  Asset Management Plans - Renewal or Replacement Projects for 2019/20 ($8,469,073 expenditure)
•  2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - Renewal or Replacement. Project details
•  2019/20 Draft Capital Expenditure Totals
•  2019/20 Draft Operating Projects ($418,000 expenditure)
•  2019/20 Draft Operating Projects. Project details
•  2019/20 Draft New or Enhanced Services ($110,000 expenditure)
•  2019/20 Draft New or Enhanced Services. Project details.

Delivery of services to our community in 2019/20

2019/20
Draft 

Budget
($'000)

2018/19
Forecast

($'000)

INCOME
  Rates 40,358     39,177     

  Statutory charges 1,355      1,265      

  User charges 2,207      2,217      

  Grants, subsidies and contributions 3,711      3,785      

  Investment income 40           40           

  Reimbursements 345         344         

  Other income 330         330         

  Net Gain - Joint Ventures & Associates 23           -             

Total Income 48,370     47,159     

EXPENSES
  Employee Costs 16,543     16,086     

  Materials, contracts & other expenses 20,212     20,331     

  Depreciation 10,458     9,658      

  Finance Costs 489         413         

  Net Loss - Joint Ventures & Associates 153         280         

Total Expenses 47,855 46,768

OPERATING SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) (including subsidiaries) 515 391

CAPITAL REVENUE
  Gain/(Loss) on Disposal of Non Current Assets 150         150         

  Amounts received specifically for new/upgraded assets* 5,235      50           

  Physical Resources Received Free of Charge 50           150         
5,435      350         

NET OPERATING SURPLUS / (DEFICIT)  (including 
subsidiaries) 5,950 741

Other Comprehensive Income
  Changes in Revaluation Surplus

  - Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment -             18,840     

Total Other Comprehensive Income -             18,840     

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 5,950 19,581

CITY OF BURNSIDE
ANNUAL BUDGET 2019/20

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

*Includes Capital Grants to be received for Major Projects 
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2019/20
Draft 

Budget
($'000)

2018/19
Forecast

($'000)

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash & cash equivalents -               -               

Trade & other receivables 1,427 1,255
Inventories 20 20
Total Current Assets 1,447 1,275

Non-Current Assets
Financial assets 232 230
Equity accounted investments 4,366 3,768
Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 605,266 600,478
Total Non-Current Assets 609,864 604,476

TOTAL ASSETS 611,311 605,751

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade & other payables 4,326 4,336
Short-term borrowings 687 58
Short-term provisions 2,206 2,228
Other Current Liabilities -               -               

Total Current Liabilities 7,219 6,622

Non-Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 6 5
Long-term borrowings 16,054 17,098
Long-term provisions 240 184
Equity accounted liabilities in Regional Subsidiaries 1,698 1,698
Total Non-Current Liabilities 17,999 18,985

TOTAL LIABILITIES 25,218 25,607

NET ASSETS 586,093 580,144

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus / (Deficit) 230,942 224,993
Asset Revaluation Reserve 355,134 355,134
Other Reserves 17 17

TOTAL EQUITY 586,093 580,144

CITY OF BURNSIDE
ANNUAL BUDGET 2019/20

BALANCE SHEET
2019/20

Draft 
Budget
($'000)

2018/19
Forecast

($'000)

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS

Balance at end of previous reporting period 224,993 224,252
Net result for year 5,950 741

Transfers from other reserves -                    -               

Balance at end of period 230,942 224,993

ASSET REVALUATION RESERVE

Balance at end of previous reporting period 355,134 336,294
Gain on revaluation of infrastructure, property, plant & equipment -                    18,840    

Transfer to Accumulated Surplus on sale of property, plant & equipment -                    -               

Balance at end of period 355,134 355,134

OTHER RESERVES

Balance at end of previous reporting period 17                 17

Transfers to Accumulated Surplus -                    -               

Transfers from Accumulated Surplus -                    -               

Transfers between reserves

Balance at end of period 17                 17            

TOTAL EQUITY AT END OF REPORTING PERIOD 586,093 580,144

CITY OF BURNSIDE
ANNUAL BUDGET 2019/20

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
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2019/20
Draft 

Budget
($'000)

2018/19
Forecast

($'000)

Operating Income 48,370    47,159    

less  Operating Expenses (47,855)  (46,768)  

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) 515         391         

less  Net Outlays on Existing Assets
Capital Expenditure on renewal and replacement of Existing Assets (9,723)    (9,871)    

less  Depreciation, Amortisation and Impairment 10,458    9,658      

less  Proceeds from Sale of Replaced Assets (150)       -         

585         (213)       

less  Net Outlays on New and Upgraded Assets
Capital Expenditure on New and Upgraded Assets (5,336)    (6,301)    

less  Amounts received specifically for New and Upgraded Assets 5,235      150         

less  Proceeds from Sale of Surplus Assets 150         -         

49           (6,151)    

Net Lending / (Borrowing) for Financial Year 1,148 (5,973)

CITY OF BURNSIDE
ANNUAL BUDGET 2019/20

UNIFORM PRESENTATION OF FINANCES

2019/20
Draft 

Budget
($'000)

2018/19
Forecast

($'000)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipts
Rates 40,341 39,323
Statutory Charges 1,350 1,312

User Charges 2,207 2,237

Grants, subsidies & contributions 3,432 3,902
Investment Income 40 40
Reimbursements 345 348
Other Income 463 204

Payments
Employee Costs (16,502)      (16,163)      

Materials, contracts & other expenses (20,220)      (20,856)      

Finance payments (489)          (413)          

Net cash provided by (or used in) Operating Activities 10,967 9,934

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Receipts
Amounts received specifically for new/upgraded assets 5,235 150

Payments
Expenditure on renewal / replacement of assets (9,723)       (9,871)       

Expenditure on new / upgraded assets (5,336)       (6,301)       

Capital Contributed to Associated Entities (728)          (983)          

Loans Made to Community Groups -            (56)            

Net cash provided by (or used in) Investing Activities (10,552) (17,063)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Receipts
Proceeds from Borrowings 246 5,610

Payments
Repayments of Borrowings (660)          (252)          

Net cash provided by (or used in) Financing Activities (415) 5,358

Net Increase / (Decrease) in cash held -            (1,771)       

Cash & Cash Equivalents - at beginning of period -            1,771        

Cash & Cash Equivalents - at end of period -            -            

CITY OF BURNSIDE
ANNUAL BUDGET 2019/20

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
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Delivering our Vision  
 
In 2019/20 the City of Burnside proposes the following program of expenditure to meet the Vision and its 
Desired Outcomes.  
 
The following outlines our capital works program, key projects, programs and services. 
 

2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - New or Upgrade ($2,540,000 expenditure): Asset Management Plans - New or Upgrade Capital Projects for 2019/20 ($2,795,963 
expenditure):

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Open Space Asset 
Management Plan 

$600,000

Capital (New or Upgrade)

Projects

Civic Centre upgrades
Buildings Asset 
Management Plan 

Conyngham Street Depot

$200,000

Magill Village PLEC Works

Projects

Drainage New Program

Projects

Stormwater Asset 
Management Plan 

Transport Asset 
Management Plan Footpath New Construction Program

$1,487,377

Disability Discrimination Act Compliance 
Project
New Open Space Infrastructure and fittings

$508,586

Projects

* The expenditure on this project will be covered by a Federal Grant 

$0-$100,000

Projects

Works Depot Back Up Power Installation

Nil 

$100,001-$200,000

$200,001-$600,000

$600,001-$2,000,000

Projects

Constable Hyde Redevelopment 

Projects

Projects

Glenunga Tennis Club - Clubroom Redevelopment

Kensington Gardens Reserve Master Plan - Wetland 
and Tennis Courts*

Wheel Park Concept Design

Glenunga Hub Activation Plan

Penfold Park Toilet Replacement 
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2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - New or Upgrade. Project details:
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2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - Renewal or Replacement ($1,227,000 expenditure): Asset Management Plans - Renewal or Replacement Projects for 2019/20 ($8,496,073 
expenditure):

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Sub-Total

Tennis Courts

Creek Rehabilitation Works

Retaining Walls Renewal 

Fencing Renewal 

Projects

$585,000

Stormwater Asset 
Management Plan 

4,900,000$                                                          

Projects

Traffic Calming Program

Drainage Renewal Program

Transport Asset 
Management Plan 

Footpath Renewal Program

Kerb Program

Road Cracksealing program

Road Resurfacing Program

Open Space Furniture and Fittings renewal

Sports Field Lighting Replacement

$1,495,000

Bus Shelter Renewal Program

$1,516,073

Tusmore Park Wading Pool

Open Space Asset 
Management Plan 

Projects

Hills Face Trails

Infrastructure Emergency Program

Open Space Renewal

Playgrounds

Public Lighting Renewal Program

Civic Centre Renewal Works

Community Buildings Program

Buildings Asset 
Management Plan 

Projects

Buildings Emergency Program

Capital (New or Upgrade)

$0-$100,000

CiAnywhere Procurement to Pay Redesign

Edge Network Upgrades

Community Transport Fleet Replacement

Projects

Plant Replacement - Depot Based Minor Plant 

Projects

Plant Replacement - Depot Based Major Plant

Plant Replacement - Depot Based Light Fleet  

$200,001-$600,000

$100,001-$200,000

Projects

Civic Centre Light Fleet Replacement

Burnside Library Collection Renewal Program
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2019/20 Draft Capital Projects - Renewal or Replacement. Project details:

2019/20 Draft Capital Expenditure Totals

2,540,000$            

2,795,963$            

 $  5,335,963 

1,227,000$            

8,496,073$            

 $  9,723,073 

 $15,059,036 

Sub-Total New or Upgrade Capital Projects (not included in Asset Management Plans)

Sub-Total New or Upgrade Capital Projects from Asset Management Plans

New or Upgrade 

Total New/Upgrade 

Renewal or Replacement

Sub-Total Renewal or Replacement Capital Projects (not included in Asset Management Plans)

Sub-Total Renewal or Replacement Capital Projects from Asset Management Plans

Total Renewal/Replacement

Total Capital Expenditure 
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2019/20 Draft Operating Projects ($418,000 expenditure):

Projects

Mount Osmond Road Landslide Prevention Works

$0-$100,000

Cycling Routes in the City of Burnside

Greenhill Rd Pedestrian Actuated Crossing - Hazelwood 
Park

$100,001-$200,000

Projects

Strategic Community Plan 2020-2030 Development

Michael Perry Reserve Historic Garden Adaptation and 
Management Plan

Environmental and Biodiversity Stratergy Initial Action Plan

Resilient East Climate Adaptation Action plan

Your Neighbourhood Budget project

2019/20 Draft Operating Projects. Project details:
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2019/20 Draft Operating Projects. Project details (con't): 2019/20 Draft New or Enhanced Services ($110,000 expenditure): 

Historical and Cultural Officer

Verge Upgrade

$0-$100,000

Projects
Pepper Street Arts Centre and Regal Theatre Internet 
Upgrade

2019/20 Draft New or Enhanced Services. Project details: 
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Delivery of services to our community in 2019/20 
 

All Councils have basic responsibilities under the Local Government Act, the Development Act, the 
Public and Environmental Health Act, the Natural resources Management Act  and other relevant 
legislation. Council is committed to maintaining all current services. These include:

• Regulatory activities such as maintaining the voters roll, property ownership data and supporting  
  the Elected Council.

• Setting rates, preparing an annual budget and determining longer-term strategic management  
  plans for the area.

• Management of infrastructure, including roads, footpaths, parks, public open space, street lighting 

  and stormwater drainage.

• Street cleaning, rubbish collection and recycling.

• Development planning and control, including building safety assessment.

• Various environmental health services such as food safety inspections.

• Protection of natural resources.

In response to community demands the Council also provides further services and programs 
including:

• Library

• Community Centres

• Economic Development

• Environmental Programs

• Community Programs

• Art Gallery

• Swimming Pool

• Regal Theatre.

Council is committed to maintaining all current services. These functions and services are linked to 
the Strategic Community Plan and are listed below. 

Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Functions and 

Services
Strategic Community 

Plan Indicators
Elected Member Liaison 
and Administrative Support

CEO and General Manager 
Support
Leadership and Strategic 
Direction

Government \ 
Intergovernmental relations 
and Council meeting 
management 

Strategic Partnerships and 
Alliances

Office of the Chief 
Executive Officer

The Office of the Chief 
Executive Officer provides 
a strategic and coordinated 

approach to Council 
business including 

relationship management 
for Council staff, Elected 
Members, ratepayers and 
external partners. It 
provides the overall vision 
and leadership for the 
organisation. 

An empowered Council and 
Administration that is 
visionary and innovative in 

meeting community needs. 

• Compliance with legislation 

• Organisational values are 
demonstrated by all

• Key strategic partnerships 
are developed to deliver 
services

Delivery of good governance 
in all Council Business.

Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

A respected organisation 
that is resilient, progressive 
and adaptable with a culture 
that encourages well-being, 

Leadership and 
Management Oversight

An empowered Council and 
Administration that is 
visionary and innovative in 

meeting community needs

Planning Policy

Strategic and Corporate 
Planning

• Compliance with legislation

• Council services and 

programs are reviewed

• Staff are highly committed to 
Burnside

• Staff are highly satisfied and 

working in a safe and 
supportive culture

• Planning policy that enables 
a variety of housing options in 
appropriate locations

General Manager Urban 
and Community
 

The General Manager 
Urban and Community 
provides leadership and 
management oversight of 
Urban and Community 
Services (Assets and 
Infrastructure and 
Operations and 
Environment, and 
Community Connections, 
and Strategic Planning and 
Delivery) that provides key 
services to the community, 
strategic planning, City 
policy planning, and project 
delivery in accordance with 

Council's strategic 
directions.
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Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Conservation and 

enhancement of the historic 
character of the City

Strategic projects 
management

• Historic items of State and 
Local significance and 

Historic Conservation Zones 
protected and enhanced

A range of housing that 
meets the varying needs of 
the community

Strategic planning • Conservation programs and 
initiatives are undertaken by 
Council to assist residents

Sustainable, engaging, 

healthy and functional public 
spaces and streetscape

City planning •  Planning policy that enables 
a variety of housing options in 
appropriate locations

High quality sport and 
recreational opportunities 
and facilities that foster 

healthy lifestyles

•  Upgraded and sustainable 
public spaces and 
streetscapes that reflect and 
enhance the environment and 
meet community needs

A range of businesses and 
organisations that increase 

vitality and wealth in the City

•  Enhance existing 
community sport and 
recreation facilities and sites 

to encourage further 

participation, health and 
general wellbeing

• Produce and implement an 
Economic Development 
Strategy

• Develop a City Master Plan 
which describes the high level 

physical features of our City 
for revitalisation and to 

capitalise on our strengths

Strategic Planning and 
Delivery

The Strategic Planning and 
Delivery team manages 
projects to deliver facilities 
and outcomes aligned to 
our strategic goals and our 

community’s needs. This 
team also works with our 
community to establish 
Council’s strategic goals 
and clear direction for our 

City.

An empowered Council and 
Administration that is 
visionary and innovative in 

meeting community needs

Built heritage programs

Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Community Grants and 
Sponsorships

Community Development 
Program
Youth Development 
Program 
Social Inclusion and 
Wellbeing Programs 

Volunteer Coordination

Community Transport 
Program

A safe community that 
values and supports its 
people.

Toy Library 

FYI Café Intergenerational 
Initiative
Home Support Program 
(Commonwealth Home 
Support Program)

Cultural & Historical 
Support
Service

Burnside Library Lending & 
Lifelong Learning Services

Community Mobile Library 

Four Community Centre’s

Justice of the Peace 
Service

George Bolton Swimming 
Centre and Swim School 

A vibrant and diverse 
community that has a strong 
sense of belonging and 

wellbeing.

Community Connections

The Community 
Connections Department 
delivers services and 

programs which enhance 
and foster community 
learning and development 
and provide targeted 
community wellness and 
lifestyle choice support 
services to the City of 

Burnside community

• Number of, and attendance 
levels at, programs, events, 
activities and initiatives that 

celebrate artistic and cultural 

diversity

• Produce and implement a 
Community Development 
Strategy

• Aged persons are supported 
with appropriate programs 
and services delivered

• Community services are 
provided including partnering 
with other service providers

• Youth are supported with 
programs and services 
deliveredA community that can 

access a range of formal 
and informal education, 
information, public health 
and other services and 

opportunities that enhance 
their lives.
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Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Sustainable engaging and 

functional public spaces and 
streetscapes.

Urban Forest Maintenance 
Programs
Parks and Reserves 
Maintenance Programs

City Safe Maintenance 
Programs
City Civil Maintenance 
Programs

City Clean Programs

Natural Resource 

Management

Urban Forest Management

Conservation and Land 

Management
Waste Management

A safe community that 
values and supports its 
people.

Graffiti Removal Program
Emergency Management 
Response
Out of hours Service

Cost-effective, leading edge 
technologies that deliver 

efficient council services 

which benefit the 

community.

Depot Workshop Major and 
Light Fleet and Minor Plant 
Maintenance Programs

Operations Management 
and Administration

Contract Management

Delivery of good governance 
in Council business.

Operations and 
Environment

Ensure that the City’s 
urban spaces including 
assets, parks, reserves 
and roadways, are fit for 

purpose and appropriately 
maintained for the use and 
benefit of the community.

• Street plantings coordinated 
and appropriate to the 
environment

• Well maintained parks and 
reserves 

• Upgraded and sustainable 
public spaces and 
streetscapes that reflect and 
enhance the environment and 
meet community needs

• Traffic and transport 
network that functions safely 
and efficiently

• Implement land 
management that promotes 
bushfire management, 
biodiversity and 

environmental sustainability

• Environmentally sustainable 
practices included in Council 
activities

• Year on year reduce waste 
to land fill

• Implement key findings from 
the Environment and 
Biodiversity Strategy

• Compliance with legislation

• Implement land 
management that promotes 
bushfire management, 
biodiversity and 

environmental sustainability

• Eastern Region Alliance 
Councils development of an 
alternative water source for 

parks and gardens

• Environmentally sustainable 
practices included in Council 
activities

• Implement key findings from 
the Environment and 
Biodiversity Strategy

• Climate Change Adaptation 
Plan

Sustainable use of natural 

resources and minimisation 
of waste to address climate 
change.

Natural environments and 
watercourses protected and 
conserved and enjoyed.

An effective transport 
network that supports safe 
and efficient movement, 
connecting people and 
places.

Environmental 
Sustainability

Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Sustainable, engaging, 

healthy and functional public 
spaces and streetscapes

Open Space Planning and 
Landscape Architecture

High quality sport and 
recreational opportunities 
and facilities that foster 

healthy lifestyles

Leasing, licencing and 

permits

Asset Management

Building and Facilities 
Management

Building and Facilities 
Management

Sustainable use of natural 

resources and minimisation 
of waste to address climate 
change

Engineering

WSUD Projects 

Flood protection projects 
and studies 

Assets and 
Infrastructure

The City’s assets are fit-for- 
purpose, meet the needs 
of current and future 

visitors and residents, and 

are cost- effectively 
managed in an 
environmentally 
sustainable manner

• Upgraded and sustainable 
public spaces and 
streetscapes that reflect and 
enhance the environment and 
meet community needs

• Public Domain Streetscape 
Strategy (Streetscape Guide)

• Continue to implement the 
Sport and Recreation 
Strategy to meet community 
needs and aspirations

• Enhance existing 
community sport and 
recreation facilities and sites 

to encourage further 

participation, health and 
general wellbeing

• Council assets and 

infrastructure are well 

managed through ‘whole of 
life’ and is cost-effective to 
meet community service 
needs

• Contemporary sustainable 
design included into 

infrastructure projects

• Water harvesting included in 

asset and infrastructure 

projects

• Environmentally sustainable 
practices included in Council 
activities

Fit for purpose and cost-
effective infrastructure that 

meets community needs.
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Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Our Community is actively 
engaged and involved in 

shaping the City’s future.

Community Engagement

A range of businesses and 
organisations that increase 

vitality and wealth in the City.

Economic Development

Insurance

Work Health Safety and 
Risk Management

An empowered Council and 
Administration that is 
visionary and innovative in 

meeting community needs

Strategic Communications

A respected organisation 
that is resilient, progressive 
and adaptable with a culture 
that encourages well-being, 
learning and development.

Leadership and 
Management Oversight

Cost effective, leading edge 

technologies that deliver 

efficient Council services 

that benefit the community. 

Efficiency and 
Effectiveness

Delivery of good governance 
in all Council Business.

General Manager 
Corporate and 
Development

The General Manager 
Corporate Services 
provides leadership and 
management oversight of 
the Corporate and 
Development Division 
(Finance and Strategy, and 
People and Innovation, City 
Development & Safety) 
and also has functional 

responsibility for Council's 
Governance, Business 
Improvement, Economic 
Development and Risk 
Management functions that 
provides key services both 
internally and externally in 
accordance with Council's 
strategic directions. 

• Council services and 

programs are reviewed

• Compliance with legislation

• Staff are highly committed to 
Burnside

• Staff are highly satisfied and 

working in a safe and 
supportive culture

• Realise material benefit 
from business processes and 
software

 

• Community participation 
rates and awareness of 

opportunities to participate in 
community consultation 
activities

• Burnside continues to be 
home for 6,200 or more local 
businesses

• Produce and implement an 
Economic Development 
Strategy 

• Our City and Council are 
promoted

Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Financial Planning, 
Budgeting and Forecasting

Financial Analysis, 
Management and Reporting
Accounts Receivable and 
Payable

Rates Modelling and Debtor 
Management

Representation that is 
ethical, respectful, 
transparent and instils 
confidence, reflecting the 

best interests and values of 

the community.

Governance

Payroll

Procurement and Contract 
Management

External and Internal Audit 
(outsourced functions)

• Council services and 

programs are reviewed

• Compliance with legislation

• Financial sustainability in 
accordance with Local 

Government Association 
financial indicators

• Key strategic partnerships 
are developed to deliver 
services

• Services meet the needs of 
the community

Delivery of good governance 
in all Council Business.

A financially sound Council 
that is accountable, 

responsible and sustainable.

An empowered Council and 
Administration that is 
visionary and innovative in 

meeting community needs.

Finance and 
Governance

The Finance and 
Governance Department 
supports Council to 
achieve a sustainable 

financial platform through 
managing financial 
transactions and providing 
governance and 

procurement advice and 
support in a manner which 
supports both short and 
long term financial 
sustainability, 

accountability and 

transparency of public 
expenditure, while ensuring 
value for money is 
achieved and the principles 
of probity, transparency, 
accountability and risk 
management are 
embraced and maintained.
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Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Live streaming of all 
Council meetings

Creative Design

Intranet Administration and 
Application, Support and 
Development

Information Management

Learning and Development

Employee Wellness

Workforce Management 
and Operations

Telecommunications

Network Infrastructure and 
Security

Information Technology 
Projects and Support

GIS and Mobile Applications 

Enterprise Resource and 
Planning Systems

Change Management and 
Strategic Organisational 
Development

Strategic Customer 
Service

• Community services are 
provided including partnering 
with other service providers

• Residents feels safe, 

healthy and connected

• Council services and 

programs are reviewed

• Compliance with legislation

• Staff are highly committed to 
Burnside

• Staff are highly satisfied and 

working in a safe and 
supportive culture

• Realise material benefit 
from business processes and 
software

• Organisational values are 
demonstrated by all

• Develop the leadership 
abilities and potential of our 
staff through our 

Performance Development 
and Review Framework

• The community has a high 
regard for customer service 
provided by the whole of 
Council

• Services meet the needs of 
the community

Delivery of good governance 
in all Council business.

A respected organisation 
that is resilient, progressive 
and adaptable with a culture 
that encourages wellbeing, 

learning and development.

Cost-effective, technologies 
that support efficient council 
services and Governance to 

benefit the community.

An empowered Council and 
Administration that is 

visionary and innovative in 

meeting community needs.

A community that can 
access a range of formal 
and informal education, 
information, public health 
and other services and 

opportunities to enhance 
their lives. 

People and Innovation

Build organisational 
capacity and capability to 
enable the delivery of 

Council’s strategic 
directions through fostering 

a culture of accountability, 

and achievement.
Ensure outstanding 
systems and records 
management support to 
provide efficient service 
delivery and information 
dissemination to the 
organisation and greater 

community.   It also 
provides the first point of 
contact for our customers 
which lead to a first and 

overall impression of 
Council.  The department 
fosters and develops a 
strategic approach to the 
provision of customer 
experience policies, 
programs and activities 
across the organisation.

Website Development and 
Maintenance

Department
Strategic 

Community Plan 
Desired Outcomes

Functions and 
Services

Strategic Community 
Plan Indicators

Conservation and 

enhancement of the historic 
character of the City.

Regulated and Significant 

Trees

An effective transport 
network that supports safe 
and efficient movement, 
connecting people and 
places.

Traffic Management

Planning Assessment and 
Development Compliance

Building Assessment

Development 
Administration
Eastern Health Authority

Infrastructure Compliance

Ranger Services

Delivery of good governance 
in Council business.

• The Regulated ad 
Significant Tree Assistance 
program is undertaken by 
Council to assist residents

• Coordinated traffic planning 
through the City

• Traffic and transport 
network that functions safely 
and efficiently

• Integrated Transport 
Strategy

• Residents feel safe, healthy 

and connected to their 

community

• Initiatives that support 
disaster and hazard 

management are in place

• Continue to implement the 
Public Health Plan

• Continue to respond to the 
State Government in relation 
to Planning and Development 
reforms, and continue 
implementation into Council 
business

City Development and 
Safety

Development Assessment 
and Compliance Services 
are undertaken in a 
consistent, professional 
and transparent manner.  
Ranger Services provide 
effective and professional 
parking control, animal 
management, bushfire 
management and other 
regulatory compliance 
services to the community.
The Traffic Management 
team ensures ensure safe 
and efficient driving and 

parking practices.

A safe community that 
values and supports its 
people.
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ATTACHMENT B – ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN RATING SCENARIOS  
 
 

 

Item Scenario 1  Scenario 2  Scenario 3  Scenario 4 Scenario 5 

Basis  Breakeven CPI  Proposed Alternative 
option 

LGPI/ 

Adopted LTFP 

Rate increase 1.10% 1.60% 2.40% 2.50% 2.70% 

Operating Surplus   $0 $185k $515k $555k $638k 

Net Debt at 30/6/18  $17.2M $17.0m $16.7m $16.7m  $16.6m 

Debt to Income Ratio  36% 36% 35% 35% 34% 

Net Financial Liabilities Ratio  47% 46% 45% 45% 45% 

New Capital (M) $5.3m (Net $4.1m)  

Capital Renewal (M) $9.7m  
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1.  Executive Summary
The City of Burnside’s Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) is critical to Council’s financial planning  
process. It underpins our long term financial sustainability while meeting the needs and expectations 
of our communities and delivering Council’s Strategic Directions highlighted in our strategic  
community plan Be the Future of Burnside 2026 – Our Strategic Community Plan. 

The LTFP is pivotal in setting the high level financial parameters that guide the development and 
refinement of Council’s budgeted plans, strategies and actions and generates information that assists 
decisions about the mix, timing and affordability of future outlays on operating activities, renewal and 
replacement of existing assets and funding of additional assets. It is also instrumental in ensuring 
the City of Burnside delivers enhanced services now and in the future by providing optimal value-for-
money community outcomes.  

In developing the LTFP, a number of key assumptions are applied. For this LTFP, the draft 2019/20 
Budgeted Statement of Comprehensive Income forms the basis for Year one of the Plan. Years 2 to 
10 present nine inclusive years of financial projections underpinned by the base data. 

The model assumes that overall, service levels will remain materially unchanged throughout the  
planning period. However, there is recognition of some exceptions to this, outlined below:
•   additional services totalling $235k and Operating Projects totalling $293k have been included in the 

    2019/20 Annual Business Plan. 
•   provision has been made for outlays for new/upgraded assets across this ten-year period that will 
    add to service levels ($16.4m).
•   varied or additional services may also be added over time in response to changes in community  
    needs and preferences. It is assumed that any variations in the demand for services will not impact  
    the financial bottom line, unless otherwise stated.
•   any grant funding opportunities will be actively pursued as they arise as this is an important source  
    of revenue. This may lead to increased service levels. 

With these principles and objectives in mind, this Long Term Financial Plan is based on, and 
achieves, the following outcomes:
•   an Operating Surplus of $0.5m in 2019/20 and surpluses for all remaining years. 
•   a target efficiency saving in 2019/20 of $370k with a further $430k incorporated for savings from  
    the LED Lighting project undertaken in 2018/19.
•   total borrowing as at 30 June 2020 now forecast at $16.7m (Q2 Forecast position for 2018/19 was  
    $17.5m) and at the end of the 10-year period at $6.9m.
•   financial indicators within acceptable target levels throughout the 10-year period.
•   $528k of Operating Projects and New services in 2019/20.
•   Renewal and Replacement of existing assets equalling a net $9.7m in 2019/20 and totalling  

    $98.9m across the 10-year period, 
•   New and Upgraded assets equalling $5.3m in 2019/20 and totalling $16.4m across the 10-year  
    period.
•   capital contribution of $6.1m towards the Brownhill Keswick Creek Project across the 10-year  
    period.
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The LTFP is a strategic component of Council’s Strategic Management Framework and supports the 
delivery of the Strategic Community Plan. The Strategic Framework illustrated below outlines our 
organisational planning framework and highlights the importance of community feedback into this 
process. 

The LTFP is integral to Council’s suite of Strategic Management Plans providing the critical link between 
the: 

 •   Strategic Community Plan;

 •   Asset Management Plans and;

 •   Annual Business Plan and Budget.

It translates the objectives and strategies outlined in the Strategic Community Plan and Asset 
Management Plans (AMP) into financial outcomes for analysis and community consultation. Optimising 
the integration between these strategic intentions ensures Council develops and implements a robust 
and transparent system of financial management aimed to uphold and maintain Council’s long term 
financial sustainability. 

2.  Strategic Context
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3.  Key Influences and Risks
This Long Term Financial Plan generates information which is used to guide decisions about 
Council operations into the future. However as with any long-term plan, the accuracy of this LTFP 
is subject to many inherent influences. These variables and risks can be divided into three main 
groups: 
 

3.1  External Influences – items outside of Council’s control 
 •   Unforeseen economic changes or circumstances such as: 
  - interest rates fluctuations; 
  - localised economic growth – residential development & new business; 
  - Consumer Price Index (All Adelaide); 
  - Local Government Price Index (LGPI); and  
  - changes if specific programs such as Federal Assistance Grants. 
 •   Unforeseen political changes or circumstances such as: 
  - changes to Levies and their conditions (e.g. Environment Protection Authority  
    (SA) Waste Levy); 
  - cost of natural resources such as fuel and water; 
  - a change in the level of legislative compliance; and  
  - cost shifting (i.e. Increased Emergency Services Levy). 
 •   Variable Climatic Conditions such as: 
  - storm or Force  Majeure Events (i.e. Storm Event of Feb 2014 and 2016) 
  - flooding; 
  - bushfire; and  
  - drought. 
 

3.2  Internal Influences – items that Council can control 
 •   agreed service level review outcomes; 
 •   Infrastructure Asset Management; 
 •   depreciation (valuations can be considered an external influence) ; 
 •   rate increases and other financial influences; 
 •   performance Management; 
 •   efficiencies in service delivery and administrative support; and 

 •   salaries and Wages. 
 

3.3  Community Drivers 

 •   community needs and expectations;  
 •   Strategic Community Plan – Be the Future of Burnside 2026;  
 •   other key strategies. 
 

 

In order to minimise the inherent risks of long term financial planning, Council reviews and updates 
its Long Term Financial Plan on a regular basis and ensures that the most recent economic data 
and forecasts are being used as the basis for developing Council’s Long Term Financial Plan. 
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4.  Basis of Preparation
The LTFP is key to establishing funding requirements of Council’s Asset Management Plans 
and other strategic community planning and implementation, ensuring we continue to operate 
sustainably. It enables Council to effectively and equitably manage service levels, asset funding 
and revenue raising decisions, balanced with achieving its financial strategy and key performance 
indicators.  
 

In developing the LTFP, key financial principles are established that underpins Council’s forecast 
financial performance and position over a 10-year time frame. The LTFP incorporates a number of 
statutory and discretionary reports and assumptions as part of a statutory requirement (within the 
Local Government Act 1999). Due to the variable nature of the assumptions focusing on changes in 
the economy, an annual review of the LTFP provides the Council with the opportunity to review the 
financial principles to easily adapt to these external influences, changes in proposed service levels 
or projects. This involves concerted input from Council, the Audit Committee and Administration.  
 

The financial projections contained within the LTFP, provide an indication of Council’s direction 
and financial capacity into the future and are intended to be viewed as a guide to future actions or 
opportunities. This in turn encourages Council to analyse the future effects and impacts of current 
decisions made by Council.   
 

For this LTFP, the draft 2019/20 Budgeted Statement of Comprehensive Income forms the basis for 
Year 1 of the Plan. Years 2 to10 present nine inclusive years of financial projections underpinned by 
the base data. 
 

4.1  Finance Strategy 

The City of Burnside continues to employ a strategic approach to our financial planning that is 
influenced by the current and predicted economic environment, our financial position and the 
impacts on the organisation both internally and externally. Employing this strategic approach is 
designed to ensure: 
 •   Support of the achievement of the Strategic Community Plan – Be the Future 2026 

 •   Our long term financial sustainability; 
 •   Intergenerational equity; 
 •   Needs and expectations of the Burnside community are met; 
 •   Delivery of appropriate, targeted, effective and efficient services; and 

 •   Responsible rate increases. 
 

This leads to Council achieving: 
 •   Continued funding to ensure Councils infrastructure is replaced and maintained when  
      required (includes roads, footpaths, Council owned properties and open spaces); 
 •   Commitment to major projects which span more than one year; 
 •   Council continues to fund the full life-cycle costs of any new or enhanced services or 
     construction of new assets through savings, rate increases or grant funding; 
 •   Maintaining existing services at current service levels.

4.2  Key Economic Assumptions 

It is important that Council’s Long Term Financial Plan reflects the most recent economic data and 
forecasts available. A review is conducted each year to ensure that the underlying parameters and 
assumptions are reasonable given the current economic conditions and expectations. The key 
economic indicators and drivers used in this Plan are summarised in the Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1: Key Drivers and Assumptions

Cost Index used 

(From Yr. 2: CPI + 
0.5% differential)

2019-20 Year 1 Bottom up 2.00% 2.40% 0.52%

2020-21 Year 2 3.00% 2.5%* 2.80% 0.50%

2021-22 Year 3 3.00% 2.5%* 2.90% 1.0%**

2022-23 Year 4 3.00% 2.5%* 3.00% 0.50%

2023-24 Year 5 3.20% 2.5%* 3.00% 0.50%

2024-25 Year 6 3.20% 2.5%* 3.00% 0.50%

2025-26 Year 7 3.50% 2.50% 3.00% 0.50%

2026-27 Year 8 3.50% 2.50% 3.00% 0.50%

2027-28 Year 9 3.80% 2.50% 3.00% 0.50%

2028-29 Year 10 3.80% 2.50% 3.00% 0.50%

Wages
Rates exc 
Growth

Growth
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4.2.1   Cost Index
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is regarded as Australia’s key measure of inflation for household 
consumables. It is designed to provide a general measure of price inflation for the Australian house-

hold sector as a whole. While the CPI drives non-rates income, expenditure on materials is based on 
the Local Government Price Index (LGPI). While the CPI is regarded as a key measure of household 
expenditure inflation and is designed to provide a general measure of price inflation for household 
purchases, the LGPI is considered more suitable for measuring the inflation of Local Government  
sector services.

The materials expenditure for 2019/20 has not automatically increased by the December 2018 Local 
Government Price Index (LGPI) of 2.7 per cent but instead been worked through a bottom up  
methodology which adjusts for savings and cost pressures in each area. The South Australian Centre 
for Economic Studies does not currently project LGPI. The projection for CPI for Australia per the  
Federal Budget for 2019/20 is 2.75 per cent and per the International Monetary Fund is 2.50 per cent 
from 2020 to 2023. Council Administration has determined the average differential between these two 
indices over the past 10 years as being 0.50 per cent (as shown in the table below) and as a result, 
the projected cost index for Year 2021 onwards has been forecast as 3.00 per cent, increasing  
steadily to 3.80 per cent.

Table 2: Differential between CPI and LGPI 

The LTFP revenue increases have been calculated to closely match projected expenditure increases 
to result in moderate surpluses in the initial years. This strategy is both prudent and essential in order 
to produce a balanced and financially sustainable LTFP. The latter years show much larger increases 
in surpluses and will be influenced by decisions made by Council with respect to projects and services 
to be delivered over the medium term. 

4.2.2 Salaries and Wages
The 2019/20 forecast for salaries and wages has been undertaken following a bottom up approach 
and has been fully costed for 161.22 Full Time Equivalents and in line with the endorsed Enterprise 
Bargaining Agreements for Administration and Field staff. It is expected that there will be savings  
during the year due to vacancies and this has been factored into the savings target set by Council. 
Staff costs for Years 2-10 are dependent on the Enterprise Bargaining outcomes and have been  
assumed at 2-2.5 per cent (including increments).  

This LTFP assumes that the superannuation will increase progressively from 9.5 per cent to 12.0 per 
cent by 2025/26. However, this will depend on the upcoming Elections and policies implemented by 
the Ruling Party. Any future changes to the superannuation legislation outside of the current projected 
trajectory to 12.0 per cent has the potential to impact the Plan and Council’s financial position.
Any future changes to the superannuation legislation outside of the current projected trajectory to 12.0 
per cent has the potential to impact the Plan and Council’s financial position.

4.2.3 Rates
The LTFP has used the proposed rates increase of 2.4 per cent for the 2019/20 financial year and 
rates for years 2-10 of this LTFP have been tied to below projected LGPI. 

Natural growth is projected to increase at a steady historical rate of 0.5 per cent pa except for in year 
3 which factors in additional growth of 0.5 per cent to account for the Burnside Shopping Village  
Development.  

There have been no changes in policy included in this LTFP in regard to rates. The current practice of 
differentially rating Vacant Land has been maintained and all other land use codes have been  
maintained as being rated at residential rates.  
 

LGPI  

(% change from 
previous year) 

2017/18 2.9 2.3 0.6
2016/17 1.8 1.5 0.3
2015/16 0.9 0.9 0
2014/15 1.7 1.6 0.1
2013/14 2.3 2.6 -0.3
2012/13 2.8 2 0.8
2011/12 3.7 2.6 1.1
2010/11 3.5 3.2 0.3
2009/10 2.8 2.2 0.6
2008/09 4.5 3.2 1.3

10 Year Average 0.5

Financial Year 
CPI - Adelaide 

(% change from 
previous year) 

Difference 
Between LGPI 

and CPI (%)
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4.2.4 Capital Works 
The City of Burnside is responsible for the management, operation and maintenance of a diverse  
asset portfolio that provides services and facilities for our community. 

Council has indicated a preference to purchase capital expenditure items through the use of Council 
borrowings. This iteration of the LTFP has been prepared based on the most up to date capital  
expenditure forecasts at this time and includes: 
•   Renewal and Replacement of existing assets totalling $98.9m across the 10 year period;
•   Spending of $16.4m on New and Upgraded assets across the 10 year period; and,
•   Capital contribution of $6.1m towards the Brownhill Keswick Creek Project.

4.2.5 Debt levels
A major component of services Council provides are asset intensive which often requires a large 
investment, initially for acquisition of assets and ongoing as a result of maintenance and renewal of 
those assets.  Without the use of debt it is very difficult for Council to finance the acquisition of new 
assets, while at the same time finance planned and requisite asset renewals. In the absence of  
adequate debt, Council would have to charge current ratepayers a high charge relative to the benefit 
derived. This would also lead to issues with intergenerational equity since Council would charge  
current ratepayers high rates while future ratepayers would continue to derive the benefit of the  
assets. Using debt, when done equitably and responsibly, will help alleviate these issues of  
intergenerational equity.
 Table 3: Debt Levels

This current LTFP builds in $98.9m in asset renewal and replacement, $16.4m in new and upgraded 
assets and $6.1m towards the Brownhill Keswick Creek Project over the 10 year period. 
Debt has been built into this LTFP based on a treasury management position of drawing down on 
loans when required and repaying loans when excess cash is available. The debt projections shown 
below show a peak in year 3 of $23.8m and then a reduction in debt levels to $6.9m by Year 10.  
 

Borrowings have been assumed at a 4.20 - 4.0 per cent interest rate over a 15 year period, which is a 
conservative and reasonable time frame for Council to aim at repayment of its debt.  
 

In spite of this level of debt, Council maintains a Net Financial Liability Ratio between 0 - 57 per cent 
across this 10 year period. This is significantly lower than the LGA recommended target of less than 
100 per cent of Operating Revenue. This demonstrates the affordability of the capital investments  
currently budgeted for over the next 10 years. 
 

In addition, the ‘Debt to Total Income’ Ratio is maintained at between 10 - 46 per cent across this 10 
year period, with an average of 28 per cent. While the NFL ratio includes trade payables, provisions 
as well as debt, the Debt to Income Ratio solely focuses on measuring debt as a proportion of  
income. 
 

This LTFP will be updated periodically to ensure that the most up to date capital projections are being 
captured and accounted for over the 10 year period.
 

4.2.6 Council subsidiaries 

The 2019/20 LTFP is based on the proposed 2018/19 ABPB with regards to the net gain /loss from 
Council subsidiaries.  
 

This draft 2019/20 LTFP also does not include any capital contributions towards ERA Water. In  
addition, this plan only includes $6.1m towards Brownhill Keswick Creek (BHKC) over the next 10 
years and is based on a 20 year financial model. Any changes to estimates will impact Council’s 
financial modelling. However, it is expected that revised estimates will be available prior to the Budget 
adoption in June 2019. 

This 2019/20 LTFP also does not include any capital contributions towards ERA Water, on the basis 
that ERA borrows its own funds guaranteed by the constituent Councils.

 Year Debt Level ($’m)
Debt Movement 

($’m)
New Capital Spend 

Inc. BHKC ($’m)

17.5 7.3
(Based on 2018/19 Q2 

position)
(Based on 2018/19 

Q2 position)
2020 16.7 -0.8 6.1

2021 20.6 3.9 4.6

2022 23.8 3.2 2.5

2023 21.2 -2.6 1.3

2024 18.5 -2.7 1.3

2025 14.3 -4.2 1.3

2026 10.1 -4.2 1.3

2027 9.1 -1 1.5
2028 8 -1.1 1.4
2029 6.9 -1.1 1.4

2019
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5.  Key Outcomes
This Long Term Financial Plan is based on, and achieves the following outcomes:
•   an Operating Surplus of $0.5m in 2019/20 and surpluses for all remaining years; 
•   a target efficiency saving in 2019/20 of $370k with a further $430k incorporated for savings  
    from the LED Lighting project undertaken in 2018/19; 
•   total borrowing as at 30 June 2020 now forecast at $16.7m (Q2 Forecast position for 2018/19 was 

    $17.5m) and at the end of the 10 year period at $6.9m; 
•   financial indicators within acceptable target levels throughout the 10 year period;
•   $528k of Operating Projects and New services in 2019/20;
•   Renewal and Replacement of existing assets equalling a net $9.7m in 2019/20 and totalling  
    $98.9m across the 10 year period; 
•   New and Upgraded assets equalling $5.3m in 2019/20 and totalling $16.4m across the 10 year  
    period; and 
•   capital contribution of $6.1m towards the Brownhill Keswick Creek Project across the 10 year 
    period. 

5.1 Financial Indicators
Council has adopted a suite of Key Financial Indicators that are primarily based on those included in 
the Model Financial Statements and recommended by the Australian Local Government  
Association as appropriate for measuring financial sustainability. The following tables provide a  
summary of Council’s financial indicators and provide the industry accepted approach to analysing 
and comparing Council’s performance from year to year.

Table 4: Key Financial Indicators

 

Ratio 2019/20 LTFP LGA Target 
Audit Committee 
Recommendation

Asset Sustainability

Ratio

Debt Repayment Term 15 Years No Recommendation 20 Years  

Debt to Income Ratio Between 10.7% - 46.1% No recommendation Below 50%

Interest Cover Ratio - % Under 1.4% No Recommendation Below 2.0% 

101% - 128% Greater than 90% but less 
than 110%

No Recommendation

Operating Surplus Ratio - 
% 

Between 0.8% - 3.3% Average of 0 – 10% Below 5.0% 

Net Financial Liabilities 
Ratio - % Between 0% - 56.9% Between 0 - 100% No Recommendation
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Table 5: Key Financial Indicator Commentary

Net Operating Result 
The LTFP currently indicates that an operating surplus will be achieved

and maintained throughout the 10 years and will be maintained below
the 5.0% threshold recommended by the Audit Committee. 

Net Financial Liabilities

Council’s projected ratio is comfortably below the LGA recommended

maximum target of the value of rates generated. While Council’s
objective is to minimise its net financial liabilities position, Council is

positioned to borrow funds for capital expenditure where required.

Net Financial Liabilities Ratio Council’s ratios across this 10 year plan are comfortably below the LGA
recommended maximum target of 100 per cent.

Asset Sustainability Ratio

This Ratio is currently calculated based on budgeted Asset
Management expenditure. Council’s aim is to achieve a target within the

recommended range of 90-110 per cent. Council’s ratios over this 10
year plan are higher than this range because a few renewal categories

(Plant and Equipment) currently do not have an Asset Management
Plan. Council Administration is currently working on developing these

and expects to have these adopted by Council by end of June 2020.  

Interest Cover Ratio
The LTFP currently indicates that the Interest Cover Ratio will be
maintained across the 10 year period well below the target of 2%.

Debt to Income Ratio
Ratio introduced to measure Council’s proportion of debt compared to its 
income. This LTFP has been based on an average of 28% across the 10
years.  

Financial Indicator (Ratio) 
Name

Key Financial Indicator Commentary 
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6. Key Financial Statements
6.1 Statement of Comprehensive Income 6.2 Balance Sheet

Current Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Income
Rates 39,177,000$     40,357,968$    41,689,781$      43,315,683$      44,831,732$         46,400,842$      48,024,872$     49,705,742$     51,445,443$     53,246,034$      55,109,645$       
Statutory Charges 1,274,840$        1,355,416$       1,389,302$        1,424,034$        1,459,635$           1,499,045$         1,539,520$       1,581,087$        1,623,776$       1,667,618$        1,712,644$         
User Charges 2,207,331$        2,207,331$       2,262,514$        2,319,077$        2,377,054$           2,441,235$         2,507,148$       2,574,841$        2,644,362$       2,715,759$        2,789,085$         
Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 3,784,895$        3,711,215$       3,803,995$        3,899,095$        3,996,573$           4,104,480$         4,215,301$       4,329,114$        4,446,000$       4,566,042$        4,689,325$         
Investment Income 40,000$              40,000$             40,000$              40,000$              40,000$                 40,000$               40,000$             40,000$              40,000$             40,000$              40,000$               
Reimbursements 344,650$           344,650$          344,822$            344,995$            345,167$               345,340$            345,513$           345,685$           345,858$           346,031$            346,204$             
Other Income 329,867$           329,867$          329,867$            329,867$            329,867$               329,867$            329,867$           329,867$           329,867$           329,867$            329,867$             
Net gain - equity accounted Council businesses -$                    23,290$             -$                     -$                     -$                        -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                     -$                      
Total Income 47,158,583$     48,369,738$    49,860,282$      51,672,751$      53,380,028$         55,160,809$      57,002,220$     58,906,336$     60,875,306$     62,911,351$      65,016,770$       
Expenses
Employee Costs 16,086,000$     16,543,348$    16,881,277$      17,226,142$      17,578,084$         17,937,251$      18,303,791$     18,761,386$     19,230,420$     19,711,181$      20,203,960$       
Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 20,330,623$     20,211,819$    21,074,691$      21,709,039$      22,562,417$         23,080,262$      23,821,078$     24,657,274$     25,747,737$     26,495,270$      27,504,759$       
Depreciation, Amortisation & Impairment 9,658,133$        10,457,879$    10,757,879$      11,057,879$      12,049,290$         12,349,290$      12,649,290$     13,655,270$     13,955,270$     14,255,270$      15,276,550$       
Finance Costs 413,163$           489,241$          529,606$            677,710$            764,563$               664,886$            555,531$           483,519$           432,109$           382,636$            336,860$             
Net loss - Equity Accounted Council Businesses 280,255$           152,852$          -$                     -$                     -$                        -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                     -$                      
Total Expenses 46,768,174$     47,855,140$    49,243,454$      50,670,769$      52,954,354$         54,031,688$      55,329,690$     57,557,449$     59,365,537$     60,844,357$      63,322,130$       

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) 390,409$           514,598$          616,829$            1,001,982$        425,674$               1,129,121$         1,672,530$       1,348,887$        1,509,769$       2,066,994$        1,694,640$         
Asset Disposal & Fair Value Adjustments 150,000$           150,000$          150,000$            150,000$            150,000$               150,000$            150,000$           150,000$           150,000$           150,000$            150,000$             
Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets150,000$           5,235,000$       650,000$            150,000$            150,000$               150,000$            150,000$           150,000$           150,000$           150,000$            150,000$             
Physical Resources Received Free of Charge 50,000$              50,000$             50,000$              50,000$              50,000$                 50,000$               50,000$             50,000$              50,000$             50,000$              50,000$               
Operating Result from Discontinued Operations -$                    -$                   -$                     -$                     -$                        -$                     -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                     -$                      
Net Surplus / (Deficit) 740,409$           5,949,598$       1,466,829$        1,351,982$        775,674$               1,479,121$         2,022,530$       1,698,887$        1,859,769$       2,416,994$        2,044,640$         
Other Comprehensive Income
Changes in Revaluation Surplus - I,PP&E 18,840,184$     -$                   -$                     10,870,886$      -$                        -$                     10,511,058$     -$                    -$                    10,088,070$      -$                      
Total Other Comprehensive Income 18,840,184$     -$                   -$                     10,870,886$      -$                        -$                     10,511,058$     -$                    -$                    10,088,070$      -$                      

Total Comprehensive Income 19,580,593$     5,949,598$       1,466,829$        12,222,868$      775,674$               1,479,121$         12,533,588$     1,698,887$        1,859,769$       12,505,064$      2,044,640$         

STATEMENT OF 
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Current Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash & Cash Equivalents -$                        -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    
Trade & Other Receivables 1,255,334$           1,427,091$       1,325,458$       1,350,641$       1,392,518$       1,432,525$       1,476,181$       1,522,053$       1,572,007$       1,619,210$       1,670,658$       
Inventories 20,401$                 20,282$             21,145$             21,779$             21,501$             21,993$             22,697$             22,255$             23,236$             23,909$             24,817$             
Total Current Assets 1,275,734$           1,447,373$       1,346,603$       1,372,420$       1,414,019$       1,454,518$       1,498,877$       1,544,308$       1,595,243$       1,643,119$       1,695,476$       
Non-Current Assets
Financial Assets 230,645$               231,780$           233,060$           234,622$           236,079$           237,587$           239,147$           644,455$           4,263,073$       9,273,366$       14,817,719$     
Equity Accounted Investments in Council Businesses 3,767,745$           4,366,183$       4,823,183$       5,369,183$       5,916,183$       6,478,183$       7,073,183$       7,625,183$       8,415,183$       9,098,183$       12,170,183$     
Infrastructure, Property, Plant & Equipment 598,327,454$       603,128,611$  608,244,676$  623,180,870$  620,865,502$  619,151,528$  626,970,517$  623,516,957$  620,066,572$  625,907,817$  618,338,105$  
Other Non-Current Assets (WIP) 2,150,356$           2,137,676$       2,229,291$       2,296,170$       2,386,393$       2,440,737$       2,518,840$       2,607,000$       2,722,250$       2,800,778$       2,907,208$       
Total Non-Current Assets 604,476,201$       609,864,250$  615,530,210$  631,080,845$  629,404,157$  628,308,035$  636,801,687$  634,393,595$  635,467,078$  647,080,144$  648,233,214$  
TOTAL ASSETS 605,751,935$       611,311,623$  616,876,813$  632,453,266$  630,818,177$  629,762,553$  638,300,564$  635,937,903$  637,062,321$  648,723,263$  649,928,690$  

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 4,335,616$           4,326,256$       4,501,805$       4,635,824$       4,810,757$       4,922,808$       5,077,346$       5,251,703$       5,474,539$       5,633,179$       5,841,780$       
Borrowings 58,000$                 687,098$           911,113$           1,165,783$       1,214,322$       910,228$           950,422$           992,396$           1,036,230$       1,082,006$       1,129,812$       
Provisions 2,227,964$           2,205,682$       2,236,341$       2,267,001$       2,297,660$       2,328,320$       2,358,979$       2,389,639$       2,420,298$       2,450,958$       2,481,617$       
Total Current Liabilities 6,621,581$           7,219,035$       7,649,259$       8,068,608$       8,322,739$       8,161,357$       8,386,747$       8,633,738$       8,931,067$       9,166,143$       9,453,209$       

Non-Current Liabilities
Trade & Other Payables 6,287$                    6,445$               6,576$               6,710$               6,847$               6,987$               7,130$               7,308$               7,491$               7,678$               7,870$               
Borrowings 17,098,036$         16,054,231$     19,718,897$     22,649,658$     19,981,286$     17,604,443$     13,379,993$     9,067,936$       8,031,732$       6,949,007$       5,819,195$       
Provisions 184,036$               240,318$           243,659$           246,999$           250,340$           253,680$           257,021$           260,361$           263,702$           267,042$           270,383$           
Liability - Equity Accounted Council Businesses 1,698,000$           1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       1,698,000$       
Total Non-Current Liabilities 18,986,359$         17,998,994$     21,667,132$     24,601,368$     21,936,474$     19,563,111$     15,342,144$     11,033,605$     10,000,924$     8,921,727$       7,795,448$       
TOTAL LIABILITIES 25,607,939$         25,218,029$     29,316,390$     32,669,976$     30,259,212$     27,724,467$     23,728,891$     19,667,343$     18,931,992$     18,087,870$     17,248,656$     
Net Assets 580,143,996$       586,093,594$  587,560,422$  599,783,290$  600,558,964$  602,038,085$  614,571,673$  616,270,561$  618,130,329$  630,635,393$  632,680,033$  

EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus 224,992,812$       230,942,410$  232,409,238$  233,761,220$  234,536,895$  236,016,016$  238,038,546$  239,737,433$  241,597,202$  244,014,196$  246,058,836$  
Asset Revaluation Reserves 355,134,184$       355,134,184$  355,134,184$  366,005,070$  366,005,070$  366,005,070$  376,516,127$  376,516,127$  376,516,127$  386,604,197$  386,604,197$  
Other Reserves 17,000$                 17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             17,000$             
Total Equity 580,143,996$       586,093,594$  587,560,422$  599,783,290$  600,558,964$  602,038,085$  614,571,673$  616,270,561$  618,130,329$  630,635,393$  632,680,033$  

BALANCE SHEET 
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6.3 Statement of Cash Flows 6.4 Statement of Changes in Equity

Current Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Receipts:
Rates Receipts 39,322,764    40,341,231    41,670,906    43,292,640    44,810,245    46,378,604    48,001,855    49,681,920    51,420,787    53,220,515    55,083,233    
User Charges 2,237,447      2,207,331      2,258,622      2,315,087      2,372,965      2,436,707      2,502,498      2,570,066      2,639,458      2,710,723      2,783,913      
Investment Receipts 40,211            40,000            40,000            40,000            40,000            40,000            40,000            40,000            40,000            40,000            40,000            
Other 203,558          463,282          222,327          325,930          337,893          338,208          338,495          338,793          339,101          339,420          339,750          
Payments:
Payments to Employees (16,163,264)  (16,502,423)  (16,841,506)  (17,186,252)  (17,538,074)  (17,897,117)  (18,263,532)  (18,719,568)  (19,188,407)  (19,668,967)  (20,161,541)  
Payments for Materials, Contracts & Other 
Expenses (20,856,333)  (20,220,072)  (21,014,268)  (21,664,145)  (22,501,143)  (23,043,335)  (23,768,612)  (24,596,817)  (25,670,738)  (26,442,007)  (27,433,215)  
Net Cash provided (or used in) Operating 
Activities 9,932,964      10,966,744    11,592,263    12,133,757    12,550,754    13,528,253    14,386,476    15,077,487    15,554,201    16,386,957    17,053,407    
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Receipts:
Amounts Received Specifically for 
New/Upgraded Assets 150,000          5,235,000      650,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          
Sale of Replaced Assets -                        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        
Payments:
Expenditure on Renewal/Replacement of Assets (9,872,000)     (9,723,073)     (11,517,944)  (12,977,661)  (8,773,921)     (9,725,316)     (9,047,220)     (9,291,711)     (9,604,885)     (9,108,446)     (9,191,838)     
Expenditure on New/Upgraded Assets (6,301,000)     (5,335,963)     (4,156,000)     (1,945,527)     (760,000)        (710,000)        (710,000)        (710,000)        (700,000)        (700,000)        (700,000)        
Net Purchase of Investment Securities -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        (403,693)        (3,616,946)     (5,008,563)     (5,542,562)     
Loans Made to Community Groups (56,000)           -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Capital Contributed to Equity Accounted Council 
Businesses (983,000)        (728,000)        (457,000)        (546,000)        (547,000)        (562,000)        (595,000)        (552,000)        (790,000)        (683,000)        (687,000)        
Net Cash provided (or used in) Investing 
Activities (17,062,000)  (10,552,036)  (15,480,944)  (15,319,188)  (9,930,921)     (10,847,316)  (10,202,220)  (10,807,404)  (14,561,831)  (15,350,009)  (15,971,400)  
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Receipts:
Net Proceeds from CAD 2,009,980      245,644          575,779          -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Proceeds from Borrowings 3,600,000      -                        4,000,000      4,500,000      -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Payments:
Net Repayments of CAD -                        -                        -                        (403,456)        (1,454,050)     (1,466,615)     (3,274,028)     (3,319,662)     -                        -                        -                        
Repayments of Borrowings (251,943)        (660,352)        (687,098)        (911,113)        (1,165,783)     (1,214,322)     (910,228)        (950,422)        (992,370)        (1,036,949)     (1,082,006)     
Net Cash Flow provided (used in) Financing 
Activities 5,358,036      (414,708)        3,888,681      3,185,431      (2,619,833)     (2,680,937)     (4,184,256)     (4,270,083)     (992,370)        (1,036,949)     (1,082,006)     

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents(1,771,000)     -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
-                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

plus: Cash & Cash Equivalents - beginning of year 1,771,000      -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Cash & Cash Equivalents - end of the year -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

CASH FLOW STATEMENT 
Current Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Opening Balance 560,563,403  580,143,996  586,093,594  587,560,422  599,783,290  600,558,964  602,038,085  614,571,673  616,270,561  618,130,329  630,635,393  

Net Surplus / (Deficit) for Year 740,409          5,949,598      1,466,829      1,351,982      775,674          1,479,121      2,022,530      1,698,887      1,859,769      2,416,994      2,044,640      
Other Comprehensive Income

- Gain (Loss) on Revaluation of I,PP&E 18,840,184    -                        -                        10,870,886    -                        -                        10,511,058    -                        -                        10,088,070    -                        
Other Comprehensive Income 18,840,184    -                        -                        10,870,886    -                        -                        10,511,058    -                        -                        10,088,070    -                        

Total Comprehensive Income 19,580,593    5,949,598      1,466,829      12,222,868    775,674          1,479,121      12,533,588    1,698,887      1,859,769      12,505,064    2,044,640      

Transfers between Equity -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        

Equity - Balance at end of the reporting period 580,143,996  586,093,594  587,560,422  599,783,290  600,558,964  602,038,085  614,571,673  616,270,561  618,130,329  630,635,393  632,680,033  

EQUITY STATEMENT 
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6.5 Uniform Presentation of Finances 6.6 Key Financial Indicators

Current Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Operating Activities
Income 47,158,583    48,369,738    49,860,282    51,672,751    53,380,028    55,160,809    57,002,220    58,906,336    60,875,306    62,911,351    65,016,770    
Operating Surplus / (Deficit) 390,409          514,598          616,829          1,001,982      425,674          1,129,121      1,672,530      1,348,887      1,509,769      2,066,994      1,694,640      

Capital Activities
less (Net Outlays) on Existing Assets

Capital Expenditure on Renewal and Replacement 
of Existing Assets (9,872,000)     (9,723,073)     (11,517,944)  (12,977,661)  (8,773,921)     (9,725,316)     (9,047,220)     (9,291,711)     (9,604,885)     (9,108,446)     (9,191,838)     
add back Depreciation, Amortisation and 
Impairment 9,658,133      10,457,879    10,757,879    11,057,879    12,049,290    12,349,290    12,649,290    13,655,270    13,955,270    14,255,270    15,276,550    
add back Proceeds from Sale of Replaced Assets -                        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        (150,000)        

(Net Outlays) on Existing Assets (213,867)        584,806          (910,065)        (2,069,782)     3,125,369      2,473,974      3,452,070      4,213,559      4,200,385      4,996,824      5,934,712      

less (Net Outlays) on New and Upgraded Assets
Capital Expenditure on New and Upgraded Assets 
(including Investment Property & Real Estate 
Developments) (6,301,000)     (5,335,963)     (4,156,000)     (1,945,527)     (760,000)        (710,000)        (710,000)        (710,000)        (700,000)        (700,000)        (700,000)        
add back Amounts Received Specifically for New 
and Upgraded Assets 150,000          5,235,000      650,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          
add back Proceeds from Sale of Surplus Assets 
(including Investment Property & and Real Estate 
Developments) -                        150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          150,000          

(Net Outlays) on New and Upgraded Assets (6,151,000)     49,037            (3,356,000)     (1,645,527)     (460,000)        (410,000)        (410,000)        (410,000)        (400,000)        (400,000)        (400,000)        

Net Lending / (Borrowing) for Financial Year (5,974,458)     1,148,441      (3,649,236)     (2,713,326)     3,091,043      3,193,095      4,714,600      5,152,447      5,310,154      6,663,819      7,229,353      

UNIFORM PRESENTATION OF 
FINANCES

Current Year Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10
2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29

Operating Surplus Ratio 0.8% 1.1% 1.2% 1.9% 0.8% 2.0% 2.9% 2.3% 2.5% 3.3% 2.6%
Asset Sustainability Ratio 101.0% 116.2% 124.1% 119.5% 119.2% 127.9% 123.0% 123.0% 126.9% 124.5% 124.7%
Interest Cover Ratio 0.8% 0.9% 1.0% 1.2% 1.4% 1.1% 0.9% 0.8% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5%
Net Financial Liabilities Ratio 47.6% 45.2% 52.3% 56.9% 50.5% 44.2% 35.6% 26.8% 18.7% 8.7% 0.0%
Debt to Income 36.0% 34.6% 41.4% 46.1% 39.7% 33.6% 25.1% 17.1% 14.9% 12.8% 10.7%

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS
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ATTACHMENT D – Draft Long Term Financial Plan 2019/20 Capital Expenditure Summary 
 

 

 

 
 

2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 2023-2024 2024-2025 2025-2026 2026-2027 2027-2028 2028-2029 TOTAL 

RENEWAL 
CAPITAL 

          
9,723,073  

        
11,517,944  

        
12,977,661  

          
8,773,921  

          
9,725,316  

          
9,047,220  

          
9,291,711  

          
9,604,855  

          
9,108,446  

        
9,191,838  

      
98,961,986  

 

 2019-2020 2020-2021 2021-2022 2022-2023 2023-2024 2024-2025 2025-2026 2026-2027 2027-2028 2028-2029 TOTAL 

NEW CAPITAL 
          
5,335,963  

          
4,156,000  

          
1,945,527  

             
760,000  

             
710,000  

             
710,000  

             
710,000  

             
700,000  

             
700,000  

           
700,000  

      
16,427,490  

Add: BHKC 
728,000 457,000 546,000 547,000 562,000 595,000 552,000 790,000 683,000 687,000 

        
6,147,000  

Less: Capital 
Grants  -1,985,000 -3,100,000 

        

-5,085,000 

Net Funding 
Required  4,078,963 1,513,000 2,491,527 1,307,000 1,272,000 1,305,000 1,262,000 1,490,000 1,383,000 1,387,000 17,489,490 
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Council's Asset Management Plans (AMP's) were adopted in November 2016, based on a required funding for new assets at that time. 
However, each year, Administration undertakes a review of its strategic projects as well as obtains revised data on the condition of assets, useful lives and unit rates, and this results in a revision of the forecast funding requirement for the next 10 years. 
As such, the Adopted AMP information varies from the revised funding requirements and the reasons for these variances have been explained below. 
The forecast funding requirements are used to inform the Long Term Financial Plan.
Once adopted by Council, the AMP's are be updated to reflect the renewed funding requirements which will be consistent with the LTFP data. 
As required legislatively, all AMP's will be refreshed within two years of the next elections. 
The changes in ARRE figures from the last approved AMPs are due predominantly to a recent revaluation of useful lives and unit rates.

AMP Class Category 
Average ARRE (per 
adopted AMP 2018)

Funding Requirement 
over 10 years (per 
adopted AMP 2018) (A)

 Average ARRE 
(2019) 

 Average annual 
proposed funding  

 (B) Total ARRE over 10 
years 

(C) Revised Funding 
Proposed over 10 
years 

Variance between adopted 
Funding Requirement in 2018 
LTFP and revised proposed 
funding (C-A)

Comments on variance between ARRE (B) and Funding Requirement (C) and  
adopted Funding Requirement in 2018 LTFP (A) and revised proposed funding (C) 

Pavements 49,457$ -$ 67,099$  60,000$  670,990$  600,000$  $600,000

The smaller AMP figures for pavements (road base) reflects Council's current work 
practices, and a much longer than originally estimated useful life for pavements. By 
ensuring that the road surfaces are kept in good condition we are able to protect the 
underlying pavements and significantly extend the useful life of these assets.

Renewal for pavements was not previously included as generally maintaining surfaces has 
prevented the need to replace pavement. However, modelling indicates some road 
pavements are heading towards end of their useful lives and as such, some money has 
been allocated to address these as they arise. The condition and requirement for these to 
be replaced will be re-assessed as time progresses.

Surfaces 1,881,746$             18,717,000$ 3,016,407$            2,000,000$               30,164,070$  20,000,000$  $1,283,000

The annual provision is lower than the ARRE, however, this is as site inspection of road 
condition has indicated that many segments are in better condition that forecast. Updated 
data for road condition is due to be collected in the coming year which will confirm this.
The funding requirement has increased in line with the increase in ARRE which is an 
outcome from the 2019 revaluation of unit rates and useful lives. 

Footpaths 957,229$ 9,500,000$ 602,085$               600,000$  6,020,850$  6,000,000$  ($3,500,000)
Decrease in funding due to increase in average footpath condition as a result of asphalt 
footpaths being replaced with paved.

Kerbs 1,761,837$             17,650,000$ 3,140,680$            2,100,000$               31,406,800$  21,000,000$  $3,350,000

While annual amount is lower than ARRE, this is as work to address backlog has been 
spread over a longer period of time. This is to prevent the requirement to increase rates, 
to allow for resource capacity, and as good value is not generally able to be obtained 
through procurement if too much of the same type of work is allocated in a given year.
The funding requirement has increased in line with the increase in ARRE which is an 
outcome from the 2019 revaluation of unit rates and useful lives. 

Traffic Devices 474,294$ 2,760,000$ 476,142$               235,000$  4,761,420$  2,350,000$  ($410,000)

Many of our Traffic Control Devices have been found to have much longer useful lives 
than originally anticipated, with review of assets nearing the end of their useful lives 
showing they are still in very good condition (eg road humps). Also much renewal is 
undertaken using maintenance (opex) budgets. This has resulted in a lower funding 
requirement compared to the prior adopted AMP.

Transport Transport 5,124,563$          48,627,000$  7,302,413$        4,995,000$           73,024,130$  49,950,000$           1,323,000$  

Buildings Buildings 807,031$ 8,344,000$ 1,906,324$            1,116,000$               19,063,240$  11,160,000$  $2,816,000

Annual investment is currently lower than ARRE, but has been increased from previous 
years to help close the gap. New condition and valuation data for buildings is currently 
being collected, but is not yet finalised. This will be used to verify investment in the coming 
financial year. Funding has also been increased to allow for Regal Theatre renewal works.

Open Space Open Space 1,084,348$             13,604,500$ 1,344,995$            1,596,257$               13,449,950$  15,962,570$  $2,358,070
Increase in ARRE, provision for capitalised salaries and provision for replacement of 
Tusmore Park Wading Pool

Stormwater Stormwater 4,599$ 2,100,000$ 51,389$  162,000$  513,890$  1,620,000$  ($480,000)

For stormwater assets, the ARRE is based on the end of the assets' life in terms of age 
(as they’re underground assets that can’t be easily physically assessed). Based on this 
aspect only, the ARRE is quite low. However, a Stormwater Infrastructure Capacity Study 
was undertaken which highlighted priority areas for work on stormwater assets for flood 
mitigation purposes, so investment in this asset group is much higher than the ARRE as 
Council is investing more than the ARRE to try and improve flood protection. Capacity of 
the network plays a greater role in renewal, as does the influence of other asset renewal - 
primarily kerbs. When a rekerbing job is undertaken, the stormwater pits and sometimes 
the pipes are replaced at the same time to increase their capacity. 
Funding has reduced over the previous adopted AMP however due to higher  than usual 
spend in 2018,2019 and 2020 due to the Waterfull Gully / Creek Works resolution that 
committed us to the extra $1.5m. 

TOTAL RENEWTOTAL 7,020,541$      72,675,500$            10,605,121$   7,869,257$       106,051,210$            78,692,570$       $ 6,017,070 

Council's Asset Management Plans (AMP's) were adopted in November 2016, based on a required funding for new assets at that time. 
However, each year, Administration undertakes a review of its strategic projects as well as obtains revised data on the condition of assets, useful lives and unit rates, and this results in a revision of the forecast funding requirement for the next 10 years. 
As such, the Adopted AMP information varies from the revised funding requirements and the reasons for these variances have been explained below. 
The forecast funding requirements are used to inform the Long Term Financial Plan.
Once adopted by Council, the AMP's are be updated to reflect the renewed funding requirements which will be consistent with the LTFP data. 
As required legislatively, all AMP's will be refreshed within two years of the next elections. 

AMP Class Category 

Average 
Expenditure per 
Adopted AMP 2018 

Funding Requirement 
over 10 years (per 
adopted AMP 2018) (A)

 (A) Average 
Expenditure per 
Adopted AMP 
(2019-2028) 

 (B) Average 
Expenditure per 
Revised AMP (2020-
2029) 

(C) Total funding required 
per Adopted AMP (2019-
2028) 

(D) Total funding 
required per Revised 
AMP (2020-2029) 

Variance between adopted 
Funding Requirement in 2018 
LTFP and revised proposed 
funding (D-A) Comments on Variance 

Pavements -$ -$ -$  -$ -$  -$ $0 N/A
Surfaces -$ -$ -$  -$ -$  -$ $0 N/A

Footpaths 300,000$ 3,000,000$ 240,000$               40,000$  2,400,000$  400,000$  ($2,600,000)
New footpaths reduced in response to estimated numbers being unsupported and 
therefore knocked out through public consultation process.

Kerbs -$ -$ -$  -$ -$  -$ $0 N/A
Traffic Devices 12,400$ 124,000$ -$  -$ -$  -$ ($124,000) N/A

Transport Transport 312,400$             3,124,000$  240,000$           40,000$  2,400,000$  400,000$  (2,724,000)

Buildings Buildings 127,500$ 1,275,000$ 193,100$               170,820$  1,931,000$  1,537,377$  $262,377 Increase to allow for Conyngham St Depot Redevelopment works 

Open Space Open Space 697,500$ 6,975,000$ 600,600$               145,859$  6,006,000$  1,458,586$  ($5,516,414)

Magill Village Redevelopment & Constable Hyde Stg2 removed from AMP to allow 
projects to go through budget bid process and be independently approved by Council to 
proceed or not.

Stormwater Stormwater 616,000$ 6,160,000$ 607,000$               600,000$  6,070,000$  6,000,000$  ($160,000) Minor adjustment to smooth out annual allocation for new stormwater infrastructure

TOTAL NEW TOTAL 1,753,400$      17,534,000$            1,640,700$     956,678$          16,407,000$             9,395,963$         ($8,138,037)

RENEWAL/REPLACEMENT 

Transport 

NEW/UPGRADE 

Transport 

Reconciliation between Adopted AMP ARRE's and Revised Funding Requirement - RENEWAL 

Reconciliation between Adopted AMP Funding Requirement and Revised Funding Requirement - NEW
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Item No: 5.6 
To: Audit Committee 
Date: 15 April 2019 
Author: Karishma Reynolds – Group Manager, Finance and Governance 
General Manager 
and Division: 

Matthew Spearman – Acting General Manager, Corporate and 
Development  
 

Subject: SALE OR DISPOSAL OF ASSETS POLICY – REVIEW  
Attachments: A. Sale or Disposal of Assets Policy (Tracked Changes) 

B. Sale or Disposal of Assets Policy (New Version) 
Prev. Resolution: A4071, 3/4/17 

C11158, 3/4/17 
 

Officer’s Recommendation 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That the updated Sale or Disposal of Assets Policy be endorsed and presented to 
Council for consideration and adoption.  

 

Purpose 

1. To provide the Audit Committee the opportunity to review and endorse the Sale or 
Disposal of Assets Policy prior to its presentation to Council for consideration and 
adoption. 

Strategic Plan 

2. The following Strategic Plan provision is relevant: 

“A financially sound Council that is accountable, responsible and sustainable”  

Communications/Consultation 

3. The following communication / consultation has been undertaken: 

3.1. Discussions with the General Manager Corporate and Development and key 
internal stakeholders; and  

3.2. Once feedback has been received from the Audit Committee, further consultation 
will be undertaken with Elected Members.  

Statutory 

4. The following legislation is relevant: 

Section 49 of the Local Government Act 1999 (The Act) states “Council must prepare 
and adopt policies on contracts and tenders including policies on the following:  

Section 49 (1)(d) requires Council to prepare and adopt, “the sale or disposal of land or 
other assets” policy. 
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Section 194 of the Act provides the procedure to follow for the revocation of 
classification of land as community land. 

Section 201 of the Act states “Council may sell or otherwise dispose of an interest in 
land.” 

Policy 

5. The recommended adoption of this Policy and Protocol is discussed in the ‘Discussion’ 
section of the report. 

Risk Assessment 

6. Regular review of Council’s policy framework is an important risk management tool in 
ensuring the Administration is appropriately empowered to undertake the business of 
Council in the manner that the Elected Body determines. The risk of not doing so is that 
the Administration may be acting on an outdated position of Council or not complying 
with contemporary legislation. 

Finance 

7. There are no financial implications for the City of Burnside in respect of the 
recommendation. 

Discussion 

8. This Policy provides a framework relating to the sale or disposal of land and other 
assets and outlines Council’s approach in preparing an asset for sale or disposal, in 
accordance with Section 49(1)(d) of the Local Government Act 1999 as outlined above.  

9. This Policy should be read in conjunction with Council’s Procurement Policy and 
Unsolicited Proposal Treatment Policy which outline high level principles to be 
observed and adhered to when employees or Elected Members are involved in Council 
procurement activities. 

10. The attached Policy has been reviewed and only minor amendments have been made. 
An amendment was made to direct staff to the Unsolicited Proposal Treatment Policy 
to ensure consistency with the process of unsolicited requests and all relevant 
documentation references have been updated where applicable.  

Conclusion 

11. It is recommended that the Audit Committee endorse the revised Sale or Disposal of 
Assets Policy and submit to Council for consideration and adoption. 

12. The draft Policy will be provided to Elected Members for feedback via an Information 
Document prior to the Policy being presented for adoption to Council. 
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Sale or Disposal of Assets Policy  
  

Classification:  Council Policy  

Policy Name:  Sale or Disposal of Assets    

First Issued / Approved:  27/04/2017, C11158  

Last Reviewed:  
New Policy  
27/4/2017  
C11158  

Next Review:  April 2021 

ECM Tracking No.:    

Responsible Officer:  Group Manager, Finance and Governance 

Relevant Legislation:  
Local Government Act, 1999  
Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Act, 2012  

Related Policies:  

Procurement Governance FrameworkPolicy  
Financial Delegations Policy  
Fixed Asset Reporting Policy  
Unsolicited Proposal Treatment Policy and Protocol 
Property Strategy 

 

1.  Introduction  

1.1  This Policy provides a framework relating to the sale or disposal of land and other 
assets and outlines Council’s approach in preparing an asset for sale or disposal, 
in accordance with Section 49(1)(d) of the Local Government Act 1999.   

2.  Strategic Plan Desired Outcomes  
  

2.1 Delivery of good governance in Council business.  
  

2.2 A financially sound Council that is accountable, responsible and sustainable.  
  

  
3.  Our Approach  
  

3.1  Regularly review, update and adopt leading governance, risk management and 
administrative processes.  

  
3.2  Ensure the long term sustainability of Council operations by monitoring and 

comparing to peak body indicators.  
  

3.3  Provide sufficient resources to meet current and future needs of the community.  
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4.  Legislative Requirements and Corporate Policy Context  
  

4.1    This Policy has been developed and adopted in accordance with Section 49 of 
the Local Government Act 1999.    

  
  

4.2  Specifically Section 49(1)(d), requires Council to develop and maintain a Policy 
regarding the sale or disposal of land or other assets.  

  
4.3  This Policy underpins and supports the Procurement Governance 

FrameworkPolicy. As such, the procurement governance principles outlined in 
that policy should be observed at all times throughout any stage of procuring 
services with the aim of selling or disposing of a Council asset.   

  
  
5.  Interpretation  
  

 5.1  For the purpose of this policy:  
  

5.1.1 “Direct Approach” is a procurement process undertaken by directly 
approaching and negotiating with one or more suppliers, without testing 
the market.   

  
5.1.2 “Employee” means a person employed by the City of Burnside.  

  
5.1.3 “Open Tender” means a tender is advertised to the entire market via an 

open invitation process e.g. SA Tenders website accompanied by an 
advertisement.  

  
5.1.4 “Public Auction” A formal real estate transaction where an asset is held for 

sale to the market and sold to the highest bidder.   
  

5.1.5 “Select Tender” involves the selection of suppliers that will be invited to 
tender. Selection may be from a multi-use list, a list of potential suppliers 
that have previously responded to an expression of interest or a list of 
potential suppliers that have been granted a specific licence or comply 
with a legal requirement. Sometimes referred to as limited tendering.  

  
5.1.6 “Trade-in” involves including an asset owned by Council in the purchase of 

another asset, usually of similar characteristics, in order to achieve an 
efficient asset change-over transaction.  
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6.  Policy  

 
  

 6.1  Reasons for disposal of an asset  
  
A decision to dispose of an asset may be based on one or more of the following:  
  
6.1.1   Obsolescence;  
6.1.2   Non-compliance with work health and safety standards;  
6.1.3   Considered surplus to Council requirements;No use expected in the 
foreseeable future;  
6.1.4   No usage in the previous 6 months (Stores Stock items); 
6.1.5   Optimum time to maximise return; No usage in the previous 6 months 
(Stores Stock items);  
6.1.65   Discovery of hazardous substances or materials present in the 
asset;Optimum time to maximise return;  
6.1.76   Uneconomical to repair; Discovery of hazardous substances or materials 
present in the asset; and  
6.1.87   Not considered to provide significant community value; and 
Uneconomical to repair 
6.1.9.   No material impact to Council operations. 

   
  

  
  
 6.2  Sale or Disposal Principles   

  
Prior to commencing any process to dispose of land assets, Council will ensure 
that, where necessary, the process for revocation of the classification as 
community land in accordance with Section 194 and 201 of the Local 
Government Act 1999 has been concluded.  

  
6.2.1      For the sale and disposal of land and other assets valued in excess of 

Council’s capitalisation thresholds, the following key principles apply:  
  

6.2.1.1  Consistency with and relevance to Council’s corporate and 
strategic plans;   

  
6.2.1.2  transparency and accountability in sale and disposal 

procedures and practices, ensuring that Council obtains the 
best possible price in the circumstances surrounding the 
sale, and that all potential purchasers are given equal 
opportunity to purchase the land or assets;  

  
6.2.1.3  Opportunities to enhance local economic development and 

growth;  
  

 6.2.1.4  Compliance with statutory and other obligations;  
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6.2.1.5     Commercial confidentiality within legislative constraints; and  
  

 6.2.1.6  Other relevant factors deemed appropriate by Council.  
  
 

6.2.2  Council may utilise one or more of the following methods to sell or 
dispose of land and other assets:  

  
 6.2.2.1  Trade-in;  

  
 6.2.2.2  Public auction;  

  
 6.2.2.3  Select tender;  

  
 6.2.2.4  Open tender; or  
 

 6.2.2.5       Online public selling site for low value, low risk assets with a 
maximum value of $2,000.  

  
 6.2.2.5  Direct approach to potential purchasers.  
  

6.2.3  Council will evaluate the most appropriate method for the sale or 
disposal of land or other assets that includes:  

  
 6.2.3.1  Approaching the market for the sale of any parcel of land  

unless there is a Council resolution to the contrary (i.e. land 
encroachment); and  

  
6.2.3.2  Council approaching the market using a formal tender 

process for the sale of land or other assets where the value 
exceeds $100,000.  

  
6.2.4  As far as possible, surplus assets or materials should be disposed of in 

a way that maximises returns whilst maximising open, transparent and 
effective competition.   
  

6.2.5  Prior to disposal, a reasonable effort is to be made to ensure no other 
Council department has a need for the asset. Items of historical or 
cultural significance should be given special regard and any dangerous 
goods disposed of only in an authorised and safe manner.   

  
6.2.6  Council may, at its discretion, determine not to call for tenders in respect 

of a particular sale or disposal where it is deemed it is in the best 
commercial interests of the Council and its ratepayers.  

  
6.2.7  Council will however record the reasons for utilising an alternative 

disposal method.  
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 6.2.8  The sale or disposal of assets valued below Councils capitalisation  
thresholds will be disposed at the discretion of the Chief Executive 
Officer or relevant General Manager, by whichever method is likely to 
bring about the most favourable return to Council.  

  
6.2.9  The officer responsible for the disposal of any Council asset and the 

relevant General Manager must ensure that no conflict of interest occurs 
in or as a result of the asset disposal process.  

    
6.3  Unsolicited Proposals to Council for the sale or disposal of land or other 

assets.  
  

 6.3.1  In the event that an unsolicited proposal for the purchase of an asset is  
received; it should be directed to the relevant General Manager in the 
first instance.please refer to the Unsolicited Proposal Treatment policy. 
The proposal should then follow the sale and disposal principles in 
section 6.2 of this policy as applicable.  

   
 6.4  Sale to Employee/Elected Members   

   
6.4.1  Sale of assets to employees / Elected Members is not to occur outside 

of a public process.   
  
6.4.2  The Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) also 

recommends that invitations to bid for the purchase of any surplus 
Council assets should not be limited to employee or to Eelected 
Mmembers. Members of the public must also be allowed to compete for 
the purchase.  

  
  
7.  Availability  
  

7.1 The Policy is available to be downloaded, free of charge, from Council’s website 
www.burnside.sa.gov.au  

  
7.2 The Policy will be available for inspection without charge at the Civic Centre during 

ordinary business hours and a copy may be purchased at a fee as set annually by 
Council.  
  
City of Burnside Civic Centre  
401 Greenhill Road, Tusmore SA 5065  
  
Telephone:; 8366 4200  
Fax; 8366 4299  
Email; burnside@burnside.sa.gov.au  
  
Office hours: Monday to Friday, 8.30am to 5.00pm (except public holidays)  

  

Formatted: Indent: Left:  2.07 cm, Hanging:  0.02 cm,
Space After:  0.2 pt, Line spacing:  Multiple 1.04 li
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Sale or Disposal of Assets Policy  
  

Classification:  Council Policy  

Policy Name:  Sale or Disposal of Assets    

First Issued / Approved:  27/04/2017, C11158  

Last Reviewed:  
New Policy  
27/4/2017  
C11158  

Next Review:  April 2021 

ECM Tracking No.:    

Responsible Officer:  Group Manager, Finance and Governance 

Relevant Legislation:  
Local Government Act, 1999  
Independent Commissioner Against Corruption Act, 2012  

Related Policies:  

Procurement Policy  
Financial Delegations Policy  
Fixed Asset Reporting Policy  
Unsolicited Proposal Treatment Policy and Protocol 
Property Strategy 

 

1.  Introduction  

1.1  This Policy provides a framework relating to the sale or disposal of land and other 
assets and outlines Council’s approach in preparing an asset for sale or disposal, 
in accordance with Section 49(1)(d) of the Local Government Act 1999.   

2.  Strategic Plan Desired Outcomes  
  

2.1 Delivery of good governance in Council business.  
  

2.2 A financially sound Council that is accountable, responsible and sustainable.  
  

  
3.  Our Approach  
  

3.1  Regularly review, update and adopt leading governance, risk management and 
administrative processes.  

  
3.2  Ensure the long term sustainability of Council operations by monitoring and 

comparing to peak body indicators.  
  

3.3  Provide sufficient resources to meet current and future needs of the community. 
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4.  Legislative Requirements and Corporate Policy Context  
  

4.1    This Policy has been developed and adopted in accordance with Section 49 of 
the Local Government Act 1999.    

  
  

4.2  Specifically Section 49(1)(d), requires Council to develop and maintain a Policy 
regarding the sale or disposal of land or other assets.  

  
4.3  This Policy underpins and supports the Procurement Policy. As such, the 

procurement governance principles outlined in that policy should be observed at 
all times throughout any stage of procuring services with the aim of selling or 
disposing of a Council asset.   

  
  
5.  Interpretation  
  

 5.1  For the purpose of this policy:  
  

5.1.1 “Direct Approach” is a procurement process undertaken by directly 
approaching and negotiating with one or more suppliers, without testing 
the market.   

  
5.1.2 “Employee” means a person employed by the City of Burnside.  

  
5.1.3 “Open Tender” means a tender is advertised to the entire market via an 

open invitation process e.g. SA Tenders website accompanied by an 
advertisement.  

  
5.1.4 “Public Auction” A formal real estate transaction where an asset is held for 

sale to the market and sold to the highest bidder.   
  

5.1.5 “Select Tender” involves the selection of suppliers that will be invited to 
tender. Selection may be from a multi-use list, a list of potential suppliers 
that have previously responded to an expression of interest or a list of 
potential suppliers that have been granted a specific licence or comply 
with a legal requirement. 

  
5.1.6 “Trade-in” involves including an asset owned by Council in the purchase of 

another asset, usually of similar characteristics, in order to achieve an 
efficient asset change-over transaction.  
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6.  Policy  

 
  

 6.1  Reasons for disposal of an asset  
  
A decision to dispose of an asset may be based on one or more of the following:  
  
6.1.1   Obsolescence;  
6.1.2   Non-compliance with work health and safety standards;  
6.1.3   Considered surplus to Council requirements; 
6.1.4   No usage in the previous 6 months (Stores Stock items); 
6.1.5   Optimum time to maximise return;  
6.1.6   Discovery of hazardous substances or materials present in the asset; 
6.1.7   Uneconomical to repair;  
6.1.8   Not considered to provide significant community value; and  
6.1.9   No material impact to Council operations. 

 
   
 6.2  Sale or Disposal Principles   

  
Prior to commencing any process to dispose of land assets, Council will ensure 
that, where necessary, the process for revocation of the classification as 
community land in accordance with Section 194 and 201 of the Local 
Government Act 1999 has been concluded.  

  
6.2.1      For the sale and disposal of land and other assets valued in excess of 

Council’s capitalisation thresholds, the following key principles apply:  
  

6.2.1.1  Consistency with and relevance to Council’s corporate and 
strategic plans;   

  
6.2.1.2  transparency and accountability in sale and disposal 

procedures and practices, ensuring that Council obtains the 
best possible price in the circumstances surrounding the 
sale, and that all potential purchasers are given equal 
opportunity to purchase the land or assets;  

  
6.2.1.3  Opportunities to enhance local economic development and 

growth;  
  

 6.2.1.4  Compliance with statutory and other obligations;  
 
6.2.1.5     Commercial confidentiality within legislative constraints; and  
  

 6.2.1.6  Other relevant factors deemed appropriate by Council.  
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6.2.2  Council may utilise one or more of the following methods to sell or 
dispose of land and other assets:  

  
 6.2.2.1  Trade-in;  

  
 6.2.2.2  Public auction;  

  
 6.2.2.3  Select tender;  

  
 6.2.2.4  Open tender; or  
 

 6.2.2.5       Online public selling site for low value, low risk assets with a 
maximum value of $2,000.  

  
 6.2.2.5  Direct approach to potential purchasers.  
  

6.2.3  Council will evaluate the most appropriate method for the sale or 
disposal of land or other assets that includes:  

  
 6.2.3.1  Approaching the market for the sale of any parcel of land  

unless there is a Council resolution to the contrary (i.e. land 
encroachment); and  

  
6.2.3.2  Council approaching the market using a formal tender 

process for the sale of land or other assets where the value 
exceeds $100,000.  

  
6.2.4  As far as possible, surplus assets or materials should be disposed of in 

a way that maximises returns whilst maximising open, transparent and 
effective competition.   
  

6.2.5  Prior to disposal, a reasonable effort is to be made to ensure no other 
Council department has a need for the asset. Items of historical or 
cultural significance should be given special regard and any dangerous 
goods disposed of only in an authorised and safe manner.   

  
6.2.6  Council may, at its discretion, determine not to call for tenders in respect 

of a particular sale or disposal where it is deemed it is in the best 
commercial interests of the Council and its ratepayers.  

  
6.2.7  Council will however record the reasons for utilising an alternative 

disposal method.  
  

 6.2.8  The sale or disposal of assets valued below Councils capitalisation  
thresholds will be disposed at the discretion of the Chief Executive 
Officer or relevant General Manager, by whichever method is likely to 
bring about the most favourable return to Council.  
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6.2.9  The officer responsible for the disposal of any Council asset and the 
relevant General Manager must ensure that no conflict of interest occurs 
in or as a result of the asset disposal process.  

    
6.3  Unsolicited Proposals to Council for the sale or disposal of land or other 

assets.  
  

 6.3.1  In the event that an unsolicited proposal for the purchase of an asset is  
received; please refer to the Unsolicited Proposal Treatment policy. The 
proposal should then follow the sale and disposal principles in section 
6.2 of this policy as applicable.  

   
 6.4  Sale to Employee/Elected Members   

   
6.4.1  Sale of assets to employees / Elected Members is not to occur outside 

of a public process.   
  
6.4.2  The Independent Commission Against Corruption (ICAC) also 

recommends that invitations to bid for the purchase of any surplus 
Council assets should not be limited to employee or to Elected 
Members. Members of the public must also be allowed to compete for 
the purchase.  

  
  
7.  Availability  
  

7.1 The Policy is available to be downloaded, free of charge, from Council’s website 
www.burnside.sa.gov.au  

  
7.2 The Policy will be available for inspection without charge at the Civic Centre during 

ordinary business hours and a copy may be purchased at a fee as set annually by 
Council.  
  
City of Burnside Civic Centre  
401 Greenhill Road, Tusmore SA 5065  
Telephone: 8366 4200  
 
Email; burnside@burnside.sa.gov.au  
  
Office hours: Monday to Friday, 8.30am to 5.00pm (except public holidays)  
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Audit Committee Agenda Item 5.7  15 April 2019 

Item No: 5.7 
To: Council  
Date: 15 April 2019 
Author: Paul Deb – Chief Executive Officer  
General Manager 
and Division: 

Paul Deb – Chief Executive Officer 

Subject: REPORT TO COUNCIL – EASTERN REGIONAL ALLIANCE 
WATER – BORE CAPACITY AND FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

Attachments: A. Report presented to Council 26 March 2019 
Prev. Resolution: N/A 

 

Officer’s Recommendation 

That the Audit Committee: 

1. Note the attached report submitted to Council for consideration at the meeting held 26 
March 2019.  

2. Note that following discussion on the Item at the 25 March 2019 Council meeting the 
matter was deferred to the 9 April 2019 Council meeting, where it was subsequently 
resolved: 

1. That the Report be received. 

2. That Council receives and notes the information presented by the ERA Water Board 
appearing as attachments A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and the Board’s recommendations 
contained therein. 

3. That Council engages an independent advisory body (high level firm) to conduct an 
independent Financial/ Strategic/ Technical review of the long term sustainability and 
value of the ERA Water project (up to a budget of $50k).  

4. That the terms of reference for the review be drafted and agreed by Cr Hughes, Cr 
Piggott and the CEO. 

5. That the review be presented to Council during June 2019. 

That Council approves the necessary funding for ERA Water to continue operations 
until 30 June 2019, based on the ERA Water FY 2019 monthly cash-flow 
forecast.  This funding does not include provision for the drilling of further bores 
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Item No: 13.3 
To: Council 
Date: 26 March 2019  
Authors: Paul Deb – Chief Executive Officer   
Subject: EASTERN REGIONAL ALLIANCE WATER – BORE CAPACITY 

AND FUNDING REQUIREMENTS  
Attachments: A. Report from ERA Water Board Chairman Bryan Jenkins 

B. Option 1a (financial analysis) 
C. Option 1b (financial analysis) 
D. Option 2a (financial analysis) 
E. Option 2b (financial analysis) – ERA Water Board 

recommendation 
F. ERA Water Approved Budget 
G. BRM Holdich Report – LTFP Scenario Modelling 
H. ERA Water FY2019 Monthly Cash-Flow Forecast 

Prev. Resolutions: Nil 
 

Officer’s Recommendation 

1. That the Report be received.  

2. That Council receive and note the information presented by the ERA Water Board 
appearing as Attachments A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and the Board’s recommendations 
contained therein. 

3. That Council, having considered the information presented by the ERA Water Board 
(Attachment A) in relation to the system capacity and the financial evaluation of 
options, accepts the Board’s recommendation that: 

3.1 additional bore capacity be provided to achieve the original design capacity of the 
water harvesting and aquifer storage and recovery scheme; and 

3.2 subject to water availability, sales to external customers begin in FY2020. 

4. That Council endorses the recommendations of the ERA Water Board (Attachment A) 
that: 

4.1 the historical approach of using debt by borrowing from the Local Government 
Financing Authority be used to meet ERA Water’s funding requirements; and 

4.2 Council provide ERA Water with authority to increase the debt limit by $2.3m. 

 

Purpose 

1. To provide Council with a request from the ERA Water Board which has sought 
endorsement from its Member Councils to: 

1.1. agree to additional bore capacity; 

1.2. begin sales to external customers in the 2020 financial year; and 
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1.3. increase the debt limit by $2.3m. 

Strategic Plan 

2. The following Strategic Plan provisions are relevant: 

“Sustainable use of natural resources and minimisation of waste to address climate 
change” 

“Cost effective, leading edge technologies that deliver efficient council services to 
benefit the community” 

“A financially sound Council that is accountable, responsible and sustainable” 

“An empowered Council and Administration that is visionary and innovative in meeting 
community needs” 

Communications / Consultation 

3. The following communication / consultation has been undertaken: 

3.1. Correspondence has been received from the ERA Water Board. 

3.2. ERA Water CEOs and Mayors meeting held in February 2019.  

3.3. Elected Member subsidiary induction day held in February 2019. 

Statutory 

4. The following legislation is relevant in this instance: 

Local Government Act 1999 

Policy 

5. The following Council Policies are relevant in this instance: 

Water Sensitive Urban Design 

Watercourse Management Policy 

Risk Assessment 

6. The ERA Water Charter requires the Budget and Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) to 
be approved by Constituent Councils. The outcome of deliberations on this subject and 
resultant resolution may impact the budget position and delivery.  

7. Failure to approve the Budget and LTFP will result in the organisation spending funds 
without reference to an approved budget.  

8. ERA Water is governed by its Charter, which requires it to seek the unanimous 
endorsement of its Member Councils with respect to increasing its loan borrowings. 
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CEO Performance Indicators 

9. The following 2018/19 CEO Key Performance Indicator has relevance to this report: 

Advise Council of any significant risks and issues which may impact on the delivery of 
the ERA Water program through collaboration and discussion with the Independent 
Member for Burnside on the ERA Water Board and Executive. (7.1) 

Finance 

10. Consistent equity accounting treatments will be adopted in accordance with Australian 
Accounting Standards.  

11. Each Member Council has an equal equity in the subsidiary. Should ERA Water default 
on any loan repayments and / or contractual obligation, the Member Councils would be 
required to cover costs. 

Discussion 

Background 

12. At its meeting held on 10 December 2018, the ERA Water Board considered its cash 
flow forecast for the remainder of the 2018/19 financial year. The forecast indicated 
that ERA Water will have insufficient funds to meets its expected expenses from early 
May 2019 to the end of the financial year and that the extent of the shortfall was 
expected to be $224,055. 

13. Consequently, BRM Holdich was engaged by the General Manager ERA Water to 
undertake financial modelling to consider the impact of four different scenarios in 
relation to the timing of the replacement of a failed bore (previously advised through 
Project Update Reports) and the commencement of water sales to external customers. 

14. The four scenarios considered by the Board at its meeting held on 8 February 2019 
were: 

14.1. Option 1a – no additional expenditure on injection capacity and no external 
customers in FY2020. 

14.2. Option 1b: – no additional expenditure on injection capacity and with external 
customers in FY2020. 

14.3. Option 2a: – additional expenditure on injections capacity with no external 
customers in FY2020. 

14.4. Option 2b: – additional expenditure on injection capacity and with external 
customers in FY2020. 

15. The Board subsequently asked BRM Holdich to update its financial modelling in 
relation to Option 2b (Attachment G), to consider the impact of lower than expected 
rainfall on ERA Water’s financial performance and funding requirements and to 
consider the options for ERA Water and the Constituent Councils to fund the ERA 
Water projected cash shortfall. 
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16. Option 2b (Attachment E) is the preferred scenario of the Board, supported by the 
analysis undertaken by BRM Holdich, and is presented for Council endorsement. 

17. The Town of Walkerville considered this matter at its meeting on 18 March 2019 and 
resolved as follows: 

1. That Council receive and note the information presented by ERA Water Board 
appearing as Attachments A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and the Boards 
recommendations contained therein. 

2. That Council having considered the information presented by ERA Water Board 
(Attachment D) in relation to the system capacity and the financial evaluation of 
options, accepts the Board’s recommendation to: 

• additional bore capacity be provided to achieve the original design capacity 
of the water harvesting and aquifer storage and recovery scheme. 

3. That Council endorses the recommendations from ERA Water Board (Attachment 
A) that: 

• the historical approach of using debt by borrowing from the Local 
Government Financing Authority be used to meet ERA Water’s funding 
requirements; and 

• Council provide ERA Water with authority to increase the debt limit by $2.3 
million. 

4. That Council having considered the information presented by ERA Water Board 
and BRM Holdich (Attachments A – H), request that the Board further explore the 
‘third party investment or purchase’ option and report back to Councils.  

Discussion / Issues for Consideration 

18. At or about mid-September 2018, there was an expectation that 120ML of water would 
be available for irrigation in the 2018/19 irrigation season and 458ML available from 
2019/20 onwards. 

19. Allocations based on ‘average year’ demand were to be paid by the Member Councils 
on a ‘take or pay’ basis at SA Water prices with the following volume allocations to 
each Council: 

Burnside 100ML (adjusted from the dry year demand of 110ML) 
NPSP 76.7ML 
Walkerville 28ML 

20. A revised LTFP was developed on this basis. Based on average rainfall, the LTFP 
indicated a deficit for 2018/19 of $547,000, a deficit of $6,000 in 2019/20 and the ability 
to generate a rebate to Councils from 2020/21 onwards. The Statement of Financial 
Position indicated that borrowings needed to be very carefully managed and could be 
kept within the current debt limit of $13m. 

21. However, since September 2018, the information on water availability and system 
capacity has been updated.  
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22. In particular, the following issues need attention as they vary the assumptions 
previously determined for ERA Water’s financial forecasting. These issues are: 

22.1. commissioning has indicated that the capacity of the system is about 50-60 L/s, 
which is below the design capacity (458 ML/a based on 80 L/s). The critical 
limiting factor is injection bore capacity. One of the five injection / production 
bores drilled in 2017 was unsuccessful. It produced water but at a rate insufficient 
for use as a production bore (it is now a monitoring bore); 

22.2. with a dry year in 2018 in terms of rainfall, water availability for harvesting and 
injection was lower than assumed. The volume injected to date is 86.4 ML with 
an expected 35 ML available for extraction compared to 120 ML assumed in the 
financial forecasts; and 

22.3. the water availability in future years is reduced because of the constraints on 
design capacity which could be addressed by increasing injection/production 
bore capacity. 

23. Increase in injection capacity requires the drilling of an additional bore to provide 
injection ahead of the 2021/22 irrigation season. The additional bore is required to 
replace the failed bore drilled in 2017 and now being used as a monitoring bore.  

24. The BRM Holdich report (Attachment G) sets out in detail the analysis of Option 2b 
(Attachment E) along with funding options.  

Options Available for Consideration 

25. There are four options for Council to consider: 

Option 1 

24.1 That Council having considered the information presented by ERA Water Board 
(Attachment A) in relation to the system capacity and the financial evaluation of 
options, accepts the Board’s recommendation that: 

24.1.1 additional bore capacity be provided to achieve the original design 
capacity of the water harvesting and aquifer storage and recovery 
scheme; and 

24.1.2 subject to water availability, sales to external customers begin in FY2020. 

24.2 That Council endorses the recommendations from ERA Water Board (Attachment 
A) that: 

24.2.1 the historical approach of using debt by borrowing from the Local 
Government Financing Authority be used to meet ERA Water’s funding 
requirements; and 

24.2.2 Council provide ERA Water with authority to increase the debt limit by 
$2.3 million. 

Option 2 

24.3 That Council advise ERA Water Board that it does not support additional bore 
capacity. 
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24.4 That Council advise ERA Water Board that it does not support increasing the 
debt limit. 

Option 3 

24.5 That Council having considered the information presented by ERA Water Board 
and BRM Holdich, requests that the Board further explore the ‘third party 
investment or purchase’ option. 

Option 4 

24.6 That Council having considered the information presented by ERA Water Board 
(Attachment A) in relation to the system capacity and the financial evaluation of 
options, accepts the Board’s recommendation that: 

24.6.1 additional bore capacity be provided to achieve the original design 
capacity of the water harvesting and aquifer storage and recovery 
scheme; and 

24.6.2 subject to water availability, sales to external customers begin in FY2020. 

24.7 That Council endorses the recommendations from ERA Water Board (Attachment 
A) that: 

24.7.1 the historical approach of using debt by borrowing from the Local 
Government Financing Authority be used to meet ERA Water’s funding 
requirements; and 

24.7.2 Council provide ERA Water with authority to increase the debt limit by 
$2.3 million. 

24.8 That Council having considered the information presented by ERA Water Board 
and BRM Holdich, requests that the Board further explore the ‘third party 
investment or purchase’ option. 

Analysis of Options 

26. Detailed analysis of the options considered by ERA Water are attached to this report. 
Option 1, the recommendation presented for Council’s consideration, is the 
recommendation from the ERA Water Board. Notwithstanding, as the Town of 
Walkerville has already done, Council could also request that the Board of ERA Water 
further explore the ‘third party investment or purchase’ option. 

27. Some of the information presented in the Attachments was also covered in the Elected 
Member Subsidiary Induction where a presentation was provided by the Chair of 
ERA Water. 

28. Although it is noted that to enable ERA Water to better manage its cash flow, delay 
borrowings and possibly reduce the total amount borrowed, prepayments of Council 
‘take or pay’ water allocations for FY2020 can be made, there is no intention for the 
Administration to do so.  
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Conclusion 

29. Based on the analysis provided by BRM Holdich and the detailed consideration by the 
Board, Option 1 (Board recommendation to Council) is presented as the 
recommendation for Council’s consideration.  

30. It is noted that ERA Water was established to provide alternate irrigation for its Member 
Councils and was always considered to be a long term project.  
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ATTACHMENT A 

 

REPORT TO CONSTITUENT COUNCILS ON SYSTEM CAPACITY AND FUNDING REQUIREMENTS  

This report addresses two issues: 

(1) The capacity of the currently installed scheme based on the commissioning process and whether 
additional injection bore capacity should be provided. 

(2) The implications of 2018 being a dry year on cash flow for the project and funding requirements 
beyond the current debt limit. 
 

1. SYSTEM CAPACITY AND ADDITIONAL INJECTION BORE 
 

1.1 POSITION AT 18 SEPTEMBER 2018 MEETING OF ERA WATER AND COUNCIL MAYORS AND CEOS 

At 18 September 2018 there was: 

• An expectation that 120 ML of water would be available for irrigation in the 2018/19 irrigation 
season and 458 ML available from 2019/20 onwards 

• A revised Long Term Financial Plan (Attachment A) had been developed on the original annual 
allocations to Councils (i.e. Burnside 110 ML, NPSP 76.7 ML, and Walkerville 28 ML). Based on 
average rainfall, the LTFP indicated a deficit for 2018/19 of $547k, a deficit of $6k in 2019/20, 
and the ability to generate a rebate to Councils from 2020/21 onwards. The Statement of 
Financial Position indicated that borrowings needed to be very carefully managed but could be 
kept within the current debt limit of $13 million. 

• Allocations to Councils based on “average year” demand were to be paid by Councils on a “take 
or pay” basis at SA Water prices with the following volume allocations to Councils: 
- Burnside   100.0 ML (to be adjusted from the dry year demand figure of 110 ML) 
- NPSP    76.7 ML 
- Walkerville    28.0 ML 

TOTAL 204.7 ML 
 

 
1.2 POSITION AT 8 FEBRUARY 2019 

There is now more up-to-date information on water availability after the winter/spring rains, and on 
system capacity after commissioning trials. Two issues, in particular, need consideration because they 
vary the assumptions for financial forecasting. 

• Commissioning has indicated that the capacity of the system is about 50-60 L/s which is below 
the design capacity (458 ML/a based on 80 L/s). The critical limiting factor is injection bore 
capacity. One of the five injection/production bores drilled in 2017 was unsuccessful. It 
produced water but at a rate insufficient for use as a production bore. (It is now a monitoring 
bore.) 
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• With a dry year in 2018 in terms of rainfall, water availability for harvesting and injection was 
lower than assumed. The volume injected to date is 86.4 ML with an expected 35 ML available 
for extraction compared to 120 ML assumed in the financial forecasts. 
 

• The water availability in future years is reduced because of the constraints on design capacity 
which could be addressed by increasing injection/production bore capacity. 
 

1.3 IRRIGATION CAPACITY OF CURRENT ERA WATER SCHEME 

Based on the current knowledge of ERA Water Scheme, the table below sets out the expected water 
availability over the next five years for water harvesting and irrigation supply in ML per annum. 

TABLE 1: WATER AVAILABILITY WITH CURRENT INJECTION CAPACITY (ML/a) 

YEAR WATER HARVEST IRRIGATION AVAILABILITY MID-RANGE AVAILABILITY 
2018-19 120* 20 -50  35 
2019-20 430 - 520 250 - 360 300 
2020-21 500 - 600 320 - 400 360 
2021-22 500 - 600 320 - 400 360 
2022-23 500 - 600 320 - 400 360 

* Commissioning likely to require 70 – 100 ML for 2018-19 reducing water availability for injection. 

Key constraints for the years are as follows: 

• 2018-19: low rainfall reducing water available to harvest and commissioning requirements. 
• 2019-20: injection bore capacity at 60 l/s (compared to design capacity of 80 l/s); establishment 

of freshwater plume in the groundwater aquifer, the ability to recover freshwater from the 
aquifer, and system optimization to achieve maximum performance from the network. 

• 2020-21: plume establishment and aquifer recovery. 
• 2021-22: system operating at current capacity; rainfall the critical constraint. 
• 2022-23: system operating at current capacity; rainfall the critical constraint. 

 
1.4 IRRIGATION CAPACITY WITH ADDITIONAL BORE 

To achieve the design capacity of the ERA Water Scheme additional injection bore capacity is needed. 
The water availability with increased injection capacity is set out in Table 2 below. The key difference 
from Table 1 is the increased water availability in 2021-22 and 2022-23 where the mid-range availability 
increases from 360 ML to 458 ML. 

TABLE 2: WATER AVAILABILITY WITH INCREASED INJECTION CAPACITY (ML/a) 

YEAR WATER HARVEST IRRIGATION AVAILABILITY MID-RANGE AVAILABILITY 
2018-19 120* 20 -50   35 
2019-20 430 - 520 250 - 360 300 
2020-21 500 - 600 320 - 400 360 
2021-22 590 - 700 420 - 490 458 
2022-23 590 - 700 420 - 490 458 

*Some of harvested water used for commissioning 
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Timing: Increase in injection capacity requires the drilling of an additional bore to provide injection 
ahead of 2021-2022 irrigation season. Needs to be operational by May 2020 – decision by September 
2019. 

Cost: Drilling cost $60-80k (30% risk of failure); Fit out cost $60k; Pipe and power connections location 
dependent. Allow $400k with possible range $320k to $500k. 

1.5 OPTIONS EVALUATED 

Financial analysis has been undertaken on whether to invest in the sinking of a new bore. Two sub-
options have been considered relating to whether to try to sell water to external customers in FY 2020 
(preferred on financial grounds because it brings in revenue sooner) or not to sell to external customers 
in FY 2020 (preferred by the hydrogeologists because it enhances the freshwater plume establishment in 
the fractured rock aquifer). 

There are therefore four options that were considered: 

• Option 1a: No additional expenditure on injection capacity and with no external customers in FY 
2020 

• Option 1b: No additional expenditure on injection capacity and with external customers in FY 
2020 

• Option 2a: Additional expenditure on injection capacity and with no external customers in FY 
2020 

• Option 2b: Additional expenditure on injection capacity and with external customers in FY 2020. 

In addition to possible expenditure on a new bore, there are provisions for capital expenditure on 
connections to the ERA Water network of $456k in FY2019 and $405k in FY2020. This is based on: (1) 
Connections for 2018-19 irrigation season: 16 connections at $172k and can take 65 ML of demand; (2) 
Remaining Connections for Constituent Councils for 2019-20 irrigation season: 30 connections to 
achieve 215 ML of demand. Need to be ready by September 2019 – call tenders planned for March 
2019; (3) External Connections for 2019-20 irrigation season: Potential for about 85 ML to external 
connections; possible range 35 to 145 ML. Also need to be ready by September 2019 with call for 
tenders planned for March 2019; (4) External connections for 2020-21 irrigation season: Potential for 
additional 60 ML to external connections. Would need to be ready by September 2020 with tenders in 
February 2020, and (5) Additional external connections for 2021-2022 if additional injection capacity 
provided: 100 ML. Would need to be ready by September 2021 with tenders in February 2021. 

1.6 OUTCOMES OF FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 

Attachments B to E show the financial outcomes for the four options in terms of (i) Statement of 
Comprehensive Income, (ii) Statement of Financial Position, and (iii) Financial indicators and savings 
(costs) for Constituent Councils. The estimates assume average rainfall levels are received over the 
modelled period. Table 3 sets out a comparison of some of the key financial outcomes for the four 
options as well as the current budget. The outcomes in the table are: (i) the Financial Year that the 
project is predicted to generate savings for the Constituent Councils, (ii) the predicted amount of savings 
in that year, (iii) the predicted savings in FY 2028, and (iv) the estimated maximum borrowings at the 
end of a Financial Year. 
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TABLE 3: FINANCIAL COMPARISON OF OPTIONS AND CURRENT BUDGET 

 Year 
Achieving 
Surplus 

Savings in 
that Year 

Savings in  
FY 2028 

Maximum 
Borrowings 
at end of FY* 

Current Budget 2021 $21,029 $283,813 $12.8m 
Option 1a (no additional bore,  
                    no external sales in FY 2020) 

Beyond 2028 - ($124,218) $13.7m 

Option 1b (no additional bore, 
                    external sales in FY 2020) 

Beyond 2028 - ($112,218) $13.5m 

Option 2a (additional bore, 
                     no external sales in FY 2020) 

2023 $14,856 $213,326 $14.1m 

Option 2b (additional bore 
                     external sales in FY 2020) 

2023 $24,681 $223,153 $13.9m 

* Note: maximum borrowings within the FY may be greater because expenditure can occur in any given 
year before revenue is received. 

The comparison shows that without an additional bore (options 1a and 1b), the project cannot cover its 
operating expenses with revenue and hence does not achieve savings for the Constituent Councils in the 
ten-year long-term financial planning period. However, the cost to Councils continues to decline as the 
outstanding debt is reduced. 

With an additional bore (options 2a and 2b), the financial year where savings to Councils would 
commence is estimated to be FY 2023 which is two years later than estimated in the current budget. By 
2028 the savings have risen to more than $200,000 but are less than the current budget. Bringing 
forward external sales generates additional savings and reduces maximum borrowings. 

All options indicate that the current debt limit of $13m will be exceeded. Note that within a financial 
year the borrowings required may be greater because expenditure is incurred before revenue is 
received during the summer irrigation period.  

The best financial outcome is achieved with Option 2b (additional bore and external sales in FY 2020). 
The availability of water for external sales could vary depending on rainfall and the ability to harvest and 
inject sufficient stormwater. 

RECOMMENDATION TO CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 

Based on the information on system capacity and the financial evaluation of options, the ERA Water 
Board recommends that: 

• additional bore capacity is provided to achieve the original design capacity of the water 
harvesting and aquifer storage and recovery scheme; and 

• subject to water availability, sales to external customers begin in FY2020. 
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2. FUNDING REQUIREMENTS FOR ERA WATER 

2.1 CASH FLOW AND CREDIT LIMIT 

As indicated in Table 3 above, as a result of the dry weather and reduced water availability, all options 
indicate that the debt limit of $13 million will be exceeded. 

A monthly forecast of cash flow has been undertaken. This cash flow forecast is set out in Attachment F. 
The analysis indicates that the debt limit of $13m will be exceeded in May 2019. 

2.2 FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 

Analysis of the future funding requirements for ERA Water has been undertaken for option 2b 
(replacement bore with external customers in FY2020) for average rainfall years (refer Attachment G). 
Taking into account the cash requirements to sustain operations in May and June 2019, the forecast 
FY2020 cash deficit and the need to expend some capital early in the financial year (before revenue is 
received), it is estimated that the level of additional funding required (based on average rainfall years) to 
be in the range between $1.2 million and $1.5 million. 

To test the sensitivity of ERA Water’s cash position if there were a series of dry years, water availability 
for irrigation was assumed to be: 

• FY2019 -    35 ML 
• FY2020 -  150 ML 
• FY2021 -  180 ML 
• FY2022 -  300 ML 
• FY2023 -  360 ML 
• FY2024–FY2028 -  458 ML. 

Taking into account the cash required to sustain operations in May and June 2019 and the forecast cash 
deficits between FY2020 and FY2022, it is estimated the level of additional funding required under the 
series of dry years scenario to be in the range between $1.8 million and $2.3 million. 

2.3 FUNDING OPTIONS 

Under the ERA Water corporate structure there are five identified sources of additional funds to meet 
the requirement of between $1.2 million (assuming average rainfall) and $2.3 million (assuming a series 
of dry years): 

• Debt by borrowing from the Local Government Financing Authority 
• Equity contributions from the Constituent Councils 
• A combination of debt and equity contributions 
• Prepayment by Constituent Councils of water allocations 
• Third party investment or purchase of the scheme. 

 
2.4 CONSIDERATION OF OPTIONS 
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The historical approach to funding of ERA Water expenditure has been debt by borrowing from the Local 
Government Financing Authority. Attachment G sets out a financial analysis of debt and equity options. 
Making equity contributions brings forward the timing of savings to Councils in water supply costs from 
the project. However, equity contributions require immediate cash outlays for the Constituent Councils 
rather than spreading the funding requirements over many years in line with the receipt of revenues. 
The impact of using additional debt is that the future interest and principal payments borne by ERA 
Water will increase, leading to a longer period of time that ERA Water will record operating deficits, and, 
that it will take longer to deliver reduced water prices for the Constituent Councils. This will accordingly 
have a proportionately greater negative financial impact on the Constituent Councils that use more 
water rather than less.  
 
Prepayment of water costs by Councils would reduce ERA Water’s requirements for funding by 
borrowing or equity injection. In the current LTFP, the Constituent Councils are expected to pay 
$755,660 in FY2020 and $773,040 in FY2021 in relation to water sales and supply charges. Prepayment 
would delay and possibly reduce the level of borrowings or equity injection required. 

For the third-party purchase option to be financially attractive to the Constituent Councils, the purchase 
price of the scheme would need to at least cover the investment by Constituent Councils ($14.2 million 
to $15.3 million depending on rainfall) and provide equivalent long-term savings in irrigation costs that 
the Council-owned scheme would provide. 

RECOMMENDATION TO CONSTITUENT COUNCILS 

It is recommended by the ERA Water Board that: 

• the historical approach of using debt by borrowing from the Local Government Financing 
Authority be used to meet ERA Water’s funding requirements; and 

• the Constituent Councils provide ERA Water with authority to increase the debt limit by $2.3 
million. 

In making these recommendations, the Board noted that: 

• drawdown of additional funds would only be made in accordance with a budget approved by 
the Constituent Councils;  

• financial indicators include the monitoring of the cash position against debt limit; and 
• Constituent Councils may make prepayments of their “take or pay” water allocations for 

FY2020, by May 2019, to enable ERA Water to better manage its cash flow, delay borrowings, 
and, possibly reduce the total amount borrowed. 
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Option 1A - FY2019 LTFP with capacity reduced to 360ML (with no external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Income

User Charges

Water Sales ERA Councils 133,182 755,660 773,040 790,820 809,009 827,616 846,651 866,124 886,045 906,424

Water Sales - Other 0 0 435,668 445,688 455,939 466,425 477,153 488,128 499,355 510,840

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Income 133,182 755,660 1,208,708 1,236,508 1,264,948 1,294,041 1,323,804 1,354,252 1,385,400 1,417,264

Expenses

Employee Costs 112,920 96,336 98,552 100,818 103,137 105,509 107,936 110,419 112,958 115,556

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 308,586 379,459 429,764 442,328 455,315 468,741 482,623 496,980 511,829 527,192

Depreciation 264,658 453,484 446,024 433,237 420,965 409,183 439,797 427,656 415,986 404,764

Finance Costs 258,977 491,633 514,762 542,454 536,418 529,614 522,007 513,558 504,226 493,970

Total Expenses 945,141 1,420,911 1,489,101 1,518,837 1,515,835 1,513,047 1,552,363 1,548,612 1,544,999 1,541,482

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -665,251 -280,394 -282,329 -250,887 -219,006 -228,559 -194,360 -159,599 -124,218

Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -665,251 -280,394 -282,329 -250,887 -219,006 -228,559 -194,360 -159,599 -124,218

Other Comprehensive Income

Amounts which will not be reclassified to operating result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income -811,959 -665,251 -280,394 -282,329 -250,887 -219,006 -228,559 -194,360 -159,599 -124,218

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each Constituent Council 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Walkerville 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total savings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The table above shows the difference between the cost of water available under the ERA Water model compared to what a Constituent Council would need to pay if contracting directly 

with SA Water. 
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Option 1A - FY2019 LTFP with capacity reduced to 360ML (with no external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Financial Position 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & cash equivalents 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517

Trade & Other Receivables 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316

Total Current Assets 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833

Non-current Assets

Financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 21,243,055 21,194,571 20,748,548 20,315,310 19,894,345 21,401,628 20,961,831 20,534,176 20,118,190 19,713,426

Total Non-current Assets 21,243,055 21,194,571 20,748,548 20,315,310 19,894,345 21,401,628 20,961,831 20,534,176 20,118,190 19,713,426

Total Assets 21,262,888 21,214,404 20,768,381 20,335,143 19,914,178 21,421,461 20,981,664 20,554,009 20,138,023 19,733,259

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Provisions

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Non-current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 13,110,208 13,726,976 13,561,346 13,410,438 13,240,360 13,050,182 12,838,944 12,605,648 12,349,262 12,068,717

Total Non-current Liabilities 13,110,208 13,726,976 13,561,346 13,410,438 13,240,360 13,050,182 12,838,944 12,605,648 12,349,262 12,068,717

Total Liabilities 13,114,208 13,730,976 13,565,346 13,414,438 13,244,360 13,054,182 12,842,944 12,609,648 12,353,262 12,072,717

NET ASSETS 8,148,680 7,483,428 7,203,035 6,920,705 6,669,818 8,367,279 8,138,720 7,944,360 7,784,761 7,660,543

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 8,960,638 8,148,679 7,483,428 7,203,035 6,920,705 6,669,818 8,367,279 8,138,720 7,944,360 7,784,761

Asset Revaluation Reserves 0 0 0 0 0 1,916,466 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus (Deficit) -811,959 -665,251 -280,394 -282,329 -250,887 -219,006 -228,559 -194,360 -159,599 -124,218 

TOTAL EQUITY 8,148,679 7,483,428 7,203,035 6,920,705 6,669,818 8,367,279 8,138,720 7,944,360 7,784,761 7,660,542
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Option 1A - FY2019 LTFP with capacity reduced to 360ML (with no external customers in FY2020)

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (88.0%) (23.2%) (22.8%) (19.8%) (16.9%) (17.3%) (14.4%) (11.5%) (8.8%)

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9844% 1817% 1122% 1085% 1047% 1008% 970% 931% 891% 852%

3) Liabilities as percentage of credit limit 101% 106% 104% 103% 102% 100% 99% 97% 95% 93%

4) Asset funding ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5) Asset sustainability ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

6) Interest cover ratio 194.5% 65.1% 42.6% 43.9% 42.4% 40.9% 39.4% 37.9% 36.4% 34.9%

Financial Indicator comments:

2) Net financial liabilities calculated as total liabilities less financial assets divided by Adjusted Income.

3) Net financial liability as percentage of ERA Water debt limit imposed by the Constituent Councils.

4) Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement assets as a percentage of annual depreciation expenditure.

5) Planned capital expenditure over the 70 year scheme life as percentage of total asset value. 

6) Interest expense as a percentage of Adjusted Income.

1) Revenue and operating surplus calculated based on the notional revenue generated from Constituent Councils if they were to pay 100% of SA Water Price (Adjusted Income).
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Option 1B - FY2019 LTFP with capacity reduced to 360ML (with external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Income

User Charges

Water Sales ERA Councils 133,182 755,660 773,040 790,820 809,009 827,616 846,651 866,124 886,045 906,424

Water Sales - Other 0 250,050 435,668 445,688 455,939 466,425 477,153 488,128 499,355 510,840

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Income 133,182 1,005,709 1,208,708 1,236,508 1,264,948 1,294,041 1,323,804 1,354,252 1,385,400 1,417,264

Expenses

Employee Costs 112,920 96,336 98,552 100,818 103,137 105,509 107,936 110,419 112,958 115,556

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 308,586 401,858 429,764 442,328 455,315 468,741 482,623 496,980 511,829 527,192

Depreciation 264,658 453,484 446,024 433,237 420,965 409,183 439,797 427,656 415,986 404,764

Finance Costs 258,977 491,633 506,225 533,006 526,592 519,396 511,380 502,506 492,732 482,016

Total Expenses 945,141 1,443,310 1,480,564 1,509,390 1,506,009 1,502,829 1,541,736 1,537,559 1,533,505 1,529,528

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -437,601 -271,857 -272,882 -241,062 -208,787 -217,932 -183,308 -148,105 -112,264

Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -437,601 -271,857 -272,882 -241,062 -208,787 -217,932 -183,308 -148,105 -112,264

Other Comprehensive Income

Amounts which will not be reclassified to operating result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income -811,959 -437,601 -271,857 -272,882 -241,062 -208,787 -217,932 -183,308 -148,105 -112,264

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each Constituent Council 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Walkerville 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total savings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

The table above shows the difference between the cost of water available under the ERA Water model compared to what a Constituent Council would need to pay if contracting directly 

with SA Water. 
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Option 1B - FY2019 LTFP with capacity reduced to 360ML (with external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Financial Position 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & cash equivalents 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517

Trade & Other Receivables 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316

Total Current Assets 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833

Non-current Assets

Financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 21,243,055 21,194,571 20,748,548 20,315,310 19,894,345 21,401,628 20,961,831 20,534,176 20,118,190 19,713,426

Total Non-current Assets 21,243,055 21,194,571 20,748,548 20,315,310 19,894,345 21,401,628 20,961,831 20,534,176 20,118,190 19,713,426

Total Assets 21,262,888 21,214,404 20,768,381 20,335,143 19,914,178 21,421,461 20,981,664 20,554,009 20,138,023 19,733,259

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Provisions

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Non-current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 13,110,208 13,499,325 13,325,158 13,164,803 12,984,899 12,784,504 12,562,638 12,318,290 12,050,410 11,757,910

Total Non-current Liabilities 13,110,208 13,499,325 13,325,158 13,164,803 12,984,899 12,784,504 12,562,638 12,318,290 12,050,410 11,757,910

Total Liabilities 13,114,208 13,503,325 13,329,158 13,168,803 12,988,899 12,788,504 12,566,638 12,322,290 12,054,410 11,761,910

NET ASSETS 8,148,680 7,711,079 7,439,222 7,166,340 6,925,279 8,632,958 8,415,026 8,231,718 8,083,613 7,971,349

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 8,960,638 8,148,679 7,711,079 7,439,222 7,166,340 6,925,278 8,632,957 8,415,026 8,231,718 8,083,613

Asset Revaluation Reserves 0 0 0 0 0 1,916,466 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus (Deficit) -811,959 -437,601 -271,857 -272,882 -241,062 -208,787 -217,932 -183,308 -148,105 -112,264 

TOTAL EQUITY 8,148,679 7,711,079 7,439,222 7,166,340 6,925,278 8,632,957 8,415,026 8,231,718 8,083,613 7,971,349
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Option 1B - FY2019 LTFP with capacity reduced to 360ML (with external customers in FY2020)

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (43.5%) (22.5%) (22.1%) (19.1%) (16.1%) (16.5%) (13.5%) (10.7%) (7.9%)

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9844% 1342% 1102% 1065% 1027% 988% 949% 910% 870% 830%

3) Liabilities as percentage of credit limit 101% 104% 103% 101% 100% 98% 97% 95% 93% 90%

4) Asset funding ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5) Asset sustainability ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

6) Interest cover ratio 194.5% 48.9% 41.9% 43.1% 41.6% 40.1% 38.6% 37.1% 35.6% 34.0%

Financial Indicator comments:

2) Net financial liabilities calculated as total liabilities less financial assets divided by Adjusted Income.

3) Net financial liability as percentage of ERA Water debt limit imposed by the Constituent Councils.

4) Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement assets as a percentage of annual depreciation expenditure.

5) Planned capital expenditure over the 70 year scheme life as percentage of total asset value. 

6) Interest expense as a percentage of Adjusted Income.

1) Revenue and operating surplus calculated based on the notional revenue generated from Constituent Councils if they were to pay 100% of SA Water Price (Adjusted Income).
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Option 2A - FY2019 LTFP with replacement bore (with no external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Income

User Charges

Water Sales ERA Councils 133,182 755,660 773,040 790,820 794,153 764,959 779,479 749,523 720,738 693,098

Water Sales - Other 0 0 435,668 746,228 763,391 780,949 798,911 817,286 836,083 855,313

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Income 133,182 755,660 1,208,708 1,537,048 1,557,544 1,545,908 1,578,390 1,566,808 1,556,821 1,548,411

Expenses

Employee Costs 112,920 96,336 98,552 100,818 103,137 105,509 107,936 110,419 112,958 115,556

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 308,586 379,459 429,764 470,690 485,095 500,009 515,455 531,454 548,027 565,199

Depreciation 264,658 453,484 451,738 438,870 426,518 414,656 445,851 433,623 421,867 410,562

Finance Costs 258,977 491,633 529,762 559,054 542,794 525,734 509,147 491,313 473,969 457,094

Total Expenses 945,141 1,420,911 1,509,816 1,569,432 1,557,544 1,545,908 1,578,390 1,566,808 1,556,821 1,548,411

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -665,251 -301,108 -32,384 0 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -665,251 -301,108 -32,384 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Comprehensive Income

Amounts which will not be reclassified to operating result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income -811,959 -665,251 -301,108 -32,384 0 0 0 0 0 0

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each Constituent Council 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 0 7,612 32,106 34,420 59,748 84,706 109,312

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 0 5,306 22,378 23,991 41,644 59,040 76,190

Walkerville 0 0 0 0 1,938 8,173 8,761 15,209 21,561 27,825

Total savings 0 0 0 0 14,856 62,657 67,172 116,601 165,307 213,326

The table above shows the difference between the cost of water available under the ERA Water model compared to what a Constituent Council would need to pay if contracting directly 

with SA Water. 
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Option 2A - FY2019 LTFP with replacement bore (with no external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Financial Position 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & cash equivalents 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517

Trade & Other Receivables 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316

Total Current Assets 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833

Non-current Assets

Financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Non-current Assets 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Assets 21,262,888 21,614,404 21,162,666 20,723,797 20,297,279 21,845,220 21,399,369 20,965,746 20,543,879 20,133,317

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Provisions

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Non-current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 13,110,208 14,126,976 13,976,346 13,569,860 13,143,342 12,728,687 12,282,836 11,849,213 11,427,346 11,016,784

Total Non-current Liabilities 13,110,208 14,126,976 13,976,346 13,569,860 13,143,342 12,728,687 12,282,836 11,849,213 11,427,346 11,016,784

Total Liabilities 13,114,208 14,130,976 13,980,346 13,573,860 13,147,342 12,732,687 12,286,836 11,853,213 11,431,346 11,020,784

NET ASSETS 8,148,680 7,483,428 7,182,320 7,149,936 7,149,936 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 8,960,638 8,148,679 7,483,428 7,182,320 7,149,936 7,149,936 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533

Asset Revaluation Reserves 0 0 0 0 0 1,962,597 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus (Deficit) -811,959 -665,251 -301,108 -32,384 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL EQUITY 8,148,679 7,483,428 7,182,320 7,149,936 7,149,936 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533 9,112,533
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Option 2A - FY2019 LTFP with replacement bore (with no external customers in FY2020)

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (88.0%) (24.9%) (2.1%) 0.9% 3.9% 4.1% 6.9% 9.6% 12.1%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9844% 1869% 1156% 883% 836% 791% 746% 704% 664% 625%

3) Liabilities as percentage of credit limit 101% 109% 108% 104% 101% 98% 94% 91% 88% 85%

4) Asset funding ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5) Asset sustainability ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

6) Interest cover ratio 194.5% 65.1% 43.8% 36.4% 34.5% 32.7% 30.9% 29.2% 27.5% 25.9%

Financial Indicator comments:

2) Net financial liabilities calculated as total liabilities less financial assets divided by Adjusted Income.

3) Net financial liability as percentage of ERA Water debt limit imposed by the Constituent Councils.

4) Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement assets as a percentage of annual depreciation expenditure.

5) Planned capital expenditure over the 70 year scheme life as percentage of total asset value. 

6) Interest expense as a percentage of Adjusted Income.

1) Revenue and operating surplus calculated based on the notional revenue generated from Constituent Councils if they were to pay 100% of SA Water Price (Adjusted Income).
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Option 2B - FY2019 LTFP with replacement bore (with external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Income

User Charges

Water Sales ERA Councils 133,182 755,660 773,040 790,820 784,327 755,134 769,653 739,697 710,913 683,272

Water Sales - Other 0 250,050 435,668 746,228 763,391 780,949 798,911 817,286 836,083 855,313

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Income 133,182 1,005,709 1,208,708 1,537,048 1,547,718 1,536,083 1,568,564 1,556,983 1,546,996 1,538,585

Expenses

Employee Costs 112,920 96,336 98,552 100,818 103,137 105,509 107,936 110,419 112,958 115,556

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 308,586 401,858 429,764 470,690 485,095 500,009 515,455 531,454 548,027 565,199

Depreciation 264,658 453,484 451,738 438,870 426,518 414,656 445,851 433,623 421,867 410,562

Finance Costs 258,977 491,633 521,225 549,606 532,969 515,908 499,322 481,488 464,143 447,268

Total Expenses 945,141 1,443,310 1,501,279 1,559,984 1,547,718 1,536,083 1,568,564 1,556,983 1,546,996 1,538,585

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -437,601 -292,571 -22,937 0 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -437,601 -292,571 -22,937 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Comprehensive Income

Amounts which will not be reclassified to operating result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income -811,959 -437,601 -292,571 -22,937 0 0 0 0 0 0

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each Constituent Council 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 0 12,647 37,141 39,455 64,783 89,740 114,346

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 0 8,815 25,887 27,500 45,154 62,549 79,699

Walkerville 0 0 0 0 3,219 9,454 10,043 16,490 22,843 29,106

Total savings 0 0 0 0 24,681 72,482 76,998 126,427 175,132 223,152

The table above shows the difference between the cost of water available under the ERA Water model compared to what a Constituent Council would need to pay if contracting directly 

with SA Water. 
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Option 2B - FY2019 LTFP with replacement bore (with external customers in FY2020)

Statement of Financial Position 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & cash equivalents 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517

Trade & Other Receivables 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316

Total Current Assets 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833

Non-current Assets

Financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Non-current Assets 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Assets 21,262,888 21,614,404 21,162,666 20,723,797 20,297,279 21,845,220 21,399,369 20,965,746 20,543,879 20,133,317

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Provisions

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Non-current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 13,110,208 13,899,325 13,740,158 13,324,225 12,897,708 12,483,052 12,037,201 11,603,578 11,181,711 10,771,149

Total Non-current Liabilities 13,110,208 13,899,325 13,740,158 13,324,225 12,897,708 12,483,052 12,037,201 11,603,578 11,181,711 10,771,149

Total Liabilities 13,114,208 13,903,325 13,744,158 13,328,225 12,901,708 12,487,052 12,041,201 11,607,578 11,185,711 10,775,149

NET ASSETS 8,148,680 7,711,079 7,418,508 7,395,571 7,395,571 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 8,960,638 8,148,679 7,711,079 7,418,508 7,395,571 7,395,571 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168

Asset Revaluation Reserves 0 0 0 0 0 1,962,597 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus (Deficit) -811,959 -437,601 -292,571 -22,937 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL EQUITY 8,148,679 7,711,079 7,418,508 7,395,571 7,395,571 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168 9,358,168
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Option 2B - FY2019 LTFP with replacement bore (with external customers in FY2020)

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (43.5%) (24.2%) (1.5%) 1.6% 4.5% 4.7% 7.5% 10.2% 12.7%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9844% 1382% 1137% 867% 820% 776% 731% 689% 649% 611%

3) Liabilities as percentage of credit limit 101% 107% 106% 102% 99% 96% 93% 89% 86% 83%

4) Asset funding ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5) Asset sustainability ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

6) Interest cover ratio 194.5% 48.9% 43.1% 35.8% 33.9% 32.1% 30.3% 28.6% 27.0% 25.4%

Financial Indicator comments:

2) Net financial liabilities calculated as total liabilities less financial assets divided by Adjusted Income.

3) Net financial liability as percentage of ERA Water debt limit imposed by the Constituent Councils.

4) Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement assets as a percentage of annual depreciation expenditure.

5) Planned capital expenditure over the 70 year scheme life as percentage of total asset value. 

6) Interest expense as a percentage of Adjusted Income.

1) Revenue and operating surplus calculated based on the notional revenue generated from Constituent Councils if they were to pay 100% of SA Water Price (Adjusted Income).
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ERA WATER - Approved budget

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Income

User Charges

Water Sales ERA Councils 419,632 755,660 752,011 752,794 722,753 693,861 708,019 678,392 649,932 622,611

Water Sales - Other 0 713,040 729,440 746,217 763,380 780,938 798,899 817,274 836,071 855,301

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Income 419,632 1,468,700 1,481,451 1,499,011 1,486,133 1,474,799 1,506,919 1,495,666 1,486,003 1,477,912

Expenses

Employee Costs 112,920 96,336 98,552 100,818 103,137 105,509 107,936 110,419 112,958 115,556

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 329,836 443,333 456,776 470,690 485,095 500,009 515,455 531,454 548,027 565,199

Depreciation 264,658 453,484 446,024 433,237 420,965 409,183 439,797 427,656 415,986 404,764

Finance Costs 258,977 481,688 480,100 494,266 476,936 460,098 443,730 426,138 409,032 392,393

Total Expenses 966,391 1,474,840 1,481,451 1,499,011 1,486,133 1,474,799 1,506,919 1,495,666 1,486,003 1,477,912

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) -546,759 -6,140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus / (Deficit) -546,759 -6,140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Comprehensive Income

Amounts which will not be reclassified to operating result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income -546,759 -6,140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Attachment F
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ERA WATER

Statement of Financial Position 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & cash equivalents 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517

Trade & Other Receivables 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316

Total Current Assets 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833

Non-current Assets

Financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 21,243,055 21,194,571 20,748,548 20,315,310 19,894,345 21,401,628 20,961,831 20,534,176 20,118,190 19,713,426

Total Non-current Assets 21,243,055 21,194,571 20,748,548 20,315,310 19,894,345 21,401,628 20,961,831 20,534,176 20,118,190 19,713,426

Total Assets 21,262,888 21,214,404 20,768,381 20,335,143 19,914,178 21,421,461 20,981,664 20,554,009 20,138,023 19,733,259

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Provisions

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Non-current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 12,845,008 12,802,665 12,356,641 11,923,404 11,502,439 11,093,256 10,653,459 10,225,803 9,809,818 9,405,054

Total Non-current Liabilities 12,845,008 12,802,665 12,356,641 11,923,404 11,502,439 11,093,256 10,653,459 10,225,803 9,809,818 9,405,054

Total Liabilities 12,849,008 12,806,665 12,360,641 11,927,404 11,506,439 11,097,256 10,657,459 10,229,803 9,813,818 9,409,054

NET ASSETS 8,413,880 8,407,739 8,407,739 8,407,739 8,407,739 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 8,960,638 8,413,879 8,407,739 8,407,739 8,407,739 8,407,739 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205

Asset Revaluation Reserves 0 0 0 0 0 1,916,466 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus (Deficit) -546,759 -6,140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL EQUITY 8,413,879 8,407,739 8,407,739 8,407,739 8,407,739 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205 10,324,205
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ERA WATER - Approved budget

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (130.3%) (0.4%) 1.4% 2.5% 5.5% 8.3% 8.4% 11.2% 13.7% 16.1%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 3061% 872% 822% 776% 732% 690% 647% 607% 570% 534%

3) Liabilities as percentage of credit limit 99% 98% 95% 92% 88% 85% 82% 79% 75% 72%

4) Asset funding ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5) Asset sustainability ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

6) Interest cover ratio 61.7% 32.8% 32.0% 32.2% 30.3% 28.6% 27.0% 25.3% 23.8% 22.3%

Financial Indicator comments:

2) Net financial liabilities calculated as total liabilities less financial assets divided by Adjusted Income.

3) Net financial liability as percentage of ERA Water debt limit imposed by the Constituent Councils.

4) Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement assets as a percentage of annual depreciation expenditure.

5) Planned capital expenditure over the 70 year scheme life as percentage of total asset value. 

6) Interest expense as a percentage of Adjusted Income.

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each Constituent Council 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 10,776 19,485 44,199 68,538 71,037 96,197 120,988 145,430

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 7,511 13,581 30,806 47,771 49,513 67,049 84,329 101,365

Walkerville 0 0 2,743 4,960 11,251 17,446 18,082 24,486 30,797 37,019

Total savings 0 0 21,029 38,026 86,255 133,755 138,632 187,732 236,113 283,813

1) Revenue and operating surplus calculated based on the notional revenue generated from Constituent Councils if they were to pay 100% of SA Water Price (Adjusted Income).

The table above shows the difference between the cost of water available under the ERA Water model compared to what a Constituent Council would need to pay if contracting directly with SA 

Water. 
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12 February 2019 

Mr Robin English 
General Manager 
ERA Water 

Dear Robin, 

LTFP scenario modelling 

During December 2018, we undertook financial modelling on behalf of ERA Water to 
consider the impact of four different scenarios in relation to the timing of the 
replacement of a failed bore and the commencement of water sales to external 
customers. 

The ERA Water Board has requested we update our financial modelling in relation 
to Scenario 2b; to consider the impact of lower than expected rainfall on ERA 
Water’s financial performance and funding requirements and to consider the 
options for ERA Water and the Constituent Councils to fund the ERA Water 
projected cash shortfall.   

1. OPTION 2B - BASE CASE:

1.1 Option 2b describes the scenario where ERA Water invests $400,000 in 
FY2020 on a replacement bore with sales to external customers also 
commencing in FY2020.  It is assumed additional debt facilities are approved 
by the Constituent Councils to be obtained by ERA Water to fund existing cash 
shortfalls. 

1.2 The Base Case 2b scenario assumes ‘average’ levels of rainfall which 
Walbridge Gilbert Aztec (WGA) have advised is expected to produce the 
following amounts of saleable water over the LTFP period: 

 FY2019: 35ML

 FY2020: 300ML

 FY2021: 360ML

 FY2022 to FY2028: 458ML (full capacity)

1.3 The impact on the Statement of Comprehensive Income, Balance Sheet and 
Financial Indicators are shown in Attachment One. 

1.4 In summary, under this scenario, ERA Water is forecast to deliver a cash deficit 
in FY2019 and FY2020 before moving to a surplus in FY2021.  Based on this 
analysis ERA Water will not be in a position to cover its operating costs until 
FY2023 and accordingly will not be in a position to deliver water prices to 
Constituent Councils below the forecast SA Water rate until that time. 

Attachment G
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1.5 Funding Requirements – Base Case 

1.5.1 The level of current funding available to ERA Water is expected to be exhausted 
in approximately May 2019.  

1.5.2 In addition, ERA Water is modelled to record a cash deficit in FY2020 of $0.789 
million.  

1.5.3 Many of the large negative cashflow items forecast to be incurred by ERA Water 
during FY2020, such as reserve connections, will need to be expended in the 
early part of the financial year.  Revenue will only start to be received by ERA 
Water during the summer irrigation period. 

1.5.4 Taking into account the cash required to sustain operations in May and June 
2019, the forecast FY2020 cash deficit and the need to undertake capital works 
early in the financial year (before revenue is received), we forecast the level of 
additional funding required under the Base Case scenario to be in the range of 
between $1.2 million and $1.5 million. 

2. OPTION 2B – DRY CASE 

2.1 The Base Case scenario assumes average rainfall winters over the short term.  We have 
also been asked to model an alternative scenario which considers the impact of drier 
than expected winters over the short term on the financial performance and funding 
requirements of ERA Water. 

2.2 WGA have estimated that a drier than average winter could have the impact of reducing 
the water available for sale by 50% over the short term.  Accordingly, we have prepared 
an updated financial model that assumes the following water volumes available for sale: 

 FY2019: 35ML 

 FY2020: 150ML 

 FY2021: 180ML 

 FY2022: 300ML 

 FY2023: 360ML 

 FY2024 to FY2028: 458ML (full capacity) 
 
2.3 The impact of the Statement of Comprehensive Income, Balance Sheet and Financial 

Indicators are shown in Attachment Two. 

2.4 In summary, under this scenario, ERA Water is forecast to operate at a cash deficit 
between FY2019 and FY2022 before moving to a cash surplus in FY2023.  ERA Water 
will not be in a position to cover its operating costs until FY2024 and accordingly not be 
in a position to deliver water prices to Constituent Councils below the forecast SA Water 
price until that time. 

2.5 Funding Requirements – Dry Case 

2.5.1 Under the revised water sales assumptions, ERA Water is forecast to record a 
cash deficit in FY2020 of $1.223 million, $0.365 million in FY2021 and $0.061 
million in FY2022.  

2.5.2 Taking into account the cash required to sustain operations in May and June 
2019 and the forecast cash deficits between FY2020 and FY2022, we expect 
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the level of additional funding required under the ‘Dry Scenario’ to be in the 
range of between $1.8 million and $2.3 million. 

3. FUNDING  

3.1 Funding Options 

3.1.1 ERA Water’s existing approved debt facilities are expected to be exhausted by 
May 2019.  At this time, additional funding will be required to continue 
operations.  

3.1.2 There are five identified sources of funding available to ERA Water and the 
Constituent Councils to meet the funding gap.  These are: 

3.1.2.1 Debt; 

3.1.2.2 Constituent Council equity contributions; 

3.1.2.3 A combination of debt and equity contributions;  

3.1.2.4 Constituent Council prepayment for water; and 

3.1.2.5 Third party investment / divestment. 

3.1.3 Historically, funding for ERA Water has been provided by a combination of: 

3.1.3.1 Federal Government Grants; 

3.1.3.2 Debt (sourced from the LGFA); and 

3.1.3.3 In-kind contributions from Constituent Councils to assist with the 
operations of ERA Water.  

3.1.4 Consistent with the historical methodology used to fund ERA Water’s assets, 
the financial modelling in Section 1 and 2 has been undertaken on the 
assumption that debt is used to finance the existing funding shortfall.  

3.2 Debt 

3.2.1 ERA Water can access additional debt funding through the LGFA contingent 
on the Constituent Councils resolving to increase the existing ‘debt cap’.   

3.2.2 The impact of using additional debt is that the future interest and principal 
payments borne by ERA Water will increase, leading to a longer period of time 
that ERA Water will record operating deficits and fail to deliver reduced water 
prices for the Constituent Councils.  This will accordingly have a greater 
negative financial impact on the Constituent Councils that use more water 
rather than less.  

3.2.3 Based on Scenario 2b (average rainfall) the expected annual saving on water 
for each Constituent Council if debt is used to meet the funding shortfall is 
shown in Table One and the expected impact on the Operating Surplus Ratio 
and Net Financial Liabilities ratio is shown in Table Two.  
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Table One: Forecast water savings for Constituent Councils based on Scenario 2b and the use 
of debt funding meet the funding shortfall 

 
 
Table Two: Operating Surplus and Net Financial Liabilities Ratio based on the use of debt 
funding meet the funding shortfall 

 
 
3.3 Equity contributions 

3.3.1 Under the ERA Water Charter, Constituent Councils may make equity 
contributions in order to meet funding requirements.  

3.3.2 Accepting additional equity contributions from the Constituent Councils would 
reduce the amount of additional debt required by ERA Water and the burden of 
future interest and principal repayments. 

3.3.3 Under Scenario 2b, the amount of equity required could be up to $1.5 million or 
$0.500 million per Constituent Council. 

3.3.4 The financial capacity, or appetite, of each Constituent Council to make equity 
contributions to ERA Water is unknown.  Further, in order to keep the equity 
interests the same, each Constituent Council would need to make the same 
contribution which could be challenging if each Constituent Council has a 
different appetite to make an equity contribution. 

3.3.5 Based on Scenario 2b (average rainfall) the expected annual saving on water 
for each Constituent Council, if equity contributions are used to meet the 
funding shortfall, is shown in Table Three and the expected impact on the 
Operating Surplus Ratio and Net Financial Liabilities Ratio is shown in Table 
Four.  

Table Three: Forecast water savings for Constituent Councils based on Scenario 2b and the use 
of Constituent Council equity contributions to meet the funding shortfall 

 

  

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each CC 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 0 12,647 37,141 39,455 64,783 89,740 114,346

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 0 8,815 25,887 27,500 45,154 62,549 79,699

Walkerville 0 0 0 0 3,219 9,454 10,043 16,490 22,843 29,106

Total savings 0 0 0 0 24,681 72,482 76,998 126,427 175,132 223,152

Option 2b

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (43.5%) (24.2%) (1.5%) 1.6% 4.5% 4.7% 7.5% 10.2% 12.7%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9844% 1382% 1137% 867% 820% 776% 731% 689% 649% 611%

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each CC 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 21,341 46,211 70,705 73,019 98,347 123,304 147,910

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 14,875 32,209 49,281 50,894 68,548 85,943 103,093

Walkerville 0 0 0 5,432 11,763 17,998 18,587 25,034 31,387 37,650

Total savings 0 0 0 41,648 90,183 137,984 142,500 191,929 240,634 288,654
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Table Four: Operating Surplus and Net Financial Liabilities Ratio based on the use of 
Constituent Council equity contributions to meet the funding shortfall 

 

3.4 Combination of debt and equity 

3.4.1 A hybrid option is to use a combination of Constituent Council equity 
contributions and additional debt to fund the forecast cash deficits.  

3.4.2 Assuming a 50/50 debt to equity split of the funding required, the expected 
annual saving on water for each Constituent Council under the hybrid option is 
shown in Table Five and the expected impact on the Operating Surplus Ratio 
and Net Financial Liabilities ratio is shown in Table Six. 

Table Five: Forecast water savings for Constituent Councils based on Scenario 2b and the use 
of a hybrid funding model 

 

Table Six: Operating Surplus and Net Financial Liabilities Ratio based on the hybrid funding 
model 

 

3.5 Prepayment of water 

3.5.1 Some, or all, of the Constituent Councils could elect to prepay for one or a 
number of years of future water requirements to assist ERA Water with its 
funding shortfall.   

3.5.2 This would again reduce the requirement for ERA Water to borrow additional 
funds and the future impact of interest and principal payments on ERA Water’s 
cashflow.  

3.5.3 Based on the committed water volumes and the forecast SA Water Price, the 
Constituent Councils are expected to collectively pay $755,660 for water in 
FY2020 and $773,040 in FY2021 (including supply charges).  

3.5.4 If ERA Water was able to receive some or all of this cashflow during CY2019, 
it could be sufficient to meet a large portion of the expected funding 
requirements based on Scenario 2b (average rainfall).  

Option 2b

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (37.9%) (19.4%) 2.7% 5.7% 8.6% 8.7% 11.4% 14.0% 16.4%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 8718% 1227% 1003% 760% 716% 674% 632% 592% 554% 518%

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each CC 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 4,794 29,664 54,158 56,472 81,800 106,757 131,363

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 3,341 20,676 37,748 39,361 57,015 74,410 91,560

Walkerville 0 0 0 1,220 7,551 13,786 14,375 20,822 27,175 33,438

Total savings 0 0 0 9,356 57,891 105,692 110,207 159,636 208,342 256,361

Option 2b

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (40.7%) (21.8%) 0.6% 3.7% 6.6% 6.7% 9.5% 12.1% 14.6%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9281% 1305% 1070% 813% 767% 724% 681% 640% 601% 564%
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3.6 Third party investment / divestment 

3.6.1 The final funding option to consider is to seek third party support for the project. 
This could come in the form of a joint venture type arrangement, or either a full 
or partial divestment of the ERA Water assets. 

3.6.2 We are aware of an indicative and non-binding offer to purchase ERA Water’s 
assets from a private sector entity in 2018.  We understand this was previously 
considered by the Constituent Councils and rejected, however, if the 
Constituent Councils are unwilling or unable to increase the level of funding 
provided to ERA Water, the ERA Water Board could consider alternative 
funding options which may include full or partial divestment.  

3.6.3 The terms of any potential third party offer would need to be investigated and 
would of course be subject to appropriate procurement policy and procedures 
and due diligence considerations.  If this option was to be considered the ERA 
Water Board would need to report back to the Constituent Councils on the 
outcome of these considerations.   

Please contact the writer if you have any questions or comments regarding our financial 
modelling. 

Yours faithfully 
BRM HOLDICH 

MICHAEL RICHARDSON 
Associate Director 
Email: mrichardson@brmholdich.com.au 
Direct line: 08 8168 8400 or 0408 637 345 

Attachments: 
Attachment One – Scenario 2b – Base Case 
Attachment Two – Scenario 2b – Dry Scenario 
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Option 2B - Average Rainfall

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Income

User Charges

Water Sales ERA Councils 133,182 755,660 773,040 781,464 751,118 721,924 736,444 706,488 677,703 650,063

Water Sales - Other 0 250,050 435,668 746,228 763,391 780,949 798,911 817,286 836,083 855,313

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Income 133,182 1,005,709 1,208,708 1,527,692 1,514,509 1,502,873 1,535,355 1,523,773 1,513,786 1,505,376

Expenses

Employee Costs 112,920 96,336 98,552 100,818 103,137 105,509 107,936 110,419 112,958 115,556

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 308,586 401,858 429,764 470,690 485,095 500,009 515,455 531,454 548,027 565,199

Depreciation 264,658 453,484 451,738 438,870 426,518 414,656 445,851 433,623 421,867 410,562

Finance Costs 258,977 463,508 492,045 517,314 499,759 482,699 466,112 448,278 430,933 414,059

Total Expenses 945,141 1,415,185 1,472,099 1,527,692 1,514,509 1,502,873 1,535,355 1,523,773 1,513,786 1,505,376

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -409,476 -263,391 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -409,476 -263,391 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other Comprehensive Income

Amounts which will not be reclassified to operating result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income -811,959 -409,476 -263,391 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ATTACHMENT ONE:TACH
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Option 2B - Average Rainfall

Statement of Financial Position 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & cash equivalents 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517

Trade & Other Receivables 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316

Total Current Assets 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833

Non-current Assets

Financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Non-current Assets 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Assets 21,262,888 21,614,404 21,162,666 20,723,797 20,297,279 21,845,220 21,399,369 20,965,746 20,543,879 20,133,317

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Provisions

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Non-current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 12,360,208 13,121,200 12,932,854 12,493,984 12,067,466 11,652,811 11,206,960 10,773,337 10,351,469 9,940,908

Total Non-current Liabilities 12,360,208 13,121,200 12,932,854 12,493,984 12,067,466 11,652,811 11,206,960 10,773,337 10,351,469 9,940,908

Total Liabilities 12,364,208 13,125,200 12,936,854 12,497,984 12,071,466 11,656,811 11,210,960 10,777,337 10,355,469 9,944,908

NET ASSETS 8,898,680 8,489,204 8,225,813 8,225,813 8,225,813 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 8,960,638 8,898,679 8,489,204 8,225,812 8,225,812 8,225,812 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409

Equity contributed 750,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Asset Revaluation Reserves 0 0 0 0 0 1,962,597 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus (Deficit) -811,959 -409,476 -263,391 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL EQUITY 8,898,679 8,489,204 8,225,812 8,225,812 8,225,812 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409 10,188,409
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Option 2B - Average Rainfall

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (40.7%) (21.8%) 0.6% 3.7% 6.6% 6.7% 9.5% 12.1% 14.6%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9281% 1305% 1070% 813% 767% 724% 681% 640% 601% 564%

3) Liabilities as percentage of credit limit 95% 101% 99% 96% 93% 90% 86% 83% 80% 76%

4) Asset funding ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5) Asset sustainability ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

6) Interest cover ratio 194.5% 46.1% 40.7% 33.7% 31.8% 30.0% 28.3% 26.6% 25.0% 23.5%

Financial Indicator comments:

2) Net financial liabilities calculated as total liabilities less financial assets divided by Adjusted Income.

3) Net financial liability as percentage of ERA Water debt limit imposed by the Constituent Councils.

4) Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement assets as a percentage of annual depreciation expenditure.

5) Planned capital expenditure over the 70 year scheme life as percentage of total asset value.

6) Interest expense as a percentage of Adjusted Income.

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each CC 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 4,794 29,664 54,158 56,472 81,800 106,757 131,363

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 3,341 20,676 37,748 39,361 57,015 74,410 91,560

Walkerville 0 0 0 1,220 7,551 13,786 14,375 20,822 27,175 33,438

Total savings 0 0 0 9,356 57,891 105,692 110,207 159,636 208,342 256,361

1) Revenue and operating surplus calculated based on the notional revenue generated from Constituent Councils if they were to pay 100% of SA Water Price (Adjusted Income).

The table above shows the difference between the cost of water available under the ERA Water model compared to what a Constituent Council would need to pay if contracting directly

with SA Water.
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Option 2B - Dry Scenario

Statement of Comprehensive Income 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Income

User Charges

Water Sales ERA Councils 133,182 532,709 650,766 790,820 809,009 824,964 839,484 809,528 780,743 753,103

Water Sales - Other 0 0 0 261,684 455,939 780,949 798,911 817,286 836,083 855,313

Grants, Subsidies and Contributions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Investment Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Income 133,182 532,709 650,766 1,052,504 1,264,948 1,605,913 1,638,395 1,626,814 1,616,827 1,608,416

Expenses

Employee Costs 112,920 96,336 98,552 100,818 103,137 105,509 107,936 110,419 112,958 115,556

Materials, Contracts & Other Expenses 308,586 362,483 380,152 424,964 455,315 500,009 515,455 531,454 548,027 565,199

Depreciation 264,658 453,484 451,738 438,870 426,518 414,656 445,851 433,623 421,867 410,562

Finance Costs 258,977 491,633 537,486 587,935 590,383 585,739 569,153 551,319 533,974 517,099

Total Expenses 945,141 1,403,935 1,467,927 1,552,587 1,575,353 1,605,913 1,638,395 1,626,814 1,616,827 1,608,416

Operating Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -871,226 -817,161 -500,083 -310,405 0 0 0 0 0

Amounts Received Specifically for New or Upgraded Assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus / (Deficit) -811,959 -871,226 -817,161 -500,083 -310,405 0 0 0 0 0

Other Comprehensive Income

Amounts which will not be reclassified to operating result 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income -811,959 -871,226 -817,161 -500,083 -310,405 0 0 0 0 0

ATTACHMENT TWO:
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Option 2B - Dry Scenario

Statement of Financial Position 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Assets

Current Assets

Cash & cash equivalents 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517 9,517

Trade & Other Receivables 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316 10,316

Total Current Assets 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833 19,833

Non-current Assets

Financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Infrastructure, property, plant & equipment 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Non-current Assets 21,243,055 21,594,571 21,142,833 20,703,964 20,277,446 21,825,387 21,379,536 20,945,913 20,524,046 20,113,484

Total Assets 21,262,888 21,614,404 21,162,666 20,723,797 20,297,279 21,845,220 21,399,369 20,965,746 20,543,879 20,133,317

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Provisions

Borrowings 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000

Non-current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Borrowings 13,110,208 14,332,950 14,698,374 14,759,587 14,643,474 14,228,819 13,782,968 13,349,345 12,927,477 12,516,916

Total Non-current Liabilities 13,110,208 14,332,950 14,698,374 14,759,587 14,643,474 14,228,819 13,782,968 13,349,345 12,927,477 12,516,916

Total Liabilities 13,114,208 14,336,950 14,702,374 14,763,587 14,647,474 14,232,819 13,786,968 13,353,345 12,931,477 12,520,916

NET ASSETS 8,148,680 7,277,454 6,460,292 5,960,210 5,649,805 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401

EQUITY

Accumulated Surplus 8,960,638 8,148,679 7,277,454 6,460,292 5,960,210 5,649,804 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401

Asset Revaluation Reserves 0 0 0 0 0 1,962,597 0 0 0 0

Net Surplus (Deficit) -811,959 -871,226 -817,161 -500,083 -310,405 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL EQUITY 8,148,679 7,277,454 6,460,292 5,960,210 5,649,804 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401 7,612,401
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Option 2B - Dry Scenario

Key Financial indicators 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

1) Operating surplus ratio (609.7%) (163.5%) (125.6%) (47.5%) (24.5%) 0.2% 0.4% 3.4% 6.1% 8.7%

2) Net financial liabilities ratio 9844% 2691% 2259% 1402% 1158% 885% 838% 793% 751% 710%

3) Liabilities as percentage of credit limit 101% 110% 113% 114% 113% 109% 106% 103% 99% 96%

4) Asset funding ratio 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

5) Asset sustainability ratio 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

6) Interest cover ratio 194.5% 92.3% 82.6% 55.9% 46.7% 36.4% 34.6% 32.8% 31.0% 29.4%

Financial Indicator comments:

2) Net financial liabilities calculated as total liabilities less financial assets divided by Adjusted Income.

3) Net financial liability as percentage of ERA Water debt limit imposed by the Constituent Councils.

4) Capital expenditure on renewal or replacement assets as a percentage of annual depreciation expenditure.

5) Planned capital expenditure over the 70 year scheme life as percentage of total asset value.

6) Interest expense as a percentage of Adjusted Income.

ERA Water

Calculated savings for each Constituent Council 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Burnside 0 0 0 0 0 1,359 3,672 29,001 53,958 78,564

Norwood, Payneham and St Peters 0 0 0 0 0 947 2,560 20,213 37,609 54,759

Walkerville 0 0 0 0 0 346 935 7,382 13,735 19,998

Total savings 0 0 0 0 0 2,652 7,167 56,596 105,302 153,321

1) Revenue and operating surplus calculated based on the notional revenue generated from Constituent Councils if they were to pay 100% of SA Water Price (Adjusted Income).

The table above shows the difference between the cost of water available under the ERA Water model compared to what a Constituent Council would need to pay if contracting directly with SA

Water.
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ERA Water FY2019 Monthly Cashflow forecast

Loan Balance (30 November 2019) 12,230,000        
Facility Limit 13,000,000        
LGFA funding available 770,000             
Bank SA (30 November 2019) 21,917                
Interest rate 3.60%

December January February March April May June Commentary

Opening Loan balance (12,230,000) (12,284,909) (12,461,807) (12,529,655) (12,597,504) (12,880,904) (13,052,479)

Operating activities Per Q1 Budget Review
Revenue ERA Councils 133,182 44,394 44,394 44,394 Revenue apportioned over irrigation season.

Expenses:
Scheme Costs

Maintenance (116,667) (16,667) (16,667) (16,667) (16,667) (16,667) (16,667) (16,667) Equal payment each month

Electricity (30,000) (4,286) (4,286) (4,286) (4,286) (4,286) (4,286) (4,286) Equal payment each month

Licencing & Testing (22,000) (3,143) (3,143) (3,143) (3,143) (3,143) (3,143) (3,143) Equal payment each month

Telecommunications & Scada (18,000) (2,571) (2,571) (2,571) (2,571) (2,571) (2,571) (2,571) Equal payment each month

Interest Expense (258,977) Calculated in financing costs

Depreciation (260,825) Non cash cost

Amortisation (3,833) Non cash cost

Fixed Operating Costs 0
Audit & Accounting (10,042) Won't be paid until FY2020

Bank Charges (1,000) (143) (143) (143) (143) (143) (143) (143) Equal payment each month

Customer & Admin Support (4,170) (596) (596) (596) (596) (596) (596) (596) Equal payment each month

Employee Costs (108,750) (8,212) (8,212) (8,212) (8,212) (8,212) (8,212) (8,212) GM role including super.

ICT (15,000) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) Equal payment each month

Insurance (61,000) (8,714) (8,714) (8,714) (8,714) (8,714) (8,714) (8,714) Equal payment each month

Professional Services (38,000) (5,429) (5,429) (5,429) (5,429) (5,429) (5,429) (5,429) Equal payment each month

Governance (15,000) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) (2,143) Equal payment each month

Office Expenses (1,042) (149) (149) (149) (149) (149) (149) (149) Equal payment each month

Premises 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Equal payment each month

Staff Amenities & Development (2,500) (357) (357) (357) (357) (357) (357) (357) Equal payment each month

Contingency (2,500) (357) (357) (357) (357) (357) (357) (357) Equal payment each month

Total cash outflow from operating (54,909) (54,909) (54,909) (54,909) (54,909) (54,909) (54,909)
Net cashflow from operating (54,909) (10,515) (10,515) (10,515) (54,909) (54,909) (54,909)

Cashflow from investing activities
New connections (57,333) (57,333) (57,333) (116,667) (116,667) (116,667) 15 connections @ $172,000 (tender accepted assumed payment in 

Jan, Feb, March) and next 30 @ $350,000 (assumed parment in April, 
May, June)

Cash outflow from investing 0 (57,333) (57,333) (57,333) (116,667) (116,667) (116,667)

Net cashflow (excluding interest) (54,909) (67,848) (67,848) (67,848) (171,576) (171,576) (171,576)

Closing loan balance (excluding interest) (12,284,909) (12,352,757) (12,529,655) (12,597,504) (12,769,079) (13,052,479) (13,224,055)

Interest expense (109,050) (111,824) Interest to the LGFA is paid quarterly in arrears. 

Closing cash balance (after interest) (12,284,909) (12,461,807) (12,529,655) (12,597,504) (12,880,904) (13,052,479) (13,224,055)
Cash available 715,091 538,193 470,345 402,496 119,096 (52,479) (224,055)

Attachment H
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Actual Budget Recommended Proposed Revised
YTD October 2018 Full Year FY2019  Adjustment Full Year FY2019 Budget Comments

Income
Revenue ERA Councils $419,632 ($286,450) $133,182 Assumed 35ML of water in FY2019 reducing revenue by $286k
Revenues (exc. ERA Councils) $10,555 $0 $10,555 $10,555 LGFA & LGA mutual FY2018 distributions
Total Income $10,555 $419,632 ($275,895) $143,737

Operating Costs
Scheme Costs
Maintenance $116,667 $116,667 Maintenance costs are being capitalised until 30 November
Electricity $30,000 $30,000 Electricity costs to date ($19.8k) have been capitalised as they relate directly to 

the commissioing of the scheme.  Electricity will be recorded in the P&L from 1 
December. 

Licencing & Testing $2,850 $22,000 $22,000
Telecommunications & Scada $7,773 $18,000 $18,000
Interest Expense $258,977 $258,977 Interest expenses are being capitalised until 30 November
Depreciation $260,825 $260,825 Depreciation scheduled to start 1 December
Amortisation $3,833 $3,833 Amortisation scheduled to start 1 December

Fixed Operating Costs
Audit & Accounting $4,800 $5,042 $5,000 $10,042 YTD expense includes account preparation fee by BRM Holdich.  Include 

accrual for FY2019 audit fee in budget.
Bank Charges $10 $1,000 $1,000
Customer & Admin Support $227 $4,170 $4,170
Employee Costs $37,049 $108,750 $108,750
ICT $3,183 $15,000 $15,000 Cost of Synergy license no longer required however ERAW have agreed to contribute to BRM Holdich a
Insurance $13,803 $61,000 $61,000 Currently in discussions with LGA Mutual relating to level of coverage.  We 

expect to provide the ERAW Board with options to amend the level of coverage 
and the associated premium in time for the November Board Meeting.

Professional Services $7,000 $38,000 $38,000
Governance $1,470 $15,000 $15,000
Office Expenses $1,042 $1,042
Premises $2,085 ($2,085) $0 No rent payable at NPSP.
Staff Amenities & Development $2,500 $2,500
Contingency $2,500 $2,500

Total Operating Costs $78,165 $966,391 $2,915 $969,306

Profit / (loss) ($67,610) ($546,759) S ($825,569)

BR1 - DRAFT FOR AUDIT COMMITTEE
ERA Water Regional Subsidiary

July 2018 to October 2018
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AUDIT COMMITTEE FORWARD AGENDA 
FEBRUARY 2019

Feb-19 Apr-19 Jun-19 Aug-19 Oct-19
ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN AND LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLAN 
Annual Business Plan and Budget  
Long Term Financial Plan  
Fees and Charges 

ANNUAL REPORT AND EXTERNAL AUDIT 
Annual Report (Strategic) 
External Auditor’s Interim Report/ Update   
External Auditor’s Report to the Council for Year End 
External Auditor Presentation 
Independence of Council Auditor 
Appointment of external auditor 

REGIONAL SUBSIDIARIES 
Regional Subsidiary Periodical Financial Results 
ERA Water - Standing Item     
Attendance from Regional Subsidiary Rep BHKC 

INTERNAL REVIEWS AND INTERNAL AUDIT 
Internal Audit Plan Update / Review     
Appointment of Internal Auditor 
Update on WHS     
Update on Cyber Security 
Update on Live Streaming 
AUDIT COMMITTEE RELATED
Audit Committee Terms of Reference  
Review Of Audit Committee Activities (Operational)
Forward Agenda     

REGISTERS:
Key Actions and Outstanding Key Dates Table (April and Oct)  
Policy Protocol Tracking Table (Feb and Aug)  
Register Compliance Table (April and Oct)  

POLICIES: 
Fees and Charges Non Rates Policy 
Fees and Charges Discounts Policy 
Prudential Policy 
Treasury Management Policy 
Asset Disposal Policy 
Section 270 Policy 
Corporate Credit Card Policy 
Fixed Asset Financial Reporting Policy 
General Ledger Financial Information Policy 

The Committee shall meet at 6.00pm on the third Monday of February, April,
June, August, and October or as otherwise determined by Council
(whether as the result of a motion upon notice in or an Officer’s Report to
Council).

2019

As Needed 
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From: Karishma Reynolds
To: Robert Dabrowski
Cc: Martin Cooper
Subject: FW: Audit Recommendation
Date: Monday, 4 March 2019 3:33:05 PM
Attachments: image003.jpg

image001.gif
image002.jpg

Hi Rob,
As discussed last week, can we please include this in the next Audit Committee as correspondence.
Cheers
Karishma

Karishma Reynolds | Group Manager Finance & Governance
City of Burnside | 401 Greenhill Road Tusmore SA 5065
P: 08 8366 4178 | M: 0437615339 
Kreynolds@burnside.sa.gov.au
www.burnside.sa.gov.au

From: Samantha Creten 
Sent: Tuesday, 26 February 2019 2:08 PM
To: Karishma Reynolds ; John Jovicevic 
Cc: Raffaella Brown ; Martin Cooper 
Subject: RE: Audit Recommendation
Hi Karishma
We will have a look around these areas and see what is currently in place, these were not
necessarily recommendations but more of a broader conversation.
Regards
Samantha Creten
Partner

214 Melbourne Street
North Adelaide SA 5006

T: 08 8267 4777
F: 08 8239 0895

Liability limited by a scheme approved
under Professional Standards Legislation

deannewbery.com.au
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is confidential, subject to copyright, constitutes a trade secret and/or is subject to legal professional privilege. If you
are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files
associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying
to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored.

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost,
destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for any errors or omissions that are
present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request
a hard-copy version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the
entity.

From: Karishma Reynolds [mailto:kreynolds@burnside.sa.gov.au] 
Sent: Monday, 25 February 2019 5:53 PM
To: Samantha Creten <SamanthaCreten@deannewbery.com.au>; John Jovicevic
<JohnJovicevic@deannewbery.com.au>
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Cc: Raffaella Brown <RBrown@burnside.sa.gov.au>; Martin Cooper
<MCooper@burnside.sa.gov.au>
Subject: Audit Recommendation
Hi Sam/John,
Hope you’re both well.
We had our Audit Committee meeting last Monday and through conversations with the Mayor and
Cr Henschke, it was noted that a couple of policies were recommended as best practice and should
be implemented by Council:

- Working from home Policy; and
- Entertainment / Travel Policy;

The Audit Committee has requested that these be raised through a Management Letter so we can
track and action it consistently.
Are you please able to include these in with the next interim letter?
Regards
Karishma

Karishma Reynolds | Group Manager Finance & Governance
City of Burnside | 401 Greenhill Road Tusmore SA 5065
P: 08 8366 4178 | M: 0437615339 
Kreynolds@burnside.sa.gov.au
www.burnside.sa.gov.au

CONFIDENTIALITY: This e-mail is from the City of Burnside. The contents are confidential and intended only for the named recipient
of this email. If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any use, reproduction, disclosure or
distribution of the information contained in the email is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply to us
immediately and delete the document.
VIRUSES: Any loss/damage incurred by using this material is not the sender's responsibility. The City of Burnside's entire liability will
be limited to resupplying the material. No warranty is made that this material is free from computer virus or other defect.

*** Think before you print ***

This is one of Council's LA21 Sustainable Environmental Management initiatives.
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